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Preface
It is with gratitude to the Land Trust Alliance of British Columbia, which represents the thirty
land trusts in this province, that the authors accepted the commission to explore practical
conservation offsets. BC's new Emission Offset Regulation and parallel initiatives in other parts
of the Western Climate Initiative illuminate a new path to carbon credits. However, because BC
still has to develop guidelines and Forest Protocols for these regulations, there is still some
uncertainty on how to pioneer the pilot projects. This document is designed to help devise a
context within which land managers in BC can develop credible conservation offsets of natural
areas to the highest standards. The next step is to support the hard work of pioneering the first
pilot projects, and ease BC’s high development costs faced by first movers in other jurisdictions,
such as the Van Eyck and Garcia Forest Projects in California.
The authors’ advice in this report is supplied in good faith and reflects the limited knowledge
and experience to be gained practically in an emerging field as well as uncertainties at the date
of publication. Dirk Brinkman’s contribution to this paper is based on wide-ranging provincial
and international experience in reforestation, offset and climate change projects such as: BC’s
first land use change offset market; Canada’s first zero net forest loss offset market (Ontario
Hydro); the first methodology for Afforestation/Reforestation put before the UNFCCC’s CDM;
the World Bank’s leading Bio-carbon project, Pico Bonito, Honduras; Clinton Climate Initiative
report on Overcoming Barriers to Financing Avoided Deforestation and
Afforestation/Reforestation; four UNFCCC climate negotiations and the World Summit on
Sustainable Development; being the champion for ecosystem-based forest management theme
of Canada’s National Forest Strategy.
Richard Hebda's contribution derives from years of writing about climate change impacts on
ecosystems in British Columbia, academic research in the dynamics of ecosystem change in the
past, preparing models of climate change impacts, curating a major climate change exhibit and
as coauthor of a recent report on climate change and conservation.
While the analyses used in this report are based on ecosystem value principles, logic and
available knowledge, the bio-physics, technical, economic and options analysis are indicative
only. As emphasized throughout the report, appropriate specific project design and
mensuration data have to be validated and modeled for each project before making any
commercial decisions. Professional carbon market consultants are poised to provide these
services for conservation offsets in British Columbia and LTABC is exploring the future
relationships with consulting firms who are abreast of ever-changing international standards
and market fluctuations. Carbon and non-timber value markets are even more volatile than
timber markets, and any future market predictions made in this report are for the purpose of
stimulating analytical thinking, and should not be relied on for making market decisions.
It is our hope that ecosystem service market mechanisms will help integrate the values of
conservation into every business decision. It will be another small step towards shifting human
development to sustainability. The authors ask everyone, who shares the LTABC’s vision, to
accept the flaws in this effort to do their vision justice, and to also support the integration of all
ecosystem values into their daily lives. We hope that all people interested in the efforts of land
trusts and conservation organizations and land use issues in general share the contents of this
report with their members and audiences.
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Introduction
In 2008, The Land Trust Alliance of British Columbia published a report entitled Mitigating and
Adapting to Climate Change through the Conservation of Nature in British Columbia.1 The key
recommendation of that report was to explore the “major opportunities to use the remarkable
value of conserved lands” including living carbon and ecosystem services through the growing
offset markets. This report seeks to bring the relevant elements together to prepare for this
next step. Conservation projects, including ecological restoration and management, provide
options for generating revenue and support for conservancies, land trusts, First Nations, and
other owners and managers of protected and conserved lands.
Since the publication of the Hebda/Wilson report, international and regional developments in
the living carbon markets have expanded exponentially. In response to the evidence of growing
catastrophic risks resulting from climate change, offset trading in Green House Gases (GHG) has
dominated the emerging science and practice of climate action. GHG trading is expected to
become the largest single commodity traded in the world’s largest ecoregion—the
atmosphere—a global commons. The rising importance of reducing emissions from
deforestation and land use degradation (REDD) as part of an integrated climate change
strategy, has led to the proliferation of methodologies and regulatory mechanisms for living
carbon credits.
The Province of BC has been a regional leader in responding to the climate change challenge,
through its Climate Action Plan that targets a 20% reduction in 2004 GHG emission levels by
2020, to be implemented by the recently passed Emission Offset Regulations. The BC
government's carbon tax and the creation of the Pacific Carbon Trust, with its call for forestry
offsets, are examples of an emerging market for a forest emission reduction and for ecosystem
sink creation. US President Obama's recent commitment to cap and trade and the government
appointees for implementing this system are encouraging. Land trusts and other land managers
can now consider how ecosystem GHG reduction benefits can be traded to conserve, restore or
enhance natural systems. In anticipation of these markets, various discussion papers have been
recently released on carbon offsets for BC’s diverse and rich ecosystems.2 This report
complements these papers and attempts to provide recommendations for the direction BC
should take in developing this market.
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Wilson, S. and R. Hebda, 2008. Mitigating and Adapting to Climate Change through the Conservation of Nature in
British Columbia. Land Trust Alliance of British Columbia.
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Three discussion papers within British Columbia have come out on carbon offsets, forests and biodiversity in
2008/09 all of which are recommended reading. Offsetters. January 30 2009. A Discussion Paper on the Feasibility of
Funding Riparian Restoration with Revenue Sourced from Carbon Credits, Fraser Basin Council; M. Greig G. Bull.
2009. Carbon Management in British Columbia’s Forests: Opportunities and Challenges. Forrex Series 24; and T.A.
Black et al, November 2008. Carbon Sequestration in British Columbia’s Forests and Management Options. Pacific
Institute for Climate Solutions. A fourth paper is in draft form and due to be released by the
Forest/Climate/Biodiversity Working Group of various ENGOs in BC,. J. Pojar’s The Credible Case for Nature
Conservation in BC: Biodiversity, Carbon and Climate Change. Also Simon Dyer et al 2008. Catching Up: Conservation
and Biodiversity Offsets in Alberta’s Boreal Forest. Canadian Boreal Initiative. provides useful insight into Alberta’s
opportunities.

The Offsets Market

In addition to carbon storage and
sequestration, ecosystems provide an
enormous range of services or values vital
to the well-being of humans.3 4 Such values
have motivated the conservation and
protection of ecosystems by many land
trusts and other land agencies as well as
governments. Any climate change initiative
involving ecosystem conservation has
greater value because of the added
benefits of conservation and even
enhancement of vital ecosystem services.
From the perspective of climate change
alone, these services provide an important
adaptation component of confronting
climate change5.
British Columbia has exceptional potential
to develop a market for the integration of
ecosystem services with carbon services
and the development of a valuation
program. The province has the greatest
biological diversity at ecological and
taxonomic scales in the country and much
of it remains in a relatively sound state.6
This makes the region an excellent place to
invest in many ecosystem services,
particularly those related to biodiversity
and climate change adaptation. The region
has a stable social infrastructure and
governance for supporting perpetual
covenants assuring permanence.

'Offsets' is used in this report to describe the link
between the effort to reduce industrial (and
personal) emissions and the equally important
conservation and restoration of ecosystem sinks. The
emerging offset market for reducing emissions by
purchasing sinks is very small compared to the
trading market to cap emissions, but this market
provides important precedents for the bigger
challenge of securing the stability of existing global
sinks and restoring the earth’s degraded soils and
ecosystems (Millenium Ecosystem Assessment,
2005) to meet the climate challenge (Eliasch Review
2008).
The offset market is recognizing a continuum from
avoided deforestation of natural forests (or full
conservation) to different degrees of carbon
management, such as afforestation /reforestation
/restoration and soil rehabilitation. It prepares the
critical road ahead for expanding global terrestrial
sinks to an extent that the climatic disruptions of
greater than 2C warming and its consequent
geopolitical chaos may be avoided, or at least
mitigated.
The US has had an offset market for twenty years in
wetlands with ecologist entrepreneurs partnered
with investors. Farms, that may have been struggling
to stay drained, were bought and restored to
wetlands over four or five years and then traded
through the wetland program of two-restoredhectares-for-one-disturbed-hectare—creating the
wetland offset market.
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Eliasch, J. et al. 2008, Climate Change: Financing Global Forests [The Eliasch Review] The UK Office of Climate
Change: London. http://www.occ.gov.uk/activities/eliasch.htm . Also note Wilson and Hebda, 2008, Pojar,
2009
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Status of Biodiversity in British Columbia. Biodiversity B.C. Victoria, B.C. 268 pp.

The process of measuring and valuing carbon in ecosystems and valuing ecosystem services,
and then integrating the valuations into the business of offset trading, is complex and evolving
rapidly. It requires technical expertise in many fields: physical and biological sciences, economic
and social systems, policies and legislation. Furthermore this technical expertise has to be
applied on a range of geographic scales. The specific tools and frameworks for measuring
carbon, CO2 emissions and ecosystem components and services are evolving rapidly and are yet
to be standardized.
The chapters that follow are necessarily technical and are intended to guide the professionals
involved with land trusts and other land agencies in the evaluation, choice and development of
appropriate approaches and methods pertinent to offset projects. For opinion leaders and
policy makers, it summarizes the rapidly changing institutional framework, mechanisms and
markets for originating and selling conservation offsets in BC. For the lay readers, a carbon
primer is also provided with the principles of valuing carbon and ecosystem services. Pioneering
case studies are profiled to show the range of emerging opportunities and challenges for
developing carbon/conservation offsets in both the voluntary and compliance offset markets.
As the first pilot projects for conserving living carbon are tested and have their methods
refined, assigning value to nature will become more comprehensible and more widely
integrated into all conservation projects. Land trusts and other managers of conservation lands
are encouraged to get acquainted with the language and methods of this process, since
significant and exciting opportunities are available.
Finally, much of the international impetus for forest offsets has come from the forestry sector
seeking to fund reforestation, restoration and improved forest practices. This has led to a
legitimate outcry by ENGOS and the public against forestry offsets on the basis that large
emitters will simply buy their way out of immediate emission reductions, by paying for distant
future forest carbon sinks. The experience in California however, suggests that the sustained
critical tension between the environmental community and public on the one side, and the
forest industry on the other has raised the bar on the debate and created some huge
opportunities. The protocols and methods developed for forestry offset projects in California
are now directly transferable to conservation projects. Lompico Forest Project generated the
first carbon credits for full conservation of a redwood forest to be traded on the compliance
market, just last year.
The April 2009 call for forest offsets from the Pacific Carbon Trust indicates that British
Columbia is taking a similar route to California. BC, like California also has forest ecosystems
unique in the world, and some of the most well-informed and passionate environmentalists to
defend them. British Columbia is a world leader in measuring and understanding biological
diversity, ecosystem characteristics and its forest managementpractices are the best in the
world, according to Ben Cashore, Professor at Yale University.7 So an opportunity exists to
enable conservation organizations to build on the regulatory framework within which forestry
companies practice. This process is creating a sound foundation for the unprecedented level of
sophisticated accounting required to trade ecosystem GHGs—atmospheric interactions that are
both subtle and complicated. But this approach is appropriate because the statistical disciplines
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101(8): 42-47.

for data collection and sampling developed within forest research transfer soundly into the
measurements related to actions on climate change.
The technical report includes considerable discussion of some of these debates over the last
decade, the global context, and the scientific data that is accumulating about full-cost
accounting for carbon and the role of forests and ecosystems in a comprehensive climate action
plan. It is important that some of these fundamental relationships between terrestrial
ecosystems and the atmosphere, reducing emissions and increasing sinks, and the critical
timing for action all be well understood.
In this report,
•

Chapter One sets the context for the global role that conservation and restoration of
BC’s natural ecosystems can play in reducing emissions.

•

Chapter Two provides the critical context for BC offset programs climate change action
within the international challenge to contain climate, because offset activity today
occurs in the international realm.

•

Chapter Three provides the principles of carbon accounting

•

Chapter Four examines the classification and valuation of ecosystem services

•

Chapter Five provides the current framework for valuing carbon and managing risk

•

Chapter Six provides a strategic review of potential markets

•

Chapter Seven reviews case studies and some pilot projects using ecosystem service
and carbon offsets in BC and the Western Climate Initiative states of California and
Washington.

•

Chapter Eight integrates and summarizes the recommendations that appear
throughout the report related to the material being discussed.

The Executive Summary is published separately and available online as well on www.ltabc.bc.ca

Chapter 1: Role of Ecosystems in Containing Climate Change

“What the world needs is ‘Less emissions, more sinks’”
Indonesia’s President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono opening the political session of the 2007
UNFCCC’s MOP3/COP13 in Bali.

International context
The global urgency of action provides a critical mission context for directing BC land trust
initiatives and aligning its various constituents to the key priorities for its climate and ecosystem
service initiatives. This section attempts to develop some foundation elements for LTABC’s
mission and land managers interested in conservation of biodiversity.
Two unprecedented global science teams have defined the scope and scale of the challenge of
two of the converging calamities facing the sustainability generation: the International Panel of
Climate Change scientists (IPCC) who have advised the UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) 1992-2009, and 1360 scientists, agronomists, ecologists and foresters who
undertook the UN’s Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MEA) between 2000 and 2005. Susan
Solomon, the former head of the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
recently said “continued, unabated CO2 emissions to the atmosphere would have climatic
consequences that would persist for a thousand years.”8

8

Susan Solomon, ozone hole luminary and Nobel Prize winning chair of the IPCC and former chair of NOAA, with her
colleagues, published a paper entitled “Irreversible climate change because of carbon dioxide emissions” in the

The IPCC’s 2007 report, authored by the largest and most credible scientific body the world has
ever known, confirmed there is over 90% certainty that human Green House Gas (GHG)
emissions are driving global climatic disruptions. The ‘geopolitical chaos’9 expected to arise
from these disruptions of climate, agriculture, settlements and ecosystems, has the potential to
be far worse than the consequences of the current financial meltdown.10 “Without action we
risk losing,” according to James Hansen, scientist with National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), “a planet similar to that on which civilization developed and to which
life on Earth is adapted.’11
This urgency has driven the huge up-swell of material on reducing emissions from forest loss
and degradation in the last 18 months as policy and science catch up. The interest in reducing
deforestation has provided a major impetus to the role of land trusts. However, also new is the
need for a global sinks program, which changes the discussion about the nature of forest
carbon and ecosystem services. It is this new dynamic that is important to understand, so that
land trusts and other land managers can play a leading role in a global sinks initiative. This
critical shift is recognizing the dynamic interdependence of industrial emissions and ecosystem
sinks. This is well illustrated by the trends in their annual dynamics as shown in Figure 1 of the
terrestrial/atmospheric carbon cycle.

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of USA. In it she talked about the long tail of carbon that will take
thousands of years before it will be removed from the atmosphere. This long residual time is because the oceans are
already saturated, and as you reduce atmospheric carbon the oceans will release some of their stored carbon to reequilibrate, just as they will absorb more as the atmospheric fraction of carbon containing molecules increases. The
only solution is a global terrestrial bio-sequestration initiative such as this paper discusses.
9

This apropos term ‘geopolitical chaos’ was used in the Pentagon’s 2008 confidential assessment “The National
Security Implications of Climate Change through 2030” authored by Thomas Fingar who was nicknamed 'Yoda' by
Pentagon colleagues for his long record of accurate predictions. The countries, states and counties identified to be at
risk in this assessment remain confidential. Presented to the US Congress in July 2008.
10

"If we do not reduce our emissions from their present path by at least half globally, by 2050, we will bring upon
ourselves a human and economic catastrophe that will make today’s crisis look small." UK PM Gordon Brown, Feb. 1,
2009
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Hansen, J. et al., 2008, Target Atmospheric CO2: Where Should Humanity Aim? NASA/Goddard Institute for Space
Studies. Accessed May 14 http://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/0804/0804.1126.pdf

Figure 1: The terrestrial/ocean atmospheric carbon cycle is illustrated below in the
period 2000-2005 and this is compared to the period 1990-1999 in the chart
below.

______Sources________

Period

1990-1999
2000-2005

_______Sinks________

Average
annual
atmospheric
fraction
GtC/yr

Emissions
from Fossil
Fuel

Emissions
from
deforestation

Terrestrial
ecosystem
GtC/yr

3.2 +- 0.2
4.1 +- 0.1

6.4 +- 0.4
7.3 +- 0.3

1.6 +- 0.9
1.6 +- 0.9

2.6
2.6

Oceans
GtC/yr

2.2 +- 0.4
2.2 +- 0.5

Average
annual
%age
surface
absorption

50%
46%

The characterization of the annual cycle of the atmospheric/surface dynamic in the illustration
and the chart above is shown in gigatonnes of carbon, whereas often emissions and sinks are
characterized in gigatonnes of CO2 or CO2e (carbon dioxide equivalent calculating for all
greenhouse gases). The conversion from C to CO2 uses the ratio of 12:44. Image by Dirk
Brinkman, adapted from the 2007 IPCC Report, the Science.

Changing role of carbon sinks and climate action focus
During the period between 1990 and 2000, each year on average 50% of industrial and
deforestation emissions were re-absorbed into terrestrial and ocean sinks, almost all through
photosynthesis. However, during the 2001 to 2005 period the portion that the world’s
ecosystems absorbed was only 46% of annual industrial emissions. The main reason for this
proportional decline is the increasing annual fossil fuel emissions and the decreasing forest
cover and ecosystem health. This results in the annual fraction of GHGs staying in atmosphere
also increasing from 3.2 GtC/yr to 4.1GtC/yran increase of 28% considering this trend is
measured from the weighted mid-point 1990-1999 to the mid-point of 2000-2005, only a
period of 7.5 years, this much acceleration in global warming GHGs is very alarming.12 It is not
only increases emissions that cause this trend, forest loss from deforestation reducing forest
cover reduces annual absorption. A bigger interrupter of annual absorption is the seasonal
growth (rainy in the tropics and spring in the temperate zones) during years with extreme
drought and fire. Both 1998’s fires in Indonesia and 2003 were such years. The 2003 Firestorm
BC was replicated in California, Australia, the European Union (EU) (22,000 deaths in France
during the heat waves) and Siberia—where 23 million hectares burned. In extreme drought
years such as 2003, land use change from fire, and reduced seasonal growth may have resulted
in as great a global emission source as fossil fuels. Beyond the trends of deforestation and
degradation of terrestrial and ocean ecosystems, both the ocean and the remaining ecosystems
have saturation maximums that limit the annual role these ecosystems can play in moderating
climate change.
To avoid the critical 2oC warming threshold in the IPCC's Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC FAR)
warning, global climate change debate focused on reducing industrial (and personal) emissions.
On December 8th of 2008, in Poznan Poland, during the climate talks (UNFCCC’s COP14/MOP4)
agreed to include a protocol for forest protection measures known as Reduced Emissions from
Deforestation and (Forest) Degradation (REDD), adding them to the UNFCCC’s protocols for
Afforestation/Reforestation/Restoration (ARR). It is possible for REDD initiatives to reduce
deforestation emissions by 75% through altering historic patterns according to The Eliasch
Review, published November, 2008.13 Whether such a global land use change program matched
with an emission reduction agenda could prevent 2oC warming was modeled and debated for the
climate negotiations by James Hansen of NASA in 2008. The emergence of a global sinks program
is now without doubt, and is estimated to create trillions in new economic activity over the next
two decades14.
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Eliasch, J. 2008, Climate Change: Financing Global Forests [The Eliasch Review] The UK Office of Climate Change:
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BC’s Emission Offset Regulation
In a wonderful serendipity, suggesting that emerging changes have reached a tipping point, also
on the week of December 8th, 2008, harmonizing with the UNFCCC's REDD modality for
conservation carbon, the Government of BC through an Order in Council (#905) passed BC’s
"Emission Offset Regulation" under the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Targets Act, 2007.15 So as
the international negotiations added tools for ecosystem sink conservation to the existing tools
of Afforestation/ Reforestation/ Restoration (ARR), the BC Legislature effectively enabled the
use of these mechanisms within British Columbia.
This is very significant for Canada since, because the federal momentum of having ratified the
Kyoto Protocol in 2004 was lost in 2005, any possibility of using the emerging international
tools to restore or conserve forests have been stalled in this country. BC’s Climate Action Plan
(CAP), which is a part of the Western Climate Initiative (WCI) involving four provinces and seven
states, recognizes both the trading value of emission reductions from avoiding forest
degradation, and ecosystem sinks created through forest enhancement and restoration
programs, but before December 8th, offered no regulatory direction for project developers,
proponents or land managers in BC.
While at this time there are still no guidelines or validated project methodologies within BC, the
California Air Resources Board (CARB) which is also a part of the WCI, adopted the nation’s first
standards for forest-generated emission reductions and has completed the validation of several
forest conservation/restoration projects which offer ready prototypes for similar projects in
British Columbia (Van Eyck, Lompico and Garcia Forest Projects, see Chapter 7).
Furthermore, with the establishment of a basic framework for carbon as an ecosystem service
value, the methodological process for trading other ecosystem values has a greater opportunity
to emerge. This is because the bioethics of carbon offset protocols provide important
precedents for other ecosystem values—precedents in the fundamental process that must be
followed to result in a robust offset trading system. This paper attempts to address some of the
issues that arise on the route to this new market economy of ecosystem service trading,
especially issues facing land trusts and other land managers in BC. Credible, accountable,
affordable and trackable methods that meet standards so that projects can be assessed for a
variety of markets, are comparable for ranking and so that their progress can be evaluated
are required for a robust market to emerge in BC.

Scope of land use change to prevent catastrophic warming
Because all indications are that we will exceed a 2oC increase if we rely on the inadequate
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Bill 44, The Greenhouse Gas Reduction Targets Act S.B.C. 2007, Section 12, Regulations
http://www.leg.bc.ca/38th3rd/1st_read/gov44-1.htm#section12

global actions to reduce emissions, shifting more land use sources to sinks and improving land
use sink capacity is becoming an increasing part of climate action. The full potential of a global
land scale restoration program for addressing climate would effectively restore the capacity of
carbon sinks to what they were 8000 years ago, when the emergence of this rich state of
civilization began. This does not mean that we will revert all of the areas now dedicated to
agriculture today back to forests. However, carbon trading will create incentives to modify
agricultural practices as soil degradation is a net source of GHGs, and these new practices can
return the soil to being a net GHG sink. This land stewardship initiative is needed to avoid
having the steamroller of industrial development destroy terrestrial ecosystems, including soils,
the basis of human well-being. Land trusts have a critical role in teaching businesses and
individuals about how to become ecosystem stewards. Through narrating more positive climate
scenarios, land trusts can encourage the emergence of a land-nurturing market.
To achieve the necessary reductions in emissions from land use changes and the most effective
system of maintaining biological diversity, an integrated approach needs to be adopted.
Franklin et al. describe it as the management of this values matrix.16 Franklin points to the
urgent necessity of all land managers from foresters to farmers becoming engaged in this task
of carbon and biodiversity conservation as part of an integrated strategy of mitigation and
adaptation. Pojar in his recent draft paper,17 outlines an integrated strategy for BC that
highlights the need for a multi-sector approach.

Conservation’s green economic revival
It is the conservation community that led the vision for the first challenge to overcome the
global trends in ecosystem degradation in the last century. As we entered the new millennium,
the conservation community’s imperative has to be embedded in all economic transactions.
Fortunately, conserving and restoring ecosystems and constraining carbon dioxide gas
emissions can also create sustainable new economic growth. Pricing carbon sequestration can
lead the green economic revolution that may develop from pricing and creating markets for all
of the ecosystem services. Ecosystem service markets could provide the sustainable pull to lift
the world economy out of its downward spiral and will certainly do far more than pouring
bailout capital into the old industrial economic giants18.
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‘And no one puts new wine into old wineskins; otherwise the new wine will burst the skins and will be spilled, and
the skins will be destroyed. But new wine must be put into fresh wineskins. And no one after drinking old wine desires
new wine, but says, “The old is good.” ’ Gospel of Luke 5:37-39, New Revised Standard Version: 1989. Most of us
instinctively recognize that this ancient knowledge embed in New Testament Christian teachings can help guide those
trying to refill the draining global economy. The new economy that must emerge to revive global trade will not come

The industrial revolution of the past century had huge impacts on the atmosphere, the oceans,
soils and ecosystems. The information revolution had a huge impact on the financial system the
consequences of which we are all witnessing and experiencing now. Mass production concepts
from the industrial era were programmed into computer transacted derivative, futures and
bond trading that leveraged real dollars into astronomical debt, insurance and security
exposure. Now this whole recently created financial constellation, which once promised high
rates of return on each layered transaction, is all unwinding like a million kites suddenly without
wind that are falling back to the ground in a tangled web. As long as this recession remains a
time of peace, this great financial unwinding may be a blessing for natural systems. Eliminating
the stellar internal rates of return promised by the world economic boom permits the slow
growth of natural systems (agricultural, forestry and ecosystem services) to compete on a level
playing field for human and capital resources. It is in the new ecosystem services economy that
a government financial and regulatory stimulus can create sustainable new jobs19. It is the
natural economy that will harness the extensive land resources of the poorest of the poor, who
in Canada are the aboriginal people, and help them escape hardship with cultural integrity.
Of the two great global threats, ecosystem degradation and climate change, the threat of
climate change is now the greatest. The need to contain climate change with ecosystem, soil
and forest conservation and restoration may also solve the ecosystem degradation challenge.
" The forest sector could benefit from the pursuit of a “green path” to development –
through building up of natural resource capital (e.g. through afforestation and
reforestation and increased investments in sustainable forest management),
generation of rural employment and active promotion of wood in green building
practices and renewable energy. Certainly, this change of path will require fundamental
institutional changes, but the crisis may bring about greater willingness to accept and
implement long-overdue reforms."20

Mimicking industrial growth in constraining carbon
The road to a zero carbon economy has been marked by the IPCC interim goal: which is to
reduce total human produced GHGs to a global target of 20 gigatonnes by 2050. Reducing

from filling the old automobile and oil and gas industry giants with bail outs. Pouring in billions before a new
emission standards, and a new regulatory cap and trade system has been formed will result in a huge lost opportunity.
19

Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) in their March 10, 2009 State of the World’s Forests report estimate that
the demand for new forests could create 10 million new jobs globally in the next decade.
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emissions can be seen, not as reducing the carbon intensity of the GDP21, but according to the
McKinsey Global Institute, ‘as increasing the carbon productivity of the economy’.22 To also
allow the remaining one third of the world to reach the UN Millennium Development Goals, the
GDP per tonne of CO2e (carbon dioxide equivalent which is used to reference all GHGs) has to
increase by ten times. This seems impossible until you reflect on the fact that the United State
industrial revolution achieved a ten times increase in labor productivity between 1830 and
1955.23 The second third of humanity in SE Asia emerging from hunger, disease and hardship
are showing that a ten times increase in labor productivity is now possible in one or two
generations. Today’s rate of dissemination of technological, structural and governance
advantages, like today’s business transactions, have accelerated change by hundreds of times.
Combine that ready freeway to change with the desperation of the current economic
downward spiral and we do not need to doubt the outcome, providing we can collectively
sustain our common determination and clarity of purpose. It is for that clarity of purpose that
the authors thank the BC Land Trust Alliance and its member conservation trusts.
Carbon sequestration by healthy ecosystems not only increases carbon productivity as a
positive sink offset for some of the old industrial emitters, it also provides a mechanism
eventually to remove the cumulative atmospheric carbon dioxide of the previous industrial era
and in that role, to become not just a highly-valued ecosystem service, but one essential to the
survival of civilization.

Beyond containing carbon lies the stewardship of living
systems
“We have arrived at a moment of decision. Our home – Earth – is in grave danger. What is at risk of
being destroyed is not the planet itself, of course, but the conditions that have made it hospitable for
human beings. …The elements that I believe are key to a successful agreement in Copenhagen
include:
•

Strong targets and timetables from industrialized countries and differentiated but binding
commitments from developing countries that put the entire world under a system with one
commitment: to reduce emissions of carbon dioxide and other global warming pollutants
that cause the climate crisis;
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•

The inclusion of deforestation, which alone accounts for twenty percent of the emissions
that cause global warming;

•

The addition of sinks including those from soils, principally from farmlands and grazing lands
with appropriate methodologies and accounting. Farmers and ranchers in the U.S. and
24
around the world need to know that they can be part of the solution;”

The role of conservation organizations in the climate action context is to lead beyond the
concept of carbon offsets. Within the context of the conservation movement, ecosystem
restoration and land stewardship of natural systems can be seem for what they really are—life
affirming activities which nurture us, not just compensate for emissions. The function of
conservation communities is to inspire ‘emission offset projects’ with the recognition that they
embody the fundamental vitality of life within all of its ecosystem services.
A central purpose of land conservation projects in climate action may lead to a point where
natural capital becomes the foundation of the new green economy, replacing the US dollar as
the benchmark for international currency values. Today’s sustainability generation does not
have much choice—we must integrate ecosystem values into the economics of our daily lives.
There is a rapidly growing opportunity for land trusts to work with other land managing
agencies like municipalities, First Nations, forestry companies and government because they
have common cause.
Recommendation: Conservation trusts should immediately explore the potential and benefits
for collaboration and partnerships with First Nations, Municipalities, forest companies,
governments and other organizations to provide voluntary and compliance offsets.
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Selections from Statement to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee as prepared by the Hon. Al Gore Wednesday,
January 28, 2009.

Land stewards who have intact ecosystems provide benchmarks against which we can monitor
the combined indirect human factors such as climate change and direct human management
factors in the rest of the stressed out ecosystem. Those same lands and ecosystems also
benchmark the supply of key ecosystem services which contribute to the well being, function
and health of communities and by
‘Living Carbon Standard’ beyond a ‘Gold Standard’
comparison remind us of what is being lost
British Columbia has an excellent opportunity to use
in more disturbed landscapes. Of course they
its ecological cachet (‘the greatest biodiversity in
also provide the opportunity to demonstrate
Canada’) and its global cachet (‘the best place in the
adaptive management as the impacts of
world to live’) to brand ‘Living Carbon’ as beyond the
climate change occur.25
gold standard for the new millennium. Those who
develop conservation credits have sometimes sought
to have them acknowledged as the ‘gold standard’ to
differentiate them from less ecologically-aligned
carbon sinks. While the ‘Gold Standard’ may be useful
for the energy sector to characterize premium quality
carbon credits, the ‘Living Carbon Standard’ could
distinguish itself by the conservation community as
st
the new gold of the 21 century. Gold was the world
currency standard in previous millennia, but Al Gore
in his documentary, An Inconvenient Truth, when he
quipped about the difficulty, “Hmm, gold, or the
planet?” touches on the shift in societal attitudes of
what holds value.

Recommendation: Consider branding
“Living Carbon”, as the conservation trust’s
climate action product. This term more
closely embodies the multiple benefits
characteristic of perpetual covenants of
living ecosystems.

British Columbia as a global
pressure point

The global context for conservation to play a
role in GHG and offset trading is very compelling, especially in the province with the
greatest ecological diversity.26

British Columbia lands and ecosystems in particular are sensitive to climate change,27 but at the
same time, because of the extensive forests and wetland cover, have considerable potential for
removing and storing carbon and providing a wide range of adaptation values. The UNEP-World
Conservation Monitoring Centre clearly link carbon storage and conservation of biodiversity in
many parts of the world especially in the tropics.28 In Canada, BC has the highest biodiversity
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Changing Climate. 2007. Government of Canada, Ottawa. 448 pp.
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and BC's coastal forest ecosystems have the highest carbon storage per hectare29 emphasizing
the juxtaposition of these two key values. The BC-Alberta region is also one of the world's
species at risk hotspots.30 Particularly notable are the large relatively intact tracts of major
biomes supporting natural large predator-prey systems.31
British Columbia, with the last intact coastal temperate rainforest in the world, and its vast
internationally renowned mountain and boreal forests and its world class cluster of professional
expertise in forest dynamics has the potential to be the global leader in forest ecosystem
climate initiatives. Thanks to the legislation passed in 2007 and 2008 in British Columbia, and
more particularly the Emission Offset Regulation passed on December 8th, 2008, both
restoration and conservation initiatives have now been made possible in BC.
Recommendation: Conservation organizations and agencies should align behind a common
understanding of and vision for a global ecosystem sink through conservation and restoration
initiatives to minimize climate change.
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A full scientific discussion of this important overlap of biodiversity and carbon storage in British
Columbia is found in the draft technical report by Pojar, 2009.

Chapter 2: Agreements and Markets for Containing Climate Change
A short history of climate change initiatives and agreements is outlined below. The historical
pattern and rate of change suggests the degree and pace of future trends. The most significant
development to watch will be the US commitment to lead the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) negotiation process in Copenhagen in December
2009. Local initiatives (within the US and UNFCCC negotiation teams) leading up to Copenhagen
may have an effect on the Western Climate Initiative, the BC regulations and presumably also
on Government of Canada initiatives. Because the final accounting for carbon occurs within
each nation—called Parties in the UNFCCC negotiations—and because of the dominance of
global corporations in the world’s economy, international protocols will ultimately
predominate.

International and Regional Benchmarks
The following account highlights developments relevant to ecosystems and climate.
In 1979, the First World Climate Conference to consider climate change due to human
emissions of GHGs (primarily CO2 at that time) was held in Geneva.
In 1988, the Intergovernmental Panel of Climate Change (IPCC) was formed by the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) and the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) as a
UN intergovernmental scientific body. The IPCC shared the 2007 Nobel Peace prize with Al
Gore.
In 1990, Forests Absorbing Carbon Emissions (FACE)32 in the Netherlands, whose slogan is
‘More forests, less CO2’, was funded by large thermal electric facilities. FACE developed many
basic concepts still in use today.
In 1992, the Earth Summit at Rio de Janeiro established the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), signed by 160 nations, which held
• Emissions of greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide (CO2) affect the climate
• Climate change is a global issue, irrespective of the emissions’ source location.
• Emissions climate effects develop in the atmosphere with a time lag of only 20 years.
In 1996, the Good Practice Guidance for Land Use, Land Use Change and Forestry (GUG
LULUCF) was tabled by the IPCC scientists. The methodology, principles and bioethics of this
fundamental analysis remains the science basis for conservation offsets today.
In 1997, at the Third Conference of Parties (COP) to the UNFCCC, 186 countries signed the
Kyoto Protocol, in which industrialized countries agreed to reduce their greenhouse gas
emissions to an average of 5.5% below their 1990 national emission levels. To enable these
countries to realize their commitments a comprehensive scheme of baseline measurement
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programs and credit trading mechanisms were developed. These systems were based on
internationally recognized emission certificates being issued for each tonne emitted.
This scheme enabled large emitters in industrial countries to trade reduction obligations in an
international trading platform that was parallel to the trading provisions in the successful
Montreal Protocol to eliminate the production of Ozone Depleting substances agreed to in
1989.
The Kyoto Protocol also provided for project-based Kyoto mechanisms, which allow for
emission credits arising from individual climate protection projects to offset reduction
obligations. This adaptive mechanism was designed to:
•
•
•

assist emerging economies and developing countries to prepare for their own
reduction commitments
develop wider internationally transparent mechanisms for developing a suite of
new climate actions and
reduce the initial cost of climate actions in industrial countries.

The offset projects in emerging economies were governed by the Joint Implementation (JI)
initiative and the offset projects in developing countries were governed by the Clean
Development Mechanism (CDM).
Figure 2: Division of the world into the Kyoto categories

The Kyoto Protocol divided the world into three types of countries: industrial or developed countries
(brown), economies in transition (olive) and developing countries (green). The developed economies
accepted negotiated hard emission reduction targets benchmarked against 1990. Emerging economies
were governed by Joint Initiatives, in which they can partner with industrial countries, and the developing
countries participated in climate action through the Clean Development Mechanism. Some developing
countries like Korea and emerging economies like Poland will accept hard targets in the post Kyoto
Copenhagen Protocol now being negotiated.

In 2002, at the World Summit for Sustainable Development, the World Bank launched its
Biocarbon Fund for pilot reforestation projects. (In 2008, one of the leading projects of the
Biocarbon Fund was Pico Bonito,33 in Honduras, which Brinkman Forest Restoration codeveloped and managed.)
In 2003, the IPCC published the Good Practice Guidance for Land Use, Land Use Change and
Forestry (GPG LULUCF).
The 2004 Joint Initiative (JI) for emerging economies and Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)
for developing countries permitted projects in transitional and developing countries to be
traded into the allowance trading systems of industrial countries. The basic protocol for
emission offset trading developed through the IPCC and UNFCCC forms an excellent basis for all
other ecosystem value trading and monetizing. The IPCC guidelines developed in 1996 for the
Kyoto Protocols and the subsequent papers adding dimension to the issues, remain the largest
body of science and analysis associated with project-based ecosystem benefit trading.
In 2006, the Good Practice Guidance for LULUCF was improved/extended by a body of updated
analysis called IPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories, Volume 4 Agriculture,
Forestry and Other Land Use (AFULO).
Despite these developments, the USA focused solely on an international energy security path,
and ignored its climate change international protocols, resulting in its smaller partners in the
North American Free Trade zone also ignoring the Kyoto Protocol. In that regulatory vacuum, a
number of regional, simpler or specialized standards emerged in North America.
In 2002, the Chicago Climate Exchange (CCE) was set up in its commodity exchange to capture
what was expected to be the largest commodity traded in the world.
In 2004, the Western Climate Initiative (WCI) was set up in Oregon, and with characteristic
celebrity, was soon joined by California.
In 2005, the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (REGGI) was set up to trade emissions among
eastern US states.
In 2006, International Standards Organization (ISO) tabled ISO 14064, parts 1, 2 and 3. These
are comprehensive documentation standards which provide for robust auditing of GHG
accounting. ISO has proven immensely useful in chemical, pollutant and mechanical standards.
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Pico Bonito is an ARR and REDD buffer zone project led by Ecologic in partnership with a local ENGO in
Honduras, which has been managed by Brinkman Forest Restoration.

In 2006, Alberta Climate Protocol began to permit the funding of agriculture and forestry
offsets.
In 2007, Canada’s Ministry of Environment reported that managed forests would not be
included and that the Agriculture Tilth Quantification protocol would be the only offset project
type permitted under Canada’s Kyoto Protocol obligations.
In 2007, the Voluntary Carbon Market formed, with the additional proviso that it would rest on
the same guidelines as the UNFCCC agreements—proposing more streamlined bureaucracy and
the goal of having the world shift to the simpler VC standards beyond 2013.
In 2007, BC joined the Western Climate Initiative (WCI) and later that year it set its Greenhouse
Gas Targets.
In 2008 December, BC passed the Emission Offset Regulations. The guidelines for these
regulations were scheduled to be released in April 2009, and a forestry protocol may emerge in
the fall of 2009.
In 2009 April, the Pacific Climate Trust issued its first request for information (RFI) for proposed
forest offsets from within BC. These forest offsets can be three types of silviculture-based offset
projects:
Afforestation: Increasing the size and number of B.C. forests by planting land that has
not been forested since Dec. 31, 1989.
Superior Seed: Planting seedlings grown from superior seeds to promote faster
growth, increased carbon content, and resistance to insects and disease.
Fertilization: Adding nutrients to increase tree growth on sites deficient in one or more
soil nutrients.
Projects related to the RFI can be located on private land, land held by local
governments and First Nations, and Crown land that is managed under long-term areabased tenures. There will also be a consultation period to review draft protocols for
eligible projects. A protocol is a detailed set of instructions on how to carry out specific
offset activities. Protocols must meet the criteria for offset projects under the
Emissions Offsets Regulation. The RFQ phase will commence in summer/fall 2009, and
involve a formal request for proposals. The results of the RFQ will be announced before
the end of the year.
The Pacific Climate Trust's call for incremental silviculture projects, and not for conservation
or restoration projects, may be a signal that the government expects to rely on traditional
forest practices, forest legislation and governance in its new regulations. (See
Recommendation 5 in the last chapter.)
In 2009, because the US is finally ready, it appears possible that the North American trajectory
of developments and the international trajectory of UNFCCC negotiations may finally converge.
In 2009 December, the Copenhagen UNFCCC meeting is scheduled to be the point of
agreement for post 2013 accounting and beyond. It is almost certain that REDD and ARR will be

a part of the climate management options. However, there are a lot of other ecosystem
opportunities to achieve sustainability that are emerging within the US, the EU and other
member countries, which are supported by the UNFCCC negotiated guidelines.

2009 REDD Negotiations
The new type of conservation offset will be the REDD mechanism. A part of the 2007 UNFCCC
COP 13/MOP3 2007 Bali Action Plan included a process for finalizing the REDD rules for the
2009 UNFCCC COP15/MOP5 in Copenhagen.
The halfway point for these negotiations was the UNFCCC COP14/MOP4 in Poznan in 2008,
where there were few decisions. However, negotiators did decide on
•

more emphasis on enabling conservation

•

an expert meeting to focus on resolving the methodological issues including
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

the role and contribution of conservation,
sustainable management of forests,
changes in forest cover and associated carbon stocks and greenhouse gas
emissions and
the enhancement of forest carbon stocks
support the readiness of developing countries to use REDD
full and effective participation of indigenous people and local communities in
any REDD process
acceptance of the Revised 1996 IPCC Guidelines, and the Good Practice
Guidance for LULUCF for REDD projects and
a technical paper on the cost of implementing methodologies and monitoring
systems prepared by the Secretariat
parties and accredited observers invited to submit their views on issues relating
to indigenous people and local communities for the development and
application of methodologies; an Ad Hoc Working Group on Long-term
Cooperative Action under the Convention (AWG-LCA) AWG-LCA guidance used
to facilitate further progress on methodological issues.

Figure 3: The overlays of different regional standards creates considerable regulatory dissonance through
which a conservation land manager is expected to find the most appropriate route to market for their
projects. It is not surprising that within this regulatory dissonance ENGOs, NGOs, private enterprise and
other entities initiate voluntary carbon credit standards that only apply to their projects.

Annex I countries (brown), industrial developed
countries with an obligation to lead climate action
Annex II countries (developing, green, and
emerging economies, olive)

North America

BC Emission Offset Regulation

Western Climate Initiative now in
seven states and three provinces

Source: Brinkman & Associates Reforestation Ltd-In 2009, the new President of the US, Barack Obama, and the now Democrat-dominated
Congress and House of Representatives, promised to enact new legislation which will lead the
world in curbing climate change. Obviously, what the US chooses to do will influence outcomes
in Copenhagen. More importantly for Canada, because the US is our major trading partner, its
decisions may stimulate Canadian climate initiatives, because aligning with our major trading
partner has long been a Canadian survival mechanism. Those affected by the US/Canada
Lumber Agreement will understand immediately the potentially profound impacts of the US
enacting carbon footprint tariffs on imported goods.
In summary, agreements and their interrelationships in any of the four jurisdictions have to be
watched closely as each can affect the opportunity for carbon conservation projects within the
other and of course affect BC conservation carbon credit opportunities.

Carbon Standards and Regulatory Environments
Listed below are the standards or regulatory environments that are relevant to Canada and the
USA (unless noted US only). They are arranged according to applicable jurisdictions.

British Columbia legislation
BC GHGT - Green House Gas Target Legislation November 29, 2007
http://www.leg.bc.ca/38th3rd/3rd_read/gov44-3.htm
BCEOR - BC Offset Emissions Regulation December 8, 2008.
http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/epd/codes/ggrta/pdf/offsets-reg.pdf
Forest carbon accounting methodologies/standards/protocols
CCAR – California Climate Action Registry, Revised Forest Project Protocol (Draft),
December 2008—new draft being released imminently.
http://www.climateregistry.org/resources/docs/protocols/project/forest/forest-revisions/draftforest-project-protocol-december-2008.pdf (US only)
VCS -- Voluntary Carbon Standard Guidance for Agriculture, Forestry and Other Land Use
Projects -- 19 November 2007http://www.v-c-s.org/afl.html
CDM-A/R Clean Development Mechanism of the UNFCCC-A/R
http://cdm.unfccc.int/methodologies/ARmethodologies/index.html
AOS – Alberta Offset System with protocols for agriculture and forestry
http://www.carbonoffsetsolutions.ca/offsetprotocols/finalAB.html
CCBA –Climate, Community & Biodiversity Project Design Standards Second
Edition. CCBA, Arlington, VA. December, 2008. www.climate-standards.org.
http://www.climatestandards.org/standards/pdf/ccb_standards_second_edition_december_2008.pdf
GA – The Georgia Carbon Sequestration Registry Project Protocol, Version 1.0, July 2007.
www.gacarbon.org.
http://www.gacarbon.org/downloads/GFC%20Carbon%20Registry%20Protocol%20v1.0.pdf)
(US only)
CCX – Chicago Climate Exchange Rulebook, Chapter 9: CCX Exchange Offsets and Exchange Early
Action Credits. www.chicagoclimatex.com
RGGI – Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative Recommendations for forest management standards
under consideration http://www.rggi.org/ (US eastern states only)
HFF – Recommendations contained in a publication from Duke University, Harnessing Farms
and Forests in the Low-Carbon Economy.

http://www.nicholas.duke.edu/institute/ghgoffsetsguide/ghgexerpts.pdf(US only)

BC offset opportunities and guarantees
Thanks to BC’s Emission Offset Regulation, passed 2008, it is now technically possible to initiate
conservation offsets (see p. 20). This is broad legislation for both alternative energy and sink
based offset projects. There appear to be only very small differences between the forestry
protocol for CCAR and BC Emission Offset Regulation (BCEOR). Perhaps the most significant
difference is the different starting dates—January 1, 2000 for CCAR and November 29, 2007 for
BCEOR. Offset opportunities in BC are best undertaken within the legislation and regulations
that apply in BC.34
When developing projects in accordance with regulations for smaller jurisdictions like states
and provinces, (or in accordance with voluntary guidelines which may later have to be
subsumed into international agreements), there is a risk that the project does not comply with
a significant requirement of a national or international framework, later disqualifying the
credits35.
This risk type joins a family of political risk which includes situations where alienated land might
be expropriated by the Crown for some public purpose such as building a highway or dam, or
be nationalized so the carbon benefits rest on the government's account. One of the political
risks is the right of governments to change the rules. The conservation organization selling a
carbon credit offset to a buyer that has to advise them at a later date that a regulation was
changed, there may have been indications that something was overlooked and the credit does
not qualify, would in normal circumstances have to replace the credit with another offset at its
own cost. That can be avoided in BC.
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BC Government Carbon Neutral Public Sector http://www.livesmartbc.ca/targets/neutral.html
BC Government Proposed Offset Regulations for Public Sector Organizations (except local governments)
http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/epd/codes/ggrta/offsets_reg.htm
Pacific Carbon Trust http://www.livesmartbc.ca/trust/index.html
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The lesson from “Early Action”: After signing the Kyoto Accord the federal government, as did every
other government developing climate regulations, encouraged what was called 'early action' on climate.
Corporations, anticipating the benefit of offsets reducing their emission reduction costs, undertook a
number of green initiatives both within and outside of Canada to 'learn by doing'—another key phrase
from the early days of determining rules of practice for Kyoto carbon credits. This approach was a
practical strategy for industries facing emerging regulations and provided them with a depth of field from
which they could advise both governments and the UNFCCC. However, they also undertook these
initiatives to create some offsets for their emissions. It is an object lesson that between 1997 and 2004 it
was estimated that of $164 million in expenditures by Canadian corporations on potential offset projects,
not one credit was tradable. This was because none of the projects reflected the rigour of accounting
required to address all of the science, ecosystem dynamics, full accounting and bioethical issues that
have emerged and been recognized to exist within the climate issue.

In recognition that climate action is based on emerging science, BC's EO regulation emphasizes
the right of the government to add requirements to the regulations.36However, within BC, to
protect registered projects, the Emissions Offset Regulation's Clause 6 rules that new guidelines
do not apply 'to a project for which a project plan was validated before the protocol or
guideline comes into effect.' It will be critical therefore for conservation projects to be
implemented, validated and registered very rapidly to eliminate this aspect of political risk.
How the provincial government’s indemnity would support the loss of credits in the case the
provincial registry transitions into a national, continental or international registry whose rules
might disqualify a project, has yet to be more clearly defined. Compensation by government
for costs that arise from the effect of policy change on personal, corporate or trust business has
rarely been available, so the assurance of Clause 6, while it can doubtless be relied on within
British Columbia's regulatory framework, must still be clarified further before it can be relied on
unequivocally.
Reflecting on the international protocol, which Canada ratified, but whose commitments have
been ignored, illustrates the regulatory risk facing proponents. In fact, many offset projects
were undertaken both within Canada and in developing countries on the assumption of the
Kyoto Protocol guidelines and standards would apply. All of this investment, sometimes
championed as ‘early action,’ did not qualify. Some estimates put the expenditures for early
action in Canada at over $150 million.

Kyoto definition of a forest for carbon accounting purposes
The definition of forest differs from country to country. Countries that ratified the Kyoto
Protocol also committed to define what would constitute a forest within their borders, and
what would not. This definition underpinned two purposes in being accountable for: forest land
use. The first purpose meets the requirement to define the record of the carbon stock in the
standing forests and affords each country some choice in defining which portion of their forests
they wished to include in the countries GHG account.
The second purpose was to define each project areas land use condition, so that the journey of
business-as-usual from forest to degraded forest, or to no forest, could be clearly defined
starting from the current condition, and also so that the route back again to sustainability had
clearly defined sign-posts for good accounting practices.
The IPCC who developed the 2003 Guidelines for Land Use, Land Use Change and Forestry
practices determined to offer developing and developed countries alike the option to elect to
define a forest as having a forest canopy cover with between 10% and 30% closure, above 4-5
metres, as measured in a minimum area between 1/10th to one hectare37.
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Emission Offsets Regulation; Clause 7, Protocols and Guidelines, 'The director may establish or
designate a protocol for any aspect of the carrying out of a project in a class of projects, including without
limitation...the director may issue a guideline...and a person...must comply with the applicable guideline.'
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Brinkman has advised countries on which definition to choose and also on why to change a definition
that they had chosen because of disadvantages the definition creates. It may be interesting for the
reader to consider Canada’s options. On its open park-like grassland dominated by scattered yellow pine

This range of options was designed to permit countries like Namibia, with open park-like
biomes to consider them forests with only 10% canopy closure, if they felt that would help
them include projects more typically found in the country. At that time only reforestation
projects were permitted within the UNFCCC CDM for which qualified project areas had to have
been without forest on December 31st, 1989, and be without forest at the time of the project.
To qualify for reforestation projects, countries soon recognized that the lower the threshold
was set defining forests above 10% - 30% canopy closure, the less area qualified for
reforestation credits. However, to qualify a maximum REDD projects, some countries are now
reconsidering their choice.
In its 1990-2004 GHG Inventory report submitted in April 200638 Canada chose to define a
forest as all areas of 1 ha or more where tree formations can reach 25% crown cover and 5 m in
height in situ.

Canada elects not to include managed forests on its Kyoto Account
Canada is a signatory who eventually ratified the Kyoto Protocol. Consequently, despite having
a federal government that seemed to do everything possible within the bounds of its
international obligations to postpone action or frustrate its international partners, the country
eventually met its reporting obligations. In the spring of 2006, Canada submitted a report on its
Kyoto Obligations and decisions, which included a couple of sentences related to forests. Once
declared, Canada elected not to include its 240+ million hectares of managed forests on its
national GHG account. The other, discussed above, declared that over 25% of a half hectare or
more with canopy closure comprised of over 5 meter trees constitute a forest.
That Canada does have a Kyoto Account on which it is reporting is, of course, news to many.
While perhaps the lack of inclusion of all of the 495 million hectares of forests in Canada was
not surprising, it was surprising that the 250 million hectares, which are under management,
were deemed by the federal government not to be a conservation, restoration or improved
management opportunity for its foresters, silviculturalists, land managers, First Nations or
provincial and territorial forest departments.
Many Canadians committed to improving land use practices have been frustrated that forest
are off the national account and so this potential tool was denied. Opportunities were lost to
attain higher public values on Crown lands than the marginal profits directly benefiting a small
number of international entrepreneurs. The global forest community, who have admired many

(Ponderosa pine) the canopy closure may be below 30%, yet the forest is mature and the forest
ecosystem quite healthy. In fact, increasing forest density, as unfortunately is common, creates
accumulations of fuel and so much fire and pest risk as to foster intense fires that would threaten the
soils on which the forest depends. As a consequence climate ecologists have moved on from these
general definitions to recognize seral states and adaptive ecosystem states as part of appropriate
definitions.
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National Inventory Report, 1990-2004 - Greenhouse Gas Sources and Sinks in Canada The Canadian

Government's Submission to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change APRIL 2006 Section 7.3:
http://www.ec.gc.ca/pdb/ghg/inventory_report/2004_report/c7_e.cfm#s7_4

aspects of Canada’s capacity to manage its natural forest areas, were also shocked at Canada’s
decision and one of the authors fielded many questions at the UNFCCC climate negotiations
from people who wondered why Canada made the decision to opt out using its forests to help it
meet its obligations. Why would Canada postpone until after 2012 the opportunity for
improved forest management to capture some carbon benefits?
The ostensible reason Canada chose to not put its managed forests on account is an object
lesson in considering the risk of forest permanence. Emerging scientific data at the time was
generating the question as to whether Canada’s forests, viewed as an entire unit, were a source
or sink, due to the high carbon releases of increased fire and pest disturbance in the mountain
pine beetle39 forests. As in-depth analyses are made of different carbon pools in different forest
ecosystem types 40 (in which a greater understanding is reached of the importance of all
ecosystem services for adaptation as well as mitigation) the urgency increases to factor in our
forests and intact ecosystems as a major tool in a climate action plan.

Canada’s managed forest sinks and sources 1990-2005
Canada’s Fourth National Report on Climate Change to the Kyoto Protocol for 2004 indicates in
that year Canada’s forests emitted an estimated 81 MT (mega tonnes) of greenhouse gases
(GHG). It notes that if Canada included its managed forests (250 million of Canada’s 450 million
ha of forests) it “would…increase the total Canadian GHG emissions by 11%”.
This determination was based from the historical data illustrated in the graph below. After these
data were collected, the Canadian Forest Service’s Carbon Budget modelling team developed
over 100 national stochastic projections to 2012 and found that over 90% of these probable
models emitted more GHGs from wildfire and pest disturbances than growth, resulting in the
future managed forests likely becoming a net source. It is on the basis of these findings that
Canada elected to not include its forests on its national GHG account.
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Kurz, W.A., G. Stinson, G.J. Rampley, C.C. Dymond and E.T. Neilson 2008. Risk of natural disturbances
makes future contribution of Canada's forests to the global carbon cycle highly uncertain. Proc. of the
Nat. Academy of Sci., 105(5): 1551-1555 http://www.pnas.org/content/105/5/1551.full.pdf+html
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Franklin O, P. Högberg, A. Ekblad, G. I Ågren, 2003. Pine Forest Floor Carbon Accumulation in
Response to N and PK Additions: Bomb 14C Modelling and Respiration Studies.
Ecosystems. 6 (7): 644-658; Black et al, 2008??; Dyer et al 2008?? And is this the right
Franklin??

Despite the fact that pest populations are disturbing many times the area that Canada harvests annually,
as is well illustrated above in ‘Managed forest sinks and sources 1990-2005’41, every year from 1990 to
2005 (except in 1995, 1998 and 2004), Canada’s forests have been net sinks.

The projections to 2012 form a graphic warning to originators of projects how important it is to
manage for risks. It should be pointed out that the CFS carbon modelling team’s projection
assumed that there would be no incentive to manage to avoid emissions or increase sinks within
Canada’s managed forests-- which was, of course, the decision of the current government. The
federal forest carbon modelling team have not developed a projection of whether Canada’s
forests would still be a source if forest land managers had the tools of forest-related standards,
protocols and trading markets to create GHG benefits within Canada’s forests. If Canada’s forest
professionals were given forest management climate incentives they are sure to develop
innovative practices which would be hard to quantify now.
Europe was the first to grant carbon benefits for bio-energy. As a consequence, the leading edge
pellet manufacturing equipment is manufactured in the EU. Granting carbon rights to those with
private land and public land rights such as forest tenures across Canada may also create forest
management innovation.
Recommendation: Conservation organizations become educated in the international,
continental, national and regional developments in the language, concepts and principles of
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Kurtz, 2007. Is Canada’s Forest a Sink or Source? CFS Science Policy Notes .

climate change offsets; as well as becoming involved in developing sound climate policy,
standards and programs that integrate among all these levels of government.

Fig. xxx. Image from Kurtz’s Jan. 2008 article in Proceeding of the National Academy of Science of USA. Annual net
GHG balance (ecosystem flux) for Canada's managed forests. The model results are based on disturbance and
management statistics for 2000–2005 and projections for 2006–2022. A small range in the estimates for 2003–2005
resulted from the need to fill some gaps in the available disturbance data with Monte Carlo projections. Monte Carlo
simulations were used to project ecosystem GHG balance for future years, in which the area disturbed by fire and
insects is not yet known, resulting in the wide range of projected estimates. The 50th percentile estimate for each year
is indicated with a cyan triangle, and colors indicate the areas representing the range of estimates between the 10th and
90th percentiles. Negative GHG balance represents a net flux from the forest to the atmosphere (net GHG source).

Government of Canada proposed Protocols and Guidelines for
Offsets
The federal government has announced a number of times that a cap and trade program will be
set up for trading in Montreal in 2008 which may include options for offsets. The federal
government issued a draft "Guide for protocol developers" on August 9, 2008 for public
comment. It was posted at http://climateforests.blogspot.com/2008/09/status-of-regulatedforest-offsets-in.html and the revised version has not yet been posted.
This guideline relied, as does the BC Emission Offset Regulation, on the ISO 14065 standards.

Recommendation: Conservation organizations and agencies should align behind a common
request to the Government of Canada for a clear climate plan and strategic direction that
includes nature conservation as a key element of a climate action plan.
Insert Box
Offsets: A Human sin or Nature’s salvation
In the preceding context of the vital role that sinks presently play in mitigating the accumulation of
annual GHG emissions in the atmosphere, and also in the preceding context of the fact that it is too late
to respond to climate by reducing emissions alone, the urgency of the independent climate action of
growing the role of terrestrial sinks are clearly nature’s salvation. But sinks are linked to emissions
because those who create emissions are seeking to reduce costs, and those who create sinks are seeking
to finance projects. The linking mechanism of using a sink to offset an emission leads to the perception
that an indulgence permitting the sin of emission is being sold. The very term ‘Offsets” invites the
predictable and unfortunate perception that a sin is being counterbalanced.
Every year terrestrial sinks absorb a large percentage of annual emissions and the atmospheric fraction
not absorbed accumulates. Because nations have been derelict in reducing emissions, today a global
sinks program is required to offset the sins of the past. However, BC’s ecosystem conservation and
restoration program will have to start by offsetting some of the emissions of a large emitter.
There has been some discussion that the term 'Offsets' is too much a negative concept while the business
of conserving and restoring ecosystem reservoirs is life affirming. But since accumulating emissions
remain a problem of original sin within the climate context, the concept of offsets is likely to remain part
of the climate language that leads to double negatives and a confusion of concepts.
End box

The Emissions Trading System
The Emission Trading System (ETS) in the
European Union of twenty-five nations is by far
the largest carbon market in the world. In 2008,
the first year of the Kyoto Protocol 2008-2012
(which the EU nations have all ratified) nearly 5
billion tonnes of CO2 equivalent (5 gigatonnes or
Gt) were traded in the ETS—83% more than in
2007. Trading commenced in 2005 with most
trading being for the period 2008 to 2013.
The collective demand of the large emitters in the
EU have kept the prices for a tonne of CO2
equivalent (CO2e) well above most other trading
systems. Some analysts believe that the demand
of the large emitters in the US, when they enter a
market, will also create high prices. There are also
negotiations to link the ETS and the US markets,
just as New Zealand linked its new Kyoto
compliance market to ETS trading. Most trading
system lobbyists in the US seek to engineer a
system that will trade at lower prices, especially
in the face of fears that adding the US demand to
the global carbon market will drive prices up.

Carbon Prices in the EU's Emission Trading
System
In the period January 2007 to January 2009 prices of
emission allowance units (EAUs) per tonne of CO2
equivalent fluctuated in some correlation with the
price of a barrel of oil. In the early years of the EU
market, when the global economic boom drove
growing energy demand, the price fluctuated with
the difference between the price of natural gas and
the price of coal. This was because the main buyer in
the EU—coal-fired emission plants—whose emission
caps were ratcheting down to meet their nation's
emission targets, had two options while there was
growing energy demand: one was to substitute
natural gas for coal and the other was to buy EAUs.
In winters when the price of natural gas was high,
coal-fired plants would elect to buy EAUs and
continue to burn coal. However, as demand for EAUs
rose, EAU prices soon converged with the natural
gas substitution cost. The price of EAUs was also
vulnerable to Russia's manipulation of natural gas
supplies to the EU. The ENGO community found the
market behavior of coal-fired emission plants,
preferring EAUs when natural gas prices were high,
vexing and lobbied against the development of
linking mechanisms that included CDM offsets.

The ETS traded 90 billion in 2008 and is the
largest trading system in the world. However,
until Canada is compliant with its Kyoto commitments, or in some other way reestablishes itself
as a credible climate partner with other industrial nations, projects developed in Canada will
not be able to trade within the ETS.
Recommendation: Conservation organizations and agencies should work towards initiatives
that have the highest credibility in meeting objectives to limit the impacts of climate change
that are accepted globally. The broader the applicability of a standard, usually the higher the
value of the initiatives. The stronger international markets become, the wider the ecosystem
scope for conservation initiatives.

Chapter 3: Principles and Definitions of Carbon Accounting
Forest Absorbing Carbon Emissions (FACE) developed the first recognized and formally traded
carbon sequestration projects in forests. Their standards were later refined by the IPCC for the
UNFCC in their Land Use, Land Use Change, Forestry guidelines. As a consequence of these early
actions, developments in accounting of forest ecosystems have defined the concepts and
criteria for other terrestrial carbon sink accounting in other ecosystems such as soil, grasslands
and wetlands.

Projects
Projects are qualified areas strictly defined by predetermined boundaries where both the
business as usual and projected project activities that lead to defined future conditions are
expected to take place. The most rigorously defined standards of ecological carbon accounting
were developed for project initiatives. Although many of those guidelines also apply to the
national forest on each party’s carbon account, the data and analysis is inevitably less precise
on a national scale like Canada. Forest projects are typically areas greater than 1000 ha whose
existing and potential revenue will be adequate to fund the high costs of project development
and registry. The few pilots that have been done in North America were highly dependent on
revenue from the sale of carbon credits, and the price of the carbon credit is often in direct
relationship to the quality of accounting and the rigour of the standards—although that is not
always true. The following definitions are stated in terms of projects because conservation
trusts will be doing projects on defined areas. However, the same basic concepts do generally
apply at all levels and scales of carbon accounting, including at the national level. The following
principles have been derived from the experiences of carbon accounting in existing projects,
some of which are profiled under Case Studies.

Baseline
In order to understand the carbon benefits of the proponent’s proposed changes to land
management and other practices, it is first necessary to define and describe the emissions and
uptakes of carbon that would occur in the absence of the project. The baseline condition is the
detailed accounting of amounts and trajectories in the carbon pools and emissions, which will
occur without the undertaking of the project.

Additionality
The effectiveness of an offset program in mitigating climate change depends on one simple but
key outcome: the offset project results in less GHG gases in the atmosphere than otherwise
would be the case. This may seem like a simple goal but achieving it is usually complex.
Additionality, in its simplest terms means that the project must prevent emissions or remove
GHG amounts greater than would be the case if the project were not undertaken. In the CCAR
2008 protocol, this means that reductions must be greater than would have occurred under
business-as-usual conditions. This additionality is determined into the future by comparison to
a "quantitative baseline estimate" of carbon stocks on the project lands. The creditable offset

amount is the net increase in carbon stocks (the result of avoided or reduced emission) as a
result of the project.

Leakage
Offset projects may have secondary on-site and off-site effects resulting in CO2 (and other GHG)
emissions from obviously causally related activities. Some of these occur outside of the project
boundary and are not easy to account for, (e.g., displaced resource removal activity (timber
removal from a non-project site). For a forestry offset project such secondary leakage effects
may include harvesting of-offsite forests as a replacement for the non-harvested timber and
increased transport of products. For example, if a community forest proponent proposes
project offsets in a specific part of their forest which they decided to conserve, but then
increases logging elsewhere on its lands, the logging related emissions must be deducted from
the project’s carbon account.
The California protocol includes specific methods and guidance for calculating leakage risk for a
reforestation project. It gives an example of reforestation on harvested forest land that leads
to clearing of land for the same harvest production elsewhere. Emissions from any land cleared
to provide the services that were offset from the conservation of the project area must be
recognized and deducted from the project account. In the case of a preservation project for
example that forces the shifting of grazing activity with its the associated emissions has to put
that ‘leakage’ on the project account.
Leakage activities are normally estimated from socio-economic effects within a large
geographic area, like a country, or occasionally a province or state.42 The value of using defined
areas rather than the whole world is that the shifting of resource harvesting and emissions to
off-project sites can be reasonably detected and accounted.
In the case of a small constrained conservation area, most of the emissions of concern would be
those related to the management activities associated with the site and those related to limited
associated product resource sales and distribution directly related to the project. It may be that
once more land use change negative leakage calculations are reviewed, audited and validated,
some simpler default values will become the standard.

Permanence
Technically permanence means that GHG reductions remain permanent and that there are no
reversals, whereby the credited reductions no longer remain in the carbon sink. The California
draft protocol defines the interval for permanence to be 100 years. A reversal is defined
essentially as a decrease in the difference between project and baseline carbon stocks from one
year to the next. In the draft California protocol some of the carbon credits of a project are
placed in a buffer pool to anticipate reversals, providing a self-contributed reversal insurance
for the project (according to a risk rating for the project). Credits from the buffer pools must
eventually be replaced according to a defined set of rules.
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Risks to permanence include financial, management, social and natural (risks are explained in
detail in CCAR 2008: Appendix C). For conservation projects, financial and management risks
concern the stability of the organization in control of the project and on-site actions that would
lead to biomass reductions (illegal timber harvest for example). Social risks concern broad
changes in society such as the government altering climate change policy.
Conservation lands are most likely subject to natural risks of carbon and other value losses. In
general, these can be discounted for, based on some understanding of the likelihood of a
natural event occurring. For British Columbia's mountain pine beetle forests, there are regional
calculations available for emissions associated with a mountain pine beetle outbreak, for
example, which could be used for estimating a discount for this sort of risk. Similarly there are
values available for other sorts of pests with respect to yield losses from standing forests. Aside
from including a discount for risk, the CCAR 2008 draft protocol focuses on two approaches to
deal with natural disturbance reversals: mitigating the disturbance (fire-proofing or fuel
reduction for example); and rapid restoration (specifically reforestation) of a disturbed site as
part of the recovery plan.

Project period
The project period is the length of time over which the project will monitor carbon and other
values and receive credits for the benefits of the project.

Project boundary
For ecosystem projects, the project boundary defines the area within which the project activity
will take place, and carbon benefits will accrue. To avoid the problem of proponents including
and excluding areas based on actual GHG credits, most methodologies require that project
boundaries be defined before the project commences.

Methodology
Each ecosystem climate project must adhere to a specific standard for developing the baseline
conditions and monitoring changes to them. This methodology may be designed specifically for
the project, or it may be an existing one designed for some other project. The methodology
must be consistent with the requirements of the regulatory or voluntary carbon regime under
which the credits are to be validated and verified.

Validation
Under most regulatory and voluntary carbon regimes, some form of audit by an independent
auditor is required to validate that the project has used the chosen methodology properly to
develop a baseline for the project, and to put into place a plan for monitoring the results of the
project.

Verification
Once a project is underway, an independent verification of the monitoring results is required
before carbon credits can be issued under most voluntary and regulated systems.

Conservatism
Accounting the carbon benefits of a project is potentially subject to error. For instance, the
baseline is an estimate of what would have happened in the future without the project, and as
with most projections, typically involves considerable uncertainty about what future conditions
will be. To reduce the chance that a project will be credited for carbon benefits which are not
real, a principle of conservatism is usually required in carbon accounting, so that estimates of
benefits will be more likely to err on the low side than the high side.

Project Design Document
The Project Design Document (PDD) in most standards is the central record of the property, the
specific baseline condition and the methodology by which it was determined, the management
plan that will create additionality and the indicators that will be measured and validated.

Global Standards
Though there remain some differences between how standards are treated, the vigorous
debate around the world is in fact arriving at an increasing number of elements with common
definitions so that there is a gradual methodological convergence across all of the regulatory
systems. The overall driver for this convergence is that the atmosphere is a global commons
and accounting for atmospheric benefits ultimately will have to be recognized on national
accounts within a global strategy (e.g. 2007 IPCC recommendation the world meet a Global
target in 2050 of 50% of 1990 emissions). National credibility rests in national peer reviews,
which must be registered in an international multilateral jurisdiction to retain credibility. To
date there is only one such internationally recognized jurisdiction, and that is the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and its historically unparalleled
body of peer reviewed science, through the scientists of the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change).

Competing Standards
Because nations have, what the UNFCCC has agreed to call, common but differentiated
interests, different climate action models are constantly being proposed. Some speculate that
just as the US dollar replaced the gold as the standard of currency value in 1972, the strength of
the emerging US carbon market will dominate change in some aspects of the UNFCCC
standards. However, at the time of writing of this report, the visible features of the emerging
US climate regulations strongly reflect the developing new UNFCCC standards. These UN
standards are also reflected in the subset North American trading regimes like the Western
Climate Initiative (WCI), the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI, the eastern states
equivalent) and the Voluntary Carbon Standards (VCS).

UN vs other standards

The UNFCCC Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) forest carbon measurement and analysis
tools for developing methodologies are available to use on the UNFCCC CDM web site.43
However, due to the highly divergent interests between nations, the UN bureaucracy has been
long on protocol and short on efficacy, resulting in complex registry, approval and validation
processes. This complexity has resulted in the emergence of parallel standards like the
Voluntary Carbon Standard (VCS), CarbonFix and others. These standards developed by the
voluntary sector have the goal of reducing transaction costs, while maintaining scientific
credibility. It is the UN’s role to establish a critical bioethical scientific framework and then
encourage market momentum to cause practical considerations to predominate in the delivery
to these standards. The sheer volume of the North American market has the potential to
develop an acceptable second tier and less bureaucratic standard. But until the VCS and
regional standards include all of the critical elements of the UNFCCC standards, it is best to
match up to UNFCCC standards to avoid potential project disqualification. Use of global
standards is important in offset transactions, because buyers are often global corporations, or
part of global organizations (e.g. BC Hydro is not only a member of the World Council of
Sustainable Business, but currently they chair the environmental committee) and are
committed to international accounting protocols, like the UNFCCC to manage their multilateral
accounting obligations.

Three strategies to increase forest carbon
Currently there are three main strategies for increasing forest carbon stocks:
1. Reduced Emissions from Deforestation and Degradation REDD—(also avoided conversion or
avoided deforestation AD) this strategy involves preventing actions that would occur without a
need to manage for climate change. This offset strategy includes preservation of ecosystems,
thus avoiding emissions from disturbance. Normally to qualify under government programs
(e.g. California, BC), the avoided conversion has to be clearly demonstrated to have been likely
to occur in the near future. Such projects aim to maintain the carbon sink value (considerable
in the case of BC coastal forests) and have the potential to add to it if the ecosystem is
sequestering carbon (through photosynthesis).
2. Improved Forest Management44 IFM—a verifiable forest management program that has
GHG benefits. The improved management approach involves altering management practices
such that the GHG emissions of degradation are decreased and the sequestration of carbon is
increased. The California forest protocol focuses on the application of natural forest
management practices to promote and maintain native forests. California has defined
Sustainable Forest Management practices which provide auditable permanence for an
improved practice. Certification standards also have the potential to define some improved
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Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) protocols for afforestation, reforestation, restoration (ARR)
methodologies and tools for developing methodologies for forest carbon accounting can be found at
http://cdm.unfccc.int/methodologies/ARmethodologies/approved_ar.html
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The US Waxman Bill accepted the term Improved Forest Management after some earlier drafts
included other concepts, and also accepts reforestation though it calls REDD, preservation.

practices. Improved management for optimum carbon carrying capacity requires highly specific
management plans.
3. Afforestation, Reforestation or Restoration (ARR)— returning land to forest lands from a
degraded state:
Restoration—Is the direct human induced activity to reduce emissions of greenhouse gas
by restoring degraded ecosystems thus limiting carbon stock degradation;
Afforestation— Is the direct human-induced conversion of non-forested land to forested
land that has not been forested for at least 50 years through planting, seeding and/or
human induced promotion of natural seed sources;
Reforestation—Same as afforestation except that it has not been forested for at least 20
years.45
Accounting for carbon credits within each of these types of land use change must meet the
same criteria as other initiatives to demonstrate reduction of atmospheric GHGs. The REDD
approach would seem the most likely to be consistent with conservation initiatives. However
many conservation projects often also involve restoration and improved forest management.
4. Other ecosystem modifying interventions
A report on Australian temperate forests46 lists some additional strategies to maintain and
restore carbon sinks, each of which may, with the right project design, reduce emissions or
increase a projects carbon reservoir. These include:
1. Assisting ecosystems to reach climax through accelerated succession
2. Converting one ecosystem to another: e.g. re-flooding former marsh land to restart
organic matter accumulation
3. Connecting ecosystems through restoring corridors to build biodiversity
4. Modifying the chemistry of aquatic systems, e.g. liming lakes to neutralize toxic metals
5. Restoring extirpated ecosystem to recreate habitat for species at risk
6. Removing invasive species, amending soil, modifying hydrology.

Figure 4: Carbon initiative on a BC forest harvest area.
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Definitions from the Ad Hoc Working Group on Further Commitments for Annex 1 Parties under the
Kyoto Protocol. UNFCC, LULUCF, Seventh Session, 8 April 2009. Land use, land-use change and forestry.
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Mackey, B., S.L. Berry and D.B. Lindenmeyer, 2008. Green Carbon: the role of natural forests in carbon
storage. Part 1, A green carbon account of Australia's eucalypt forest, and Policy implications, Australian
National University, Canberra. 47 pp.

Figure 447 illustrates the scenarios of conserving an area with an annual allowable cut (AAC) of
10 units per year—perhaps an AAC of 10,000 cubic meters per year which in the interior of the
province would be about 10,000 trees per year and be equivalent to about 10,000 tonnes of
CO2e per year. In this graph the annual harvest is documented for the past seven years and
becomes the baseline going forward at the bottom of the grey additional carbon area, marked
“Annual emission offsets”. After seven years, as is characteristic for some ecosystems within
BC’s Forest & Range Practices Act requirements, the natural and planted regeneration would
begin to out-grow the annual rate of carbon loss from the harvest. This baseline business-asusual pattern is altered by replacing a portion of the AAC through a perpetual conservation
covenant on that portion of the AAC commencing at year “0” creating a higher forest
ecosystem CO2e reservoir level going forward in time, shown along the top of the graph.
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This graph is from an analysis by Brinkman Forest Ltd to illustrate the potential additional carbon
credits for introducing some partial conservation measures within an area based license in the interior of
BC, such as a Community Forest License where the carbon right has also been granted.

The difference between the baseline and the new project carbon is the additional carbon
created by the conservation project. These potential ‘annual emission offsets’ could be
validated, and credited for purchase by a large (or small) final emitter to make their
atmospheric footprint carbon neutral48. A portion of the additional carbon is set aside as a
permanence or performance risk buffer to reflect the potential for the project implementation
to be imperfect as it is managing ecosystem dynamics.
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The carbon footprint is another upside down concept in the climate language of double negatives -- at
least it is counterintuitive to conceptualize carbon as a footprint in the sky or in the atmosphere.

Carbon pools
There are three primary carbon pools within the CCAR 2008 protocols: living biomass, dead
biomass, soil carbon. Up to six carbon pools are recognized in other standards—above ground
living biomass, below ground living biomass, soil, dead wood, litter, and timber products and
others use foliage, stem, litter roots and soil carbon. The choice of and accounting for pools
depends on the type of project undertaken, and the requirements of the standards being used.
Translating forest inventory into carbon stocks must also take into account terrestrialatmospheric processes and is more complex. It is a useful exercise to become familiar and keep
abreast of the tools available from the different registries as methods improve.

Living biomass
Living biomass is the foliage, composed of needles and leaves, tops or branches, the stem and
the roots of the living species on the site. In California, the methods of measuring the carbon
values of each ecosystem use established forest mensuration tools in carbon accounting
developed for California over the past century. In Canada, the equivalent standards were most
recently summarized by Tony Trofymo of the Canadian Forest Service in ‘Canada’s National
Forest Inventory Standards’ for ground plots and for photo plots.49

Dead Biomass
Dead biomass is a much more common characteristic of BC forests due to the regulatory and
forest practice awareness of the importance of structural materials to ecosystem dynamics and
for wildlife habitat. There are negligible amounts of dead biomass on many European forests
and forests in areas with high population densities such as in SE Asia.
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https://nfi.nfis.org/documentation/ground_plot/Gp_guidelines_v4.1.pdf , May 5Technical report.doc

Soil pools
Soils are the hidden value in Canada’s forests and in many ecosystems are as much at risk as the
trees. In avoided disturbances, there may be considerable value in soil protection. The boreal
has vast areas of peat which can catch fire and burn through several winters, resulting in the
kind of emission spikes that occurred when Indonesia’s peat forests burned in 1998. In that
year Indonesia was estimated to have emitted more GHGs than all industrial sources together.
If this is the consequence of poor management, and not attributable to indirect causes like
climate change, for an industrial country like Canada, peer pressure would require that these
kinds of emissions be put on the country’s account in international negotiations.
The European Commission has recently adopted the Thematic Strategy for Soil Protection
(COM (2006) 231 final50), with the objective to ensure that Europe’s soils remain healthy
and capable of supporting human activities and ecosystems. Climate change is identified
as a common element in many soil threats and an assessment of the actual contribution of the
protection of soil to climate change mitigation and a literature review of the effects of climate
change on soil productivity and the possible depletion of soil organic matter as result of climate
change has been undertaken51. The methods for measuring soil carbon and dynamics in soil
carbon stocks are complex and in their early stages of development. Nevertheless rigorous soil
accounting standards are vital because of the huge amount of carbon tied up in soil sinks in
many forest ecosystems.

Soil Methodology
‘Growing soil’ is a newly defined land use-change climate initiative and is included in the
Waxman Climate Change bill now before the US congress. Soil growing can include
conservation opportunities like taking ranchland with poor soil management and converting it
back to traditional long-grass prairie, which rebuilds the soil. Improved agriculture practices can
also grow soil that may have been a source of GHG. Soil loss can usually be measured in GHG
accounting as reduced soil carbon and often involves the venting of NO2 and CO4 strongly active
GHGs. Enhancing the soil's biotic activity through discontinuing soil health inhibiting practices
such as pesticides and fertilizers, can increase net profit per hectare through reducing costs.
Studies show that healthier soils grow healthier food and reduce public health care costs, so
there is considerable incentive to shift agricultural practices.
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The European Parliament’s Economic and Social committee and the Committee of the Regions
Thematic Strategy for Soil Protection can be found at
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/soil/pdf/com_2006_0231_en.pdf
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The EU’s review of the relationship between soil and climate change from which the Thematic Strategy for Soil
Protection was developed can be found at
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/soil/pdf/climsoil_report_dec_2008.pdf

Conservation trusts will find that exploring collaborative land use change partnerships with the
agriculture industry will become a new climate action pathway to a more sustainable future.
For example, combining the conservation of wetlands, long grass prairie or riparian forest
habitat with improved farming practices can create joint carbon management projects with
shared planning, oversight, audit, and registry costs.
One critical missing ingredient for securing climate credits from growing soils has been a robust
soil methodology which takes into consideration all of the soil’s GHG dynamics. Such a
methodology has been developed by The Earth Partners52 which is presently going through
peer review.

Large scale versus small scale projects
Geographical scale is an important issue in offset projects. Land management agencies typically
are involved with relatively small plots of land, some of which have the potential for changing
or adapting management regimes. Yet climate change information is often reported on very
large geographic scales.53 Forest estate level information, such as over-all rate of emission or
sequestration for the boreal forest of Canada, suggests many forests have become a source of
GHG's. By extension, this is sometimes taken to imply that protecting forest for carbon benefits
is a poor choice, or that it is better to use the forest for bio-fuel before it all burns or
decomposes. This kind of macro-scale reporting belies the substantive benefits that can be
achieved in emission reductions at the regional level54 For example, fuel reduction initiatives in
a region can reduce the risk of catastrophic fires.

Default values
In some standards the proponent has two options to calculate many of these pools to evaluate
and monitor the carbon value of an ecosystem. One is to use intensive specific measurements
for the ecosystem and the other is to apply accepted (default) values for carbon stores and
fluxes for the ecosystem that have been accepted within the regulatory framework within
which the project is being developed.
In BC these default values will be nested in the ecosystem site types used by Ministry of Forests
and Range which have been defined to one of the finest scales of resolution in any jurisdiction
through the Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification system (BEC). Where values can be
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Afpelbaum, S., D. Brinkman and R. Seaton, 2009. Soils Role in Evolving Heathy Earth. Silviculture Magazine,
http://www.silviculturemagazine.com/ One of the authors is a founding partner of The Earth Partners.
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Kurz WA, Dymond CC, Stinson G, G. J. Rampley, E. T. Neilson, A. L. Carroll, T. Ebata & L. Safranyik. 2008. Mountain
pine beetle and forest carbon feedback to climate change. Nature. 452: 987-990
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determined for a representative unit. For the more common ecosystem types those values will
quickly develop default options to reduce mensuration costs for smaller areas in question
However, in practice, many specific properties will have undergone a level of disturbance so
that these values need to be modified for the degree and nature of disturbance and the stage
of succession of the ecosystem. Project specific measurements will be required and will
generally provide greater credit values due to increased certainty. At this time there are few
such accepted default measurements55.
As larger properties or aggregated sets of properties will most likely be assembled to justify the
costs of developing the cost of measurement, analysis, planning and credit modeling, a number
of ecosystems and even complex ecosystem compositions such as combined wetlands and
forests are likely to have to be quantified56. Consequently, the proponent`s option for using
default values is not expected to be substantively available for some time in BC.
After a few years of consistent techniques applied across a provincial offset program enough
measured carbon in each site type might be available to infer values for various plots of land. It
may appear as if few large scale research programs could accelerate the emergence of these
data sets, but the research would likely best be done within the discipline of actual projects
meeting international protocols and guidelines for optimum market value.
Recommendation: LTABC in collaboration with climate sector professionals, an academic or
other business science partners, develop the expertise to evaluate its capacity to offer
conservation offset projects including Carbon and Ecosystem Services in B.C.
Recommendation: LTABC in collaboration with climate sector professionals, academic or
other business/science partners, secure funding for research to develop a coordinated and
collaborative project to evaluate and test key methodologies for
a) evaluating ecosystem services and carbon benefits across all projects being developed
within BC’s land trusts
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Example is the chrono-sequence data for Vancouver Island by Tony Trofymow and others at CFS Victoria.
Trofymow, J.A. and B. A. Blackwell. 1998. Changes in ecosystem mass and carbon distributions in coastal forest
chronosequences. In J.A. Trofymow and A. MacKinnon (eds). Structure, Process, and Diversity in Successional Forests
of Coastal British Columbia: Proceedings of a Workshop. Feb. 17 - 19, 1998. Victoria, B.C. Northwest Science. 72 (2)::
40-42.
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Note here that wetlands (except for some swamps) have low sequestration values but extremely high storage
values. For example the low scrubby vegetation of Burns Bog in the Fraser Lowland of BC sequesters relatively small
6
amounts of carbon annually compared to an upland forest. However Burns Bog stores 1-2 x 10 metric tonnes of
carbon. Hebda et al. (2000).

b) supporting an evaluation of the best and most reliable integrated carbon/ecosystem
service offset strategies/projects to simplify decision making for investors
c) quantifying carbon and ecosystem service values in representative properties
d) exploring opportunities and challenges of different geographic scales of projects—
from comprehensive projects on large aras with complex carbon activities to the
simplified smaller, high-quality REDD projects (such as protecting remnant old-growth
forest areas).

Rigour in Setting Standards
Many investors are looking for projects with sustainability benefits stapled into the project
designs. There is considerable latitude to invent a new arena of sustainability. Because carbon
may become the largest commodity being traded globally, investigative journalists will be
shining the bright light of the rigorous scientific standards being developed at the international
level, including onto small local projects. It is important to undertake these projects to the
highest standards, because if under the intense light of critical scrutiny the claimed benefits all
dissolve, the damage to the reputation of an organization could be considerable.
Recommendation: LTABC in partnership with individual land trusts, raise funding to
undertake a test program to quantify carbon benefits for select past and new projects using
the highest standards and market offset criteria.
Recommendation: Provide the research, pilot studies and promote the credibility and
permanence of legally conserved private and public land projects as reliable, high quality
offset originators.

Chapter 4: Ecosystem Services: Classification, Valuation, and a
Framework for their Quantification for Offset Projects
The previous sections have discussed the underlying concepts and principles for establishing
the value of carbon benefits. Carbon storage and sequestration are only two ecosystem
services provided by a conservation project. Other ecosystem services (ES) (also referred to as
services in this report) are likely to ensue from a project. These services can provide value at a
local, regional or global scale. They can, in some cases, be monetized (have monetary value
established) to support the development of a project or acquisition and management of a
property.
In this chapter, we first examine the importance and classification of ES particularly in the
context of major international initiatives and schemes. As with carbon valuation, the evolving
international framework is key to the development of widely accepted offset projects—for both
compliance and regulatory markets. We then provide a step-by-step practical framework by
which land trusts and other land-managing agencies can establish the value of their project,
monitor it into the future and report on its values. We emphasize that the framework requires
that the project purpose and goals must be well understood at the outset for its application.
The project model that will emerge from answering all of the questions outlined in the
framework allows the investor or purchaser to compare what they are investing in against
other options and their objectives, and subsequently allows them to track whether or not that
investment is paying off.
In the end, both carbon valuation and ES valuation have to be integrated into one analytic
model that enables many scenarios and management options to be explored. We include a
summary of a flexible experimental tool that is described in detail in Appendix XXX for project
initiators and proponents to use in the valuation of their initiatives.
The lay reader may get lost in some of the complexity of discussion in this chapter. Although
the fundamentals are all well understood, it will be clear from this chapter that the process of
ES valuation, at this stage in its evolution, currently requires experienced professionals. This is
also true of the several other modeling systems, which attempt to guide and pre-structure the
analysis of all of the factors.57 In practice an ES valuation should be as quantitative as possible,
based on empirical data. It is wise to be very cautious of simplified quantitative analyses or prestructured formulas and comparisons, especially across various ecosystem types and services.
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Ranganathan, J., Ruadsepp-Hearne, C., Lucas, N., Irwin, F., Zurek, M., Bennett, K. Ash, N. West, P. 2008. Ecosystem
Services: A Guide for Decision Makers. World Resources Institute. 75 pp.

Importance and Classification of Ecosystem Services
Building on the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MEA),58 the World Resources Institute
(WRI) released a consideration of ES and their valuation and is an excellent starting point.59 It
describes and summarizes effectively what ecosystem services are and how they are evaluated
or could be evaluated. It includes summaries of several valuation examples. At the outset, it has
to be made clear that there is no standard method for establishing values especially monetary
values for all services. It could be argued that for some of these services, such as biodiversity, it
is not appropriate to have a monetary value in any case. Yet these services have real value and
this value needs to be assessed, integrated into a project, and tracked into the future against a
standard.60 Like the carbon value, a credible accounting is highly desirable and can be seen as a
good business practice.
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Ranganathan et al. 2008
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MEA, 2005, Ranganathan et al, 2008

Figure 5: Ecosystem values accrue for three basic management strategies61.

All ecosystem value management projects share a common simple structure. They all map
value (V) over a future time (Tf.). The future value of a project is increased through three
common strategies: one avoids the loss of the value under a business as usual scenario though
protection which results in the maintenance of the values already present at the beginning
(Time zero =T0)) and; twomanagement action which improves the amount of the ecosystem
value (or services) to a future time (Tf) of: three, both avoiding losses and increasing the value
or service through a complex of management practices appropriately tailored to each part of a
complex mosaic of ecotypes, seral stages and states of degradation or recovery. The third
stratagem is known as Improved Forest Management in carbon trading. Almost every project
which we manage involves IFM in which, for every baseline ecosystem value Vb the project
Value Vp = Va + Vl where Va is the Additional value from management and Vl is the avoided
value that would have been lost without protection.
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Image from Brinkman Forest Restoration.

We note that the WRI summary is concerned with services of importance to humans and
specifically development. These services are viewed as separate from conservation values.
However the authors point out that ecosystem conservation "values" such as "existence" values
have benefits to humans, (under the WRI category of Cultural Services) within the stricter
definition of ecosystem services for human development.
In our approach, we do not make this distinction between services for nature and services for
people. First, many of the traditional and potential supporters participating in land trusts do not
see this as a clear distinction. Their interests tend to be concerned with values for nature, as an
implicit service ultimately for the web of life including humans. Second, in practice it is difficult
to assign the proportion of a service or benefit for each of the two types. For example, what
proportion of biodiversity value belongs to nature and what proportion accrues to humans?
Our assumption is that many if not most of the services benefit both nature and people.

Classification of Ecosystem Services
BC Hydro advises that it has developed a classification and valuation system for offsetting their
footprint which has not yet been released. This model has the potential to set a precedent for
other developments and regulations for creating a market for ecosystem service.
Recommendation: LTABC should watch closely for BC Hydro’s unpublished standards and
consider adopting them, as BC Hydro may become one of the first buyers of conservation
offsets based on a systematic valuation of each service benefit.
Recommendation: LTABC undertake a closer analysis of the examples of a potential
partnership with BC Hydro to align the goals of natural area conservation by land trusts and
land managers and BC Hudro’s new goal of zero cumulative environmental impact.
The MEA62 presents a widely accepted classification scheme of ES as it pertains to human wellbeing and development. The assessment recognizes four broad categories: Provisioning,
Regulating, Cultural and Supporting. The first three groups broadly reflect: 1. those services
which provide us with materials including food; 2. those services which do things for us, such as
clean the water, and; 3. those services which are elements of human culture, such as natural
beauty or spiritual value in belief systems. Category 4, supporting services, are explicitly
excluded because they…." are not used directly by people"63 To this human-centred group of
services, Ranganathan64 have added and enumerated supporting services. This group
constitutes basic ecological processes, which underlie all other services, and include water and
nutrient cycling, soil formation and photosynthesis and primary production. These supporting
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services are often a major focus in land conservation initiatives in particular as a foundation for
conservation values, such as protection of ecosystems.
Following the lead of the MEA, Ranganathan et al explicitly exclude biodiversity values though
they acknowledge that these are a foundation to many of the accepted ecosystem services.
They suggest that the non-service component of this be considered under the set of cultural
ethical and existence values. They also include what some people may view as services under
the heading of "development goals": adaptation to climate change, energy security,
environmental conservation, food production, freshwater provision, health, natural hazard
protection, poverty reduction.65 These goals can be seen as the reasons that the services listed
in Table 1 are important.
The issue or recognition of what is and what is not an ES must be clear at the outset of any
project. As set out in the ES approach in the pages that follow, services need to be enumerated,
assessed as relevant or not and accordingly evaluated. The key step of enumeration requires a
starting list and that list needs to be as wide-ranging as possible for the applications intended.
In the context of land trusts, and out of the context of strictly human needs, the scope of ES is
greater that the MEA and WRI lists. In particular nature conservation benefits without
reference to human needs or demands have stature and value. From this perspective, each of
the supporting services merit individual recognition and evaluation as appropriate. Many of
these are central in the process of carbon sequestration and maintaining carbon sinks. More
importantly, there is a wide recognition that biodiversity or conservation services have intrinsic
value or benefit regardless of human development needs. These are not just of theoretical
value, but resonate in society. For example Ecuador has recently passed legislation recognizing
and protecting these intrinsic values.66
When one considers adaptation values of ecosystems and processes, in the context of climate
change, these values can simply be seen from the perspective of whether or not they help
human communities and society and general to weather the impacts of climate change (the
WRI approach). Or they can be viewed from the perspective of whether or not they provide
adaptation capacity for a species, ecosystem, or process to the impacts of climate change.
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Mychalejko, C. 2008. Ecuador’s constitution gives rights to nature. Countercurrent.org.
http://www.countercurrents.org/mychalejko250908.htm Accessed May 14, 2009

The example of climate change
adaptation services is particularly
complex. At first it may be easiest simply
to account for value according to each of
Conservation carbon initiatives combine practical action
preventing climate change and restoring climatic balance
the ES elements such as water quantity,
with the maintenance and restoration of vital ecological
quality, flood avoidance, biodiversity
values and services. When projects take into account
values that need to be sustained as we
adaptation risks or provide for adaptive management of
face the uncertainties of climate change.
these risks, they provide the double benefit of mitigation
However adaptation could also be
and adaptation. Vulnerable ecosystems have the risk of
becoming negative climate feedback systems. The fifteen
considered a separate service or value,
years of warm winters in western North America resulted in
essentially an insurance value. The
a catastrophic infestation of mountain pine beetles and an
development of a monetary value for
unprecedented mortality across tens of millions of hectares
this insurance may be difficult to
of pine. This in turn released gigatonnes of CO2 and
millions of tonnes of CH4, NO2 and other GHGs which will
calculate at this time. Possibly it could
lead to further warming and increase the risk of mortality in
be considered as a proportion of the
other ecosystems. Given this provincial catastrophe, BC
total value of ES, in the way other
must lead in integrating carbon and ecosystem values. It
insurance policies are. Alternatively it
cannot default to considering such phenomena as simply
natural events and allow further consequences without
can be evaluated using the same
analyzing the long-term trajectory and impacts and taking
approach as for other services, that is a
adaptive action.
relative ranking on a scale from
maximum value to no or minimum
value. A strong argument that the climate change adaptation value is a distinct ES can be made
as follows. Had there been no climate change threat there would be no need for this specific
service. Now that we recognize that climate change not only might but will occur (just as a
house fire will occur somewhere) and that it will impact ecosystems and their services, there is
now a need for the adaptation benefits. If adaptation is considered a separate benefit or value,
it has to be included as a separate service.
Combining climate action and ecosystem
restoration

Debris washing into the Chilliwack River from flooding. http://www.fishingwithrod.com/crac/

In the context of the need to assess the full value and potential of a land trust project,
adaptation services and conservation benefits should be evaluated separately, much as we
argue in this report that carbon services should be. In the context of the likely sources of

support for climate change and land trust conservation projects, these services should not
simply be viewed as part of "cultural" benefits.
Ecosystem services may be simply accounted under the following primary categories:
1. Products, like timber, and non-timber forest products
2. Offsets like GHGs
3. Water separated perhaps into quality and quantity,
4. Biodiversity which includes habitat
Table y lists ecosystem services that merit consideration in an assessment and valuation
exercise, taking the broad view of ecosystem services. The assessment will have to explicitly
include or exclude the services according to the objectives of the project. This approach is
central in defining the "assets" of project and looking to the future of the assets because it
explicitly explains assumptions, such as the inclusion of conservation values and cultural values
for example. The approach provides clarity and fosters credibility and accountability.
In the final analysis the project proponents and designers in consultation with stakeholders
need to make the decisions about ecosystem service components, but those decisions must
be clearly explained.
Table 1: List of Ecosystem Services adapted and modified from MEA and WRI for use
in conservation projects.
Ecosystem Service or
Benefit Category

Description

References to
methods and
approaches
Special forest products
collection-- markets are
volatile

Selected examples of
valuation

Provisioning Services

Goods or products from
ecosystems

Food: natural
ecosystems

Wild foods including
Capture (wild) fisheries

Seasonal collections are
more than subsistence
value for First Nations,
they define the culture.

First Nations local culture
in every part of BC.

Food: "cultivated
ecosystems"

Crops

Wild Blue Berries

Quebec grants berry
picking ‘tenure rights’

Livestock

Woodlands buffalo, elk

Northern Alberta

Aquaculture

Stream restoration tied
to a right to harvest a
portion of the increased
salmon runs.

Williamette Forest
Products, Oregon on
Williametter River in
1990’s

Nelson et al. 2009
(commodity value)

Fibre

Wood

Standard timber
valuations are as
complex as carbon
crediting

Woodlot owners seem to
think that the US
Scribner Scale is
designed to benefit the
mill and short change the
land owner.

Fuel

Biomass= Bio-energy

The MOF&R is offering
biomass tenures of over
1 million Cu M/year

No one has accepted a
MF&R biomass license
and begun to harvest-yet.

Water

Ground water

Ranganthan et al. 2008
(Table 3.3)

BC Drinking Water
Legislation

Surface water

Surface water, often the
source of drinking water,
purer flowing from intact
forest stands.

NY’s acquisition of the
Appalachians to avoid
the construction of $1
billion in water
treatment plants

Breeding. Biotechnology

The Pacific Carbon Trust
invited plus tree projects
for their carbon benefit.

BC’s Future Forest
Ecosystem adjusted
seedzone guidelines
raised the elevation to
which seedlots could be
planted to reflect climate
c hange

Genetic resources

These were selected
from natural forests.

Biochemicals, natural
medicines,
Pharmaceuticals

e.g. Taxol collection from
yew, taxus baccata
resulted in a short term
collection--until
substituted by cheaper
sources in the developing
countries.

Yew hedge plantations
have been planted and
are being harvested, with
payment based on taxol
extraction value.

Regulating Services

E.G. restoring wetlands

Flood prevention
through absorption of
peak rainfall incidents

Avoids the construction
of levys e.g. New Orleans

Air quality

Chemicals, emissions and
removals

Nitrous oxides,
particulate matter and
metals absorption

Trees Canada has kept
the best record of the
value of trees to city air

Climate

Carbon sequestration
and sinks for climate
change

See Chapter3

See Chapter 3Nelson et
al. 2009Mackey et al.
2008

Adaptation to climate
changes

Management to improve
forest health/ecosystem

Future Forest Ecosystem
Adaptation Plans

stress resilience
Local climates

Shade and temperature
moderation

City Parks

Water

Hydrology, timing of
runoff, flooding,
recharge

Mountain Pine beetle
shifts in rainfall. Water
table and cycles research

Consequences and
management options still
being explored

Erosion prevention

Vegetation cover

Wattling, bioengineering, vegetation
cover stability analysis

Nelson et al. 2009 e.g.
UBC cliffs below BC
Anthropological Museum

Water purification and
waste treatment

Water quality

Reduced infrastructure
costs through restoration

Nelson et al. 2009

Disease regulation

Human pathogens

Pest control

Crops and livestock

Pollination

Domestic and natural
crops

Wild and natural crops

Beekeeper contracts
with blueberry growers

Natural hazard
regulation

Hurricanes, tsunamis,
fires

Mangrove forests
retention in Sri lanka

Restoration work
tsunami preparation

Cultural services

Non-Material benefits

Cultivated trees
Totem trees

Ethical values

Religion and spiritual

Singing Forest Hamil Crk

Aesthetic
Existence values

Knowing it's there

Intergenerational value

For future generations

Cultural traditions and
identity
Recreation and
Tourism
Off-Sets

Conservation
Carbon

Supporting Services
Nutrient Cycling
Soil formation
Primary Production

Golden Spruce

It was cut to delink it
from corporate identity

Photosynthesis
Water cycling
Values for
Nature/Conservation
Biodiversity

Composition:
combinations of species,
keystone, charismatic
species

Spirit bear and the Great
Coastal Rainforest

Nelson et al. 2009

Structure

F&RPA requirement to
leave standing dead

Morrison et al. nd

Rare species

Species at risk legislation

US EPA is the best
example, not Canada

Ecosystems

e.g. Dry coastal Fd

Morrison et al. nd

Ecological processes,
such as food webs

Interconnected species
conservation

Delta mud flats nutrient
rich slime for migrant
sandpipers

Intrinsic right to exist

Species at risk

Habitat conservation

Spotted Owl

Reference systems for
research

Due to the extent of
human disturbance

Conservation of key
representative
ecosystems

Biodiversity conservation
payment

Resilience

Quantitative project ecosystem service valuation
Ranganathan et al. outlines a general approach to assessing ecosystem services for "…assessing
risks and opportunities related to ecosystem services."67 This approach modified to valuing
services for specific projects might look as follows:
1. Identify all the ecosystem services provided by a particular project by comparing the
ecosystems involved to the list in Table y at the project site.
2. Determine/ prioritize the ecosystem services that are central to the goals of the project
to set priorities for valuing them.
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3. Analyze (measure) the condition, establish trends and describe likely trajectories of the
relevant ecosystem services. This requires choosing an appropriate method for
valuation, establishing the base line condition, determining trends and forecasting
trajectories into future. Typical land trust projects need to look 100 years into the
future.68
4. Establish value, relatively or in monetary terms (dollar value) of the ecosystem services
(summary valuation) in question, for use in cost-benefit analyses
5. Compare alternate scenarios both for the site and to other sites and projects.
This approach provides a simple map of the activities and their order, but it belies the
complexity of the practical requirements for doing a valuation. The following 10-step
comprehensive framework provides a credible transparent process of an ES valuation and the
project’s potential value. The first seven steps apply to the valuation of the ES that are available
at site and contribute to a project. The last three steps pertain to the estimation of the project
value (Pv), by taking into account of costs associated with the development and running of the
project. We emphasize again that there is still no standard approach for doing an ES valuation
but conventions are evolving rapidly especially at the international level. The Province of British
Columbia's Biodiversity Adaptation Initiative (CCATT website) has this idea at its core.

ES Valuation Step 1: Identify the services
On any given parcel of land, a wide number of services exist within a sustainable
management context. For example a piece of land may:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

68

Sequester atmospheric carbon
Filter, store and deliver clean water
Provide biodiversity benefits through habitat for specific species and refugia for
genetic strains
Provide recreational areas
Provide connectivity between habitat areas
Provide aesthetic benefits to residents in the area
Provide wood for timber, fuel, or other uses
Provide sustainable populations where wild-crafted foods, medicines and materials
can be gathered
Provide opportunities for hunting or fishing.

see California Climate Action Registry, 2008.

The ES offered by a wetland may differ from those offered by an upland forest. In this step,
project originators/proponents need to realistically agree on what the significant ES values
of a project are and will be. It is a selection exercise where specific services need to be
established as priorities, such that progress toward the chosen objectives can be measured
and tracked. For example, are the primary goals of the project to contribute to and
combine carbon storage, biodiversity, water storage or do they focus more on an economic
activity (jobs) and so on? Thus, the first step in evaluating a property should be to list all of
the possible services provided by a property, without regard to how they are valued or who
might want them.

ES Valuation Step 2: Characterize the services with respect to their
benefits and supply
Using the list of services prepared in Step 1, for each identified service answer the following
questions:
a) What does the service do?
Services may do several things:
•

•

•

Provide specific benefits to users simply by being in existence, e.g., an old growth
forest parcel may provide habitat, recreational use, aesthetics and other benefits
simply by being there.
Provide specific benefits to users when extracted, taken, or used off of the
property, e.g., a property may provide specific objects or items, which have value in
a human context outside of the property. The property may be a “producer” of a
commodity.
Reduce costs which would otherwise be borne by users, e.g., a wetland may
produce a service such as clean water, which is beneficial to the user because it
reduces costs which they would otherwise bear such as installing a water treatment
plant.

Understanding what the service does will help to understand how the service benefits
users, and how it may be valued, and who might be interested in buying it.
b) Who uses or benefits from this service?
Determining who uses or benefits from a service will be critical to understanding how
that service may be valued, and ultimately monetized. In general the beneficiaries may
fall into the following types
•
•
•

Global. The service benefits the entire global community equally. GHG
sequestration is an example of this type of service
Regional. The service benefits the region in which the property lies. For
example, provision of habitat connectivity may be a regional service.
Specific users. The service benefits a specific group of people, e.g.,
downstream water users, local hikers, etc.

In general, the expectation will be that these specific users or organizations
representing them are the most likely to pay for the services.
c) When and how does the property produce the service?
Services are not necessarily produced continuously and evenly. For example, a
property with a young seral stand might produce wood from a thinning as part of a
management plan designed to accelerate the development of old-growth
characteristics, and then never produce wood again, while on the other hand the same
property might serve as a filter and storage area for water for 6 to 8 months of every
year, and sequester carbon continuously.
d) Is there an existing market for the service?
For some services, such as carbon sequestration, there may be a relatively well defined
and developing market. For other services, such as habitat for endangered species,
there may be an indirect market through government programs designed to sustain
and enhance that habitat. Yet other services, such as clean water, may be viewed as an
externality with no value, or local governments might fund acquisition of watershed
lands to internally offset costly water treatment facilities, as happened in New York
State.69
e) What might reduce or enhance the amount of the service provided?
What natural changes or management activities might enhance the delivery of the
services? What changes or risks might lead to a reduction in the delivery of the
service?

ES Valuation Step 3: Estimate amount of services and future trends
(trajectories)
Once the characteristics of an ES have been established, its present and future amount and
condition will need to be determined. Step 3 is the technical component of a project. It is
intended to contribute to specific measures of the value of a project and its potential for the
future. Broadly speaking this step has three stages:
a)

Survey and chose a technical method (see below) suitable for the ES

6. Measure or otherwise determine the current state or condition, known as the baseline
condition
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7. Establish trends and acquire models to create forecasts (trajectories) of the ES for the
project.
Each ES will have its own set of appropriate measuring tools. Often these involve some
measurement of the service such as the volume or flow of water, but they can also be
measured in a relative sense compared to an ideal or best value and worst or no value.
Ranganathan et al.70 list five broad methods available for measuring or establishing the current
condition and trends (which can be used to develop forecasts): remote sensing, geographic
information systems, inventories, ecological models, and participatory approaches with expert
opinion. Making direct measurements of specific components is implied in their description but
should probably be recognized as a separate practical strategy. For example timber volume can
be directly measured from on-the-ground survey or estimated from models for stands similar in
structure and composition to the one of interest.
The method or combination of methods chosen depends on the nature of the feature or service
measured. Large scale phenomena such as global carbon stocks and biodiversity in natural
ecosystems71 or the size of the Arctic ice area72 use remote sensing, often in combination with
models and on the ground observations. The Australian study of forests and carbon storage
combined remote sensing, models and direct measurement.73 It should be noted that with
advancing technology, remote sensing is becoming more and more useful at the local scale,
especially in combination with directly observed data in the field.
On the other hand the size and condition of a rare species population is best established
through direct observations according to established standards.74
We cannot in this report summarize and evaluate all the possible ways of obtaining the
measurements of the conditions of the wide range of ecosystem services involved in a
conservation project. Chapter 5 of this report on the business of carbon valuation demonstrates
the complexities and challenges involved for only one of the services. For some services, e.g.,
aesthetic and biodiversity values, widely accepted methods have yet to be established.
However for many services, there are already developed standards in specific jurisdictions, e.g.,
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reference to BC CDC or COSEWIC Status reports as examples

BC has water quality standards that have specific requirements for water flow on rivers and
streams. In the 1990s, BC developed a standard set of protocols for observing many natural
phenomena such as wildlife trees.75 The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment used a set of
approaches now widely being accepted.
Project proponents will have to consult recognized or certified experts to provide the best
advice for monitoring methods, forecasting tools and estimates for baseline evaluation. In all
cases, reference must be made to jurisdictional requirements and standards, but needs also to
consider the acceptability of these requirements to the potential project participants. For
example, a program of voluntary offsets for nature may have much higher biodiversity
standards than a regional or provincial jurisdiction.
Project proponents need to understand that forecasts of the values are a critical element of any
valuation. Forecasts, which are developed by trajectories (curves) showing potential future
condition of an ES, are an indication of the yield of present-day investment. These can be
determined either by extending present day trends into the future or use of suitable models.
The interval for the forecast can vary from a decade to hundreds of years. Considering the
nature and timing of climate change, a major driver of ecosystem services, forecasting 100
years into the future is highly desirable. The long time frame is necessary too because many of
the processes and attributes of ecosystems have lengthy response times (species migration for
example). Hebda et al.76 demonstrated that for raised bogs (and by implication many wetlands)
key ecological processes operate on a century scale, The same is true for the development of
old growth attributes in a coastal forest.77 The CCAR 2008 protocols explicitly propose a 100year time frame for its Forest Project Protocol agreements.
Table 2 provides a starting point for those looking for guidance in the selection of ES methods
or approaches for a project. It shows a basic set of services (except for carbon) with suggestions
on how to evaluate them. The Forest Project Protocol includes a comprehensive range of
approaches and methods suitable to conservation values, and is a good starting point.
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The amount of a service provided can be measured in several different ways to determine the
value of a single service on a given property
a) The absolute amount available
b) The amount still conservatively available after a risk value analysis
c) The amount the market can absorb from that property, which might quite different
than what is available
While the habitat value for a single species might be a very specific amount, a risk analysis and
the interests of the trading market may result in an adjustment in the ultimate value of the
service provided by the property as an offset. In many cases these adjustments will be simple.
For instance, the market may be huge, and there may be no difference between the absolute
amount available and the amount available on a cautious sustainable basis. However, in other
cases, determining which of these factors limits the amount that can be sold or offered as an
offset may be very complex, requiring sophisticated knowledge of both markets and ecosystem
processes.
As indicated earlier, it is important not only to determine how much of the service can currently
be provided and sold, but how much will be able to be provided and sold into the future over
the term of the project.
Several different methods may be used to determine the amount of the commodity available
for offer as an offset. In all cases, the goal is to identify the amount of valuable service which
can be provided to the market.
a) Production over time, either continuous or intermittent
This approach will generally be the simplest. Depending on how and when the service
is valuable (continuously, intermittently, when produced), the current flow (rate of
supply) of the ES can be estimated based on a wide variety of records, such as:
•

Records of stream and ground water flow

•

Records of recreational use

•

Inventories of harvestable timber derived from restoration plans

Projecting future flows may be more complex, and may need to take into account
•

Changes in ecosystem function due to seral stage change

•

Changes in human population in the area

•

Changes in ecosystem inputs, such as rainfall

Projections of future conditions should generally be conservative, i.e., err on the side of
underestimating the production of the service to avoid basing projects on unrealizable
production estimates.

b) Enhancement over baseline
Estimating the enhancement over a baseline is generally more complex, since it relies
on projections into the future of conditions both with and without the project. All
carbon crediting regimes are examples of this type. The detailed step-by-step
description of the process of estimating the amount of carbon credits available based
on differences between a baseline business-as-usual conditions and one involving
increased sequestration, contained in Chapter 5 of this report, is an example of this
type.
c) Relative amount
In some cases, the absolute amount may not be what makes a service valuable, but the
relative amount. For instance, habitat for an endangered species may be considerably
more valuable if the property contains 10% of the provincial total of habitat for that
species than if it contains 0.1%. Research will need to be done on the regional,
provincial, national or worldwide supply of this service, to determine how significant
the service provided by the property is. Consideration will also have to be given to
changes in that relative amount over time. Is there expected to be more or less of this
habitat in the future? Will the property itself contain more or less of this habitat in the
future?
d) Not quantifiable
Some services may simply not be quantifiable. In these cases, if there is a potential for
payment for these services, it must presumably be based on some non-quantifiable
valuation of the service by the individual or group willing to pay for it. For instance,
someone may be willing to pay to preserve a value that only they perceive, such as an
aesthetic value.

ES Valuation Step 4: Estimate the reliability of the services
The value of an ES depends not only on whether it capable of being provided, but whether or
not it can be provided reliably and furthermore whether it can be measured or valued reliably.
Reliability of services is typically the result of two factors:
a. The inherent characteristics of an offset project property and its ecological
functions. For instance, reliability of habitat for an endangered species may
depend on a wide variety of factors, including seral stage, landform, location,
etc.
b. The reliability of the work undertaken to identify and establish the value of the
service. The quality of the service provided can depend on a wide variety of
technical issues which effect the degree to which a client can depend on the
current and future provision of the service, and the value of that service. For
instance, if carbon credits are validated and verified using a rigorous standard,
they will be seen in the marketplace as having higher value than carbon credits
that only meet minimal standards.

Reliability of service is closely related to issues of risk. If the client perceives a high degree of
risk that they may not receive the service as promised, they will perceive the service as
delivering a low offset amount. The questions to be asked are:
•
•
•

How reliably can the service be delivered?
What are the risks that the service might not be as promised. For instance, with carbon
credits, what is the risk that a carbon credit might prove not to be permanent?
How is the proposed system for measuring and delivering the service perceived in the
marketplace?

Reliability of an ES can also be related to factors that are linked to how the service is delivered,
e.g., customers may perceive clean water as having higher value if it comes from a pristine old
growth forest than a secondary forest, even if it has the same measurable chemical qualities. A
service will often include not only the value purveyed, but also the story that goes with it.
Projects which have positive ecological and social stories, typically are perceived as somehow
better or more valuable.
Estimation of the reliability of services should include an assessment of what could be done to
improve the reliability and its perception. Like assessing the future condition of an ES, there
needs to be an assessment of reliability in the future (trajectory) and what could be done to
limit risks to reliability.

ES Valuation Step 5: Identify how to value the services
Getting to the value of any natural service is a challenge, yet it is absolutely necessary for a
credible and accountable offset project. An analysis of the costs and benefits of fuel removal to
avoid forest fire losses in Washington State demonstrates the complexity of a monetary
valuation of ES.78 Though timber values and regeneration and rehabilitation costs could be
estimated, benefits such as habitat and water quality and quantity could not.79
The valuation becomes more complex when multiple factors are assessed, especially those with
intrinsic values such a biodiversity or intergenerational values. However the analysis is
approached, the method of assessing the value must be explicit so that it can be accounted for
and monitored.
Services may be valued based on very different principles, depending on the nature of the
service and who is valuing it. As well, some part of the production of a service may have value,
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whereas another part may not. In general, for a given service, how that service is valued will
probably fall into one of the following categories
a) Services which have value at all times.
Some services may have value simply by existing, e.g., the monetary value of
habitat is difficult to calculate but habitat clearly provides benefits by its mere
existence.
b) Services which have value only at certain times.
Services may also have seasonal or intermittent value. For instance, if the service is
water storage and regulation, the service is delivered only during peak winter rains
when flows may exceed safe or useable quantities. Water storage service may have
little or no value for flood protection when the rainy season is over. On the other
hand, once rains stop the gradual release of water from the property into surface
streams, aquifer recharge may have significant value too.
c) Services which have value only when they are enhanced or above a certain
amount.
Some services may have offset value only to the degree that they can be enhanced
above the baseline amount or quality of service provided. For instance, under most
regulatory schemes, carbon has value only when actions are taken to reduce
emissions or enhance storage above what would have occurred in a business-asusual case. Other services may have value only when a property provides them in
unusual quantity or quality, as compared with surrounding properties.
d) Services for which values cannot be determined.
There are also ES for which it may not be possible to determine what makes them
valuable. For instance, the spiritual value of a certain location may be very strong
for some people and non-existent for others. Establishing a value for such a service
is difficult and often involves a relative valuation by those who recognize the
spirituality of site. Such spiritual services can galvanize popular and monetary
support for a project, at which point it is very clear that they have real value.

ES Valuation Step 6: Estimate the value of the services
As with the amount of the services, the value of the services must be not only estimated for the
present time, but projected into the future. Value may depend on the reliability, amount, and
location of the services, as determined above. In order to determine the value, the first step
will be to review the work undertaken in preceding steps. Value may be determined in several
ways, depending on the nature of the service, and on who benefits from or wants the service:
a) Known willingness to pay
In some cases, while there may be no market per se for the service, there may be an
individual or organization with a known willingness to pay for the service, e.g., a
watershed manager may have an outstanding program of paying for sediment

reduction within the watershed. In such cases value can usually be determined in
discussion with the known buyer. Discussions should cover not only current price, but
also future directions in the purchaser's intentions and needs, by which future demand
and price can be forecast.
b) Existing market
Where there currently exists a market for the service, current value will usually be
relatively straight forward to determine, based on quoted market prices. In some cases
the market may exist in another jurisdiction, and be developing locally, and some
premium or discount may apply based on the differences in supply and demand
between the markets. Projecting future value will typically be done based on some
combination of analysis of the trajectory the amount of the service, the market for it,
and on projection of future supplies and demands, and drivers of supply and demand.
c) Costs to the customer if the service is not provided
Across much of our economy, costs of providing specific benefits to people are reduced
by relying on free services from the environment. For instance, a water district may not
have to build a water treatment plant because a forest is providing the water treatment
function. Although in many cases these benefits are unrecognized, when faced with
the alternative of losing these services, customers may be willing to help pay to ensure
that loss does not happen. In this case the upper bound of the value of the service will
typically be the cost of providing the service through alternate means. The actual value
achievable will typically be less than this upper bound, both because a lower price gives
the customer incentive to maintain the service, and because there may be some
reliability issues with the service. These factors mean that the customer cannot depend
100% on receiving the service, and may have to invest in a back-up plan.
d) Perceived future market and supply shortage
In some cases no market or value may currently be assignable to the service. However,
it may be clear that people do require the service, and that a market or payment
method may develop for the service in the future. In that case the future value of the
ES may be estimated based on the expected supply and demand of the service.
Typically the risk that no market develops will also have to be factored into the forecast
price.
e) No quantitative value assignable
Although it may be clear that a service has qualitative value, not all such services will
have a value that can be established in monetary terms, or for which payment can be
expected. For instance, the value of spiritual and aesthetic services may be not be
quantifiable, and a value may not be able to be assigned to them. However,
recognizing and emphasizing these services may also have value in so much as people
may be willing to make donations of time or money to maintain. Such willingness
sometimes results in the contribution of large sums of money for the perceived
importance of yet hard to value ES.

ES Valuation Step 7: Evaluate and account for the risks to and tradeoffs between services
The inter-relationships between services vary, both from ecosystem to ecosystem, and market
to market and may be unique to particular sites. Consequently the next step is to determine the
dynamic functions that occur within an ecosystem, and to determine:
•
•
•
•

Whether provision of one service may negatively impact the delivery of another
service, and if so how much and for how long?
Which services are independent of each other?
Which services complement each other and may enhance other services?
Which services are mutually exclusive and cannot coexist in the same project (materials
removal and maintaining original biodiversity?

As well, it is important to assess the risks of losses of the services due to human or natural
disturbance, or due to natural changes in the ecosystem. Examples of risk include:
•
•
•

The yield of non-timber forest products such as berries may decline as open early seral
vegetation is converted to second growth forest and shade increases
Wildfire burns a project site and releases carbon from the sink to the atmosphere and
interrupts sequestration
A river changes course and destroys a specific habitat.

An understanding of these risks and trade-offs should be built into the management model, and
into the model of the monetary returns from the ES. It is also very important to be aware of
political risk. Identify the regulatory requirements that must be met to monetize the service.
Analyze anticipated regulatory change, especially if key project services depend on new
regulations, policies, or protocols. The California Forest Project Protocol outlines such social
risks in detail.80

ES Valuation Step 8: Define the project structure
The preceding steps lead to a valuation of the ecosystem services and their offset values. They,
however, do not lead to a calculation of the value of a project, because there are a variety of
costs involved in developing and running the project. The first of these costs are related to the
structure of project and its social, policy and regulatory context. The nature of these costs can
be identified by answering the following questions related to the circumstances of the project.
•
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•

How will the project create its services?

•

How will the project land be secured? What legal or social structure will be used to
give protection to the land area?

•

Who needs to be part of the project team to make the project successful?

•

Who will be the key actors driving the management or land use change? How will
they be rewarded or compensated for their actions?

•

How will the corporate, NGO, community, etc. bodies responsible for elements be
structured into the project to provide long-term continuity of action?

•

How does the project fit into local, regional, national and international programs
and priorities? Are there incentives, support, taxes, etc., which apply to the
project?

ES Valuation Step 9: Estimate the cost of providing the services
In addition to structural costs there are operational costs both at the outset and as the project
is running. These are accounted for by quantifying the costs for: each intervention or site
treatment; payment to local stakeholders or those driving the intended change; requirements
for management, protection, data collection, analysis; management planning, quantification of
services; validating, verifying, accrediting and marketing. Some of these costs can be estimated
for the project as a whole, while other costs will be for valuing each ecosystem service. They
then need to be modeled for the duration of the project to obtain an over–all project cost.
Acquisition of land or management responsibility for climate change and ecosystem values
comes with long-term responsibilities. First the investors or purchasers of the credits will need
to know whether or not the values they acquired remain in the project or property. Second, by
their nature these conservation and carbon values are often anticipated to increase with time,
e.g., a purchase of forest land for its carbon sink value also brings with it increased
sequestration value. Many factors could lead to changes in the growth of value but also to the
loss of portions of the original carbon sink and ES investment. Furthermore, ES of any credible
and accountable project must be tracked in a consistent and standard manner for the duration
of the project. This requirement is clearly for perpetuity. This characteristic of "permanency" is
one of the advantages of land trust projects. A credible monitoring program furthermore allows
for adaptive management, that is, interventions or changes in management that could either
increase the value accruing from the project over time or avert losses.
Typically, land trust projects protect the land, monitor for obvious disasters but otherwise leave
the land alone. Interventions are usually in reaction to some pressing issues., e.g., removal of
invasive species or planting of native species, stream or wetland restoration are involved.
Rarely is there a long-term standardized monitoring program with requirements for accounting

of values. More recently, there is a recognition of the benefits of long term accounting and
monitoring, with an improved understanding of the carbon carrying potential of a site.81
For the types of projects of concern in this report, the tenure holders will have to monitor and
actively manage ecosystems to ensure that they maintain their adaptation characteristics and
are as adapted or resilient as possible to changing climates and maintain the benefits for which
the were established. There will clearly be a responsibility to be active managers not just
observers. And the costs of these activities must be included in the project budget; minimally
monitoring, assessing the data, accounting and reporting and intervention. For many projects,
the combination of some degree of degradation/disturbance and indirect human caused
ecosystem stresses of climatic disruption may well require proactive interventions in ecosystem
processes, namely active stewardship rather than simple protection. The costs of such
stewardship and reporting may be difficult to estimate at this point in our understanding of
what will be required. Nevertheless, climate change will have impacts on conservation projects
and we will have to respond.82

ES Valuation Step 10: Calculating the returns from providing
services and commodities
Typically, a financial project model reflecting the potential returns and their associated costs
will have been created prior to this final step. At this stage the project financial model should
be fine tuned in order to consider refining the project, structuring the steps and stages of the
implementation plan and developing the financial structures to make it possible to finance the
project.
With a model, which is sensitive to all of the above inter-relationships, the analysis can quantify
risks, the cost of management for avoiding risk, and identify the optimum financial and
management plan. Such a model is typically tied closely to a GIS map that stratifies an area by
ecosystem or intended use types, and the map helps provide the rationale for management
planning.

Importance of valuation and comparison
Valuation takes place for a purpose and that purpose is to make comparisons, not only among
projects but also among options for a project. Valuation also helps to answer the question: If
we did not do the project what would it "cost" us or what benefits would we lose. For the
conservation movement this is often a central issue, because projects often involve alternate
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use scenarios. Those scenarios usually involve the loss or significant degradation of ecosystem
services and benefits, usually for economic benefit. The WRI report83 demonstrates how to
apply valuations to the process of decision-making in the context of options. Decision-making is
essentially the process of comparisons.
The second function of valuation, using a standard and credible protocol, is to compare the
original baseline condition to future conditions. Tracking or monitoring a project using the same
methods for the baseline is required for accounting purposes and is necessary for adaptive
management. The monitoring data either demonstrate that a project is on course or that
management changes are necessary to maintain and even increase ecosystem benefits.
The power of cumulative benefits (the principle of compound interest in the natural world),
forecasting and monitoring (valuation at future times) are absolutely central in demonstrating
the value of conservation projects. Usually once a project is implemented, its accruing benefits
are rarely assessed, nor are they specifically anticipated in a measurable way. How often do we
see calculations of what the accumulated benefit of a project have been. Yet at the outset the
decision to choose and implement a project was based on an alternate future such as
degradation or conversion of an ecosystem.
A key measure of a project is its accumulated benefits compared to not undertaking it. Like
choices concerning carbon and CO2 emission for a forested plot,84 the difference in the outcome
of the choices change with time. The real measure is the accumulated difference in the future,
the net total benefit of having followed one road versus another.
At the beginning of a project, these differences can be anticipated by establishing a baseline
and forecasting trajectories for ES into the future. The anticipated difference between choices
over time is the potential value (Pv) for the project, more precisely the cumulative benefits
potential for ES. Future measurements allow the determination of the Realized Ecosystem
Service benefits which can be tracked with a valuation mechanism and is a measure that grows
with time when compared to the original choice. It is a particularly key measure when facing a
time of uncertainty and likely increase in value of ecosystem services. The concept of
accumulated values or benefits is used in the method or protocol proposed for valuing projects
in Appendix 10. The types of comparisons useful to a conservation projects are summarized in
Table 2 below.
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Table 2 Valuation comparisons applicable to conservation projects.
Baseline

Condition at
future time (tn)

Baseline

Condition
without the
project

Ex ante
projection
required

Condition at
future time (tn)

Monitoring at
any time in the
future.

Alternate
Choice for
site

Expected out
come

Different
project

Required for
accounting and
credibility
Options

Compare to a
conversion of
the site to
another
condition

Demonstrates
cumulative
benefits or losses

Expected out
come

Real benefits or
losses compared
to those
expected

Tracking
trajectory of
change against
projected values

Real benefits
or losses
compared to
those
expected

Different
project

Permits setting
of priorities or
choices of
projects at the
outset

Demonstrates
with time the
value of project
and similar
projects;

N/A

Case example for
similar choices in
the future
Management:
Adaptive
changes or
intervention in
the project in
response to
impacts, new
knowledge or
inadequate
accumulating
benefits

Tracks
effectiveness of
management
interventions
relative to
starting point

Demonstrates
whether or not
adaptive
management is
working. Permits
assessment of
adaptive
strategies for use
in other sites

Demonstrates
with time the
value of project
and similar
projects;
Case example for
similar choices in
the future

N/A

Established
whether adaptive
management
returns project to
forecast
trajectory

N/A

An Experimental Framework for Evaluating Carbon and
Ecosystem Service Values of Projects
The preceding description reveals that evaluating ecosystem services is clearly a complex and
evolving area of activity. In practice there is as yet no standard approach or method available to
do so. Nevertheless there is an immediate need to begin to be able to evaluate the ecosystem
services of a project and estimate their offset value if only for the voluntary market.
Furthermore the supporters of such projects must have some confidence that there will indeed
be a yield on their investment and will need reports on the progress of the project. Project
managers (land trusts or others) will need to know whether or not their projects are
progressing with respect to their offset value as per plan in order to make management
adjustments.
There are many challenges in aggregating ES values into a total project value because many ES
cannot be valued on a monetary basis. They can, however, be valued on a relative scale in
terms of providing the maximum amount of the service in comparison to a minimum amount.85
We include in Appendix 10 a flexible experimental tool for valuing and aggregating ecosystem
services in a standard and internally consistent manner. The tool uses the concept of index
units that can be added to create a project value and modeled into the future to estimate the
yield. This index valuation tool or approach is particularly useful in comparing and explaining
choices for a parcel of land and evaluating management scenarios. The tool also facilitates
tracking the progress of project in a consistent manner and thus monitoring for the need of
changes in management. We encourage the use and testing of the tool as land trusts and land
managers contemplate offset projects that involve a wide range of different ecosystem
services.
This chapter reveals the complexity of ecosystem structures and dynamics, which, when
combined with the uncertainty of which market standards optimize at this time the value for
conservation trusts, underlines the importance of involving climate and ecosystem
professionals in the development of projects.
Recommendation: Secure dedicated ecosystem professionals that have the capacity to
compare offset values for project if they were traded in different regulatory jurisdictions and
markets.

85

see Mackey et al.2008 for a discussion of this concept in term of carbon capacity of Australian forest ecosystems

Chapter 5: Framework for Carbon Valuation for a Project
Quantifying carbon may be as complex as quantifying multiple services since carbon is only the
equivalent value for the dynamic interactions of all Green House Gases in a number of pools.
The sample framework for quantifying carbon employs all of the underlying concepts which
define the Baseline and the Project Design Document (PDD), such as additionality, leakage,
permanence, project period and boundary, methodology, validation and verification,
conservatism and of course the three main action paths to carbon credits—mainly avoided
conversion or REDD, Improved or enhanced forest management and reforestation or
restoration. The application of these concepts ultimately is always specific to each project, and
requires a unique careful dynamic analysis, which is embodied in the baseline and PDD, just as
there must be specific analysis for integrating the other ecosystem values.

Carbon Valuation Step 1: Definition of project structure
Identify the basic structural elements of the project:
•

What are the predicted basic methods of reducing emissions or increasing carbon
sequestration?

•

How will the project put these methods into practice?

•

How will the land on which the project works be secured? What legal or social
structure will be used to give protection to the land area?

•

Who needs to be part of the project team to make the project successful?

•

Who will the stakeholders be in the project? How will they be rewarded or
compensated for their actions?

•

How will the corporate, NGO, community, etc. bodies responsible for elements of
the project be structured to provide long term continuity of action?

•

How does the project fit into local, regional, national and international programs
and priorities? Are there incentives, support, taxes, etc., which apply to the
project.

Carbon Valuation Step 2: Initial definitions of boundaries
•

Determine the area within which the project will take place (the “Project Area”.)

•

Determine the region surrounding the Project Area which may influence the
outcome of the project, and which may provide examples of the situation outside
of the Project Area (Reference Region). This area should include land on which the
causes, drivers and rates of land use and land use change are expected to be similar
to those found within the Project Area, in the event that the project does not go
ahead.

•

Determine the temporal boundaries: When did or will the project activities start?
What will the historical period be within which patterns of land use change will be
analyzed? What crediting period will be used?

•

Determine which carbon pools will be accounted. Six basic carbon pools are
recognized in different standards—above ground living biomass, below ground
living biomass, soil, dead wood, litter, and timber products. The choice of
accounting will depend on the type of project undertaken, and the requirements of
the methods used. In general, any pool which may tend to be reduced—therefore
causing emissions—as a result of the project must be included in the accounting.

Note that all of these project characteristics may change as work moves forward on the
steps described below. However, the initial spatial boundaries should be inclusive of all
the areas that might be in the Project Area or Reference Region. Dropping areas later is
substantially easier than adding new land areas, since for each parcel added you will
have to demonstrate that all of the work undertaken up to that point also applies to the
new area. Unlike the current Clean Development Mechanism protocol, there is no
reason to be concerned about adding lands to a project later, but these additions
should occur after the initial project PDD and Baseline study are complete. Additions
should be of substantial size to justify the added analyses required.

Carbon Valuation Step 3: Stratification of the project area
Stratification—the division of a study area into subunits based on differences in the
characteristics of the land—is a critical step in the process of describing and evaluating
the project area. Once divided into relatively uniform units, considerations of what
treatments may be undertaken (and what would happen if the treatments were not
undertaken) can be made. Criteria, which determine this initial stratification, may
include:
•

Differences in the existing ecosystem or successional stage, and/or differences
in the expected climax ecosystem.

•

Differences in soil or climatic characteristics for specific uses of the land

•

Differences in access for land conversion agents/users

•

Differences in risk factors based on site conditions or surrounding land uses,
e.g., drier sites, or sites near to agricultural land where fire is used may be at
higher risk of burning.

•

Differences in human population dynamics

•

Differences in site history

The land classification step should be undertaken both on the basis of current
conditions, and on past and anticipated future conditions. Typically this work will be
undertaken using the following steps:
•

Identification of likely land units (ecological or otherwise), based on local
knowledge, past research, etc. This step may often include the use of
discussions with local residents who know the land well, and should include the

gathering of specific knowledge of the history and expectations of the future
use of specific parcels.
•

Analysis of the land, based on the initial identified strata. This step could be
undertaken using remote sensing analysis (airphotos), but may be carried out
using existing cartographic or other information. It is also possible in some
areas that this step will be undertaken based solely on the overlaying of local
knowledge and memory on existing maps, or based simply on a systematic
walk-through of the area. During this step there is likely to be feedback which
will result in the modification of the definitions of the units and their
boundaries, additions of new units, amalgamation of several units into larger
ones.

•

Based on the stratification of the land, develop an understanding of the
processes and history of each stratum. What is happening in each stratum and
why? What can be done in each stratum to enhance carbon and other values?

At the end of this step you should have a pretty good idea of what types and rates
of change have occurred in the past, and why. This information will be further
elucidated in step 5, to allow extrapolation into the future for the purpose of
determining the baseline.

Carbon Valuation Step 4: Demonstration of additionality
Demonstrate that the project would not be undertaken without the incentives

Carbon Valuation Step 5: Analysis of agents, drivers and underlying
causes of change on the land.
During this step the goal is to determine why change is occurring, who is doing it,
and what triggers specific events of change. Typically this analysis will be
undertaken at least partly on a unit-by-unit basis, since there may be significant
differences between parcels. For instance, one stratified unit may be likely to be
deforested by logging, followed by regrowth, whereas another one may be
primarily deforested in order to allow development into medium density housing.
Information for this step will be gathered from a wide variety of sources.
Information will be cross referenced with the known patterns of change
determined in Step 3, to assess impact and applicability of identified agents, drivers
and causes.
During this step, it is also necessary to project what future changes in agents,
drivers and causes are expected to occur. For instance, changes in access may be
predictable, based on known road building plans. For each projection, the reason
for the projection, the range of potential variation in the predicted outcome, and
the factors which could cause the outcome to be different than that projected
should be documented. Where possible these analyses should be quantitative.
However, in many cases only qualitative assessments will be possible. In either
case the work should allow some sensitivity analyses to be undertaken in Step 8.

Carbon Valuation Step 6: Final stratification of the land
Based on everything determined in the steps above, it should now be possible to
complete a final stratification of the land, based both on current conditions and on
forecast future conditions.
An integral part of this step is an initial mapping of the projected future impacts of
agents, drivers and causes undertaken where applicable. For instance, projected
timing and extent of access changes can be shown on map layers. The overlay of
the stratification and the geographic delineation of the impacts of agents, drivers
and causes will be key to developing Step 9.

Carbon Valuation Step 7: Determination of current amount of carbon
in the accounted pools in each stratum
During this step a combination of existing information and fieldwork should be
undertaken to determine the amount of carbon in each carbon pool in each
identified landscape unit. The sources for these data should be statistically and
methodologically defensible. Where field work is undertaken, it must be
demonstrable that the methods used result in data which are representative,
systematic and unbiased.

Carbon Valuation Step 8: Estimation of initial Carbon Stocks and
baseline Carbon Stock changes.
During this step the baseline carbon stock changes projected over time are
determined. This work is undertaken using all of the work undertaken in the steps
above. The outputs should be:
•

A calculation of all the carbon stocks in the accounted carbon pools within each
stratum (land unit), and within the project area as a whole.

•

An estimation of the drivers that result in a change within the strata, and the
rates at which this change happens. Determination of rates of change may be
based on the analysis of historic change in the region, known plans of identified
agents, etc.

•

A projection of the future expected drivers and their impacts on specific areas.
Identify what economic, geographic, social and ecological changes are likely to
impact the area, e.g., a property may not currently be threatened with
development, but expanding development may make it highly desirable for this
use at some time in the future

•

A projection of anticipated future carbon stocks, on a unit and pool
(substratum) basis, within the Project Area. Typically these projections will be
undertaken for a series of 5 year intervals extending over the crediting period.
Typically this should also be undertaken at least roughly for the Reference

Region (the area around the project), to allow future checking of the baseline
against actual changes.
•

Sensitivity analysis or assessment of the impacts on the projected carbon stocks
of possible changes in the projected agents, drivers and causes of deforestation
and degradation.

At the end of Step 8, the work required to complete the Baseline Study is complete. Steps 9
through 12 will typically be undertaken to allow business analysis of the proposed project, and
may also be required to a lesser or greater degree of accuracy for the PDD.

Carbon Valuation Step 9: Estimation of expected Carbon Stock
changes and non-CO2 emissions resulting from leakage.
A number of different types of leakage (emissions caused by the implementation of
the project) exist. The main types which are usually accounted for include
•

Emissions from power equipment used for the project. Just driving a truck
to look at the property causes an emission!

•

“Displacement leakage” – emissions caused when activities which would
have occurred on the property (for instance logging) happen elsewhere
instead, e.g., the ex-landowner buys another piece of property to log
using the money he or she got for the land the project is on.
Displacement leakage must be “direct” – people must have specifically
moved activities from the area to another area

Methodologies exist for these types of leakage. With the exception of fuel use, the
methodologies are all essentially unproven; this is an area where significant
development still needs to occur. Other types of leakage, besides those mentioned
here, are even more controversial, particularly what is called “market leakage.” An
example of market leakage would be someone logging somewhere else because
the cessation of logging on the project property has resulted in a shortage of timber
supply on the market, and increased prices, making logging more attractive
elsewhere. Currently leakage types such as market leakage are not assessed.
For Step 9, a determination of which types of leakage will be accounted needs to be
completed, and estimates made of how much leakage may occur.

Carbon Valuation Step 10: Estimation of projected Carbon Stock
changes under the Project Scenario
Typically, carbon stocks will not be static under the project scenario. A number of
drivers should be assessed for their potential impacts on carbon stocks, including:

•

Imperfect project implementation. Achieving 100% protection from fire,
illegal logging, or other causes of deforestation and forest degradation is
typically not possible.

•

Natural disturbance. Protected ecosystems may be subject to natural
disturbance. In some cases, protection may increase the risk of specific
types of natural disturbance.

•

Successional processes and ecosystem dynamics. Natural processes may
result in continued changes to carbon stocks.

The impact of these and other identified carbon stock change drivers under the
project scenario should be modeled. The modeling aims to predict the future
carbon stocks under the project scenario for the same 5-year intervals as the
baseline.

Carbon Valuation Step 11: Calculation of expected net anthropogenic
GHG emission reductions
Subtraction of the baseline carbon stocks from the project carbon stocks

Carbon Valuation Step 12: Financial analysis and analysis of risks
Typically a financial model of the project will have been created prior to the
commencement of step 3, at the latest. However, at this stage the financial model
of the project should be fine tuned to reflect the projections of the project and
baseline carbon pools. This analysis should examine and attempt where possible to
quantify the risks, as well as the potential up-sides, under both on the baseline and
project scenarios.

Sorting for value in a conservation trust’s land inventory
The preceding framework can guide a typical project level analyses. However, once a broad set
of projects have been analyzed, it will be important to review comparative considerations to
strategically guide the use of limited resources or fluctuating market demand.
Land trusts and other land managers may have a wide range ecosystem types within their high
conservation value properties in British Columbia. These can be held through fee simple
ownership; joint fee simple ownership with others; associations with lands that have passed
through their ownership into public bodies, or association with a property through a
covenant—factors which can influence value.
At the outset it might seem that it would not be possible to apply the rigorous and complex
analyses that have been described especially to the variety of current and potential land trust
projects/acquisitions. A rapid assessment of potential carbon values within a conservation trust
inventory could follow the six-steps outlined below to provide a first estimate of comparative

value and allow the development of a strategic planning session to follow the more detailed
steps outlined in the chapters on carbon and ecosystem services.

Value Sort Step 1: Sort projects into groups by start date
1. Sort projects into categories according to the time conservation covenants were
registered.
a. Kyoto Qualified: Pre- December 31, 1999
b. Voluntary Carbon Market: January 1, 1990 to December 31, 1999
c. CARR or BC Emission Offset Regulation: January 1, 2000 to November 28, 2007
d. BC Emission Offset Regulation: November 28, 2007- present

Value Sort Step 2: Stratify properties
Using standard forestry mensuration and ecosystem practices, stratify each property into
ecosystem and subset ecosystem types as well as map the ecosystems seral state or
condition, and then aggregate these types on a spread sheet of biologically comparable
ecosystems and states comprising relatively homogenous characteristics.

Value Sort Step 3: Aggregate projects
Further aggregate these sets into their carbon credit types according to year of
establishment, review these sets taking into consideration the market, regulatory and
methodological options for optimizing value.

Value Sort Step 4: Rough model types
Rough model the carbon credit types using key factors
a.
b.
c.
d.

carbon pools at commencement,
normal carbon pool dynamics,
threats to the carbon pools under the baseline conditions, and
risks to the carbon pools under the managed conditions.

Value Sort Step 5: Visit site to do field work
This kind of comparative analysis is impossible if it conducted only at a desk level. From hard
experience, it is essential to visit representative project sites to confirm their fit with the
emerging value sets and prospective regulatory regimes. Every vegetation biomass inventory
and ecological assessment, however rich in paper data, requires confirmation through field
observation and interpretation to confirm historic dynamics and current conditions and
trajectories.

Value Sort Step 6: Develop a plan
Develop a plan for filling data gaps, model the transaction costs against a rough quantitative
model exploring the highest market value options for which each project type might qualify.

These six steps will help BC land trusts understand the nature of their typical projects with
respect to carbon offsets and identify how many of them might qualify and under what criteria.
The analysis might also prove useful in helping land trusts and other similar organizations and
agencies to structure their projects to be eligible for offset support.

Chapter 6: Strategic Review of Potential Market Value and Options
Once a rapid assessment has been done of an inventory of projects, (a selection of properties
can constitute one project) there are likely enough data for a Strategic Planning Session based
on initial assessments of potential routes to market, value options and further work required.
In this review, new conservation management options, collaborations and market
communications may emerge and be worth exploration. Overarching issues can have a
significant impact on the quantity of credits that may become available. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

whether the trust is the fee simple owner, in whole or in part,
if a previous transfer to a public entity remains in the project's best interest,
the level of control of the management of the property,
the quality of existing covenants and covenants possible
current and potential arrangements with other public or private parties with an interest
in the properties.
nature of the risk management and insurance program available to protect the carbon
credits from mismanagement or force major losses.

Some assumptions to explore in the strategy session may include:
1. It may be easier to demonstrate eligibility, management control and perpetual
protection, plus permanence through reduced risk if the project title is in the trust's
name.
2. Sales of carbon may be managed into higher price points in the market if they are
aggregated or pooled and held for times when demand is high.

Risk Management
Using provincial guarantees is a useful strategy to insure for regulatory risk, but it does little to
manage real risks. Distribution of risk to partners with variable risk tolerance may solve some
structuring problems and as well there may be two sorts of carbon buyers—those for whom no
carbon risk is acceptable, and those for whom carbon credits risk is acceptable,
1. Risk is almost always better self-insured through a buffer set-aside than through buying
insurance, especially in current financial markets.
2. Actuarial analysis may show that the percentage area set-aside for risk self-insurance
will decrease as the project pool gets larger, more diversified, ecologically,
geographically and perhaps also across management regimes.

3. Risk self-insurance may reduce project value considerably in the early years, however,
as the set-asides demonstrate they are superfluous some of the insurance hectares can
find other routes to financing.
These recommendations address the characteristic conservation trust inventory of properties
and derives from a review of one of the trusts potential carbon assets.

Early Action
BC has set its baseline date as November 28, 2007, the date that BC’s GHG Target Legislation
was passed. This date automatically divides the conservation lands into two sets: those projects
whose covenants were registered before November 2007 and those projects not yet registered
on that date.
Unlike California’s recent decision to grandfather any projects developed after the year 2000, it
appears to be the decision of BC’s Climate Central that the projects which were registered
before BC’s baseline date will not qualify within BC Emission Offset Regulation. Therefore any
credits that may arise from applying the methodological protocols to calculate the GHG
reduction benefit of the project can only be traded on a voluntary market, or perhaps under the
Kyoto Protocol.

Optimizing Value
Carbon credit value is reflected in the credibility of the credit that primarily rests on the rigour
of the methodological analysis and integrity of the credit values, as well of course on the
capacity of the registering body to indemnify the credit’s security.
Land trusts will make good proponents. They pioneered perpetual protection covenants and
bring immense stability to the questions of permanence. Their conservation history has
demonstrated that there is little or no risk of political interference with the legal stability of a
credible conservation trust’s protected ecosystem sink. They may have more to prove taking on
a reforestation or restoration program, but credibility there can be acquired through their
implementer. Because of the convergence of conservation credits with the historic goals of land
trusts, they are a natural choice for project proponents or originators and their existing support
networks, members, and donors will make then good direct marketers of their own carbon
credits.
Recommendation: Support consensus building among land trusts, land managers and all
levels of government to assure they will capture the highest potential conservation credits
within the province’s regulatory frameworks for the best long-term future.
Recommendation: Reach out to foundations and government bodies for support to develop
indicators and criteria for markets that recognize ecosystem conservation and ecological
restoration. Build on the experimental tools of the technical report by using them to develop
provisional cumulative net ecosystem productivity calculations.

Once there are registered projects under BC Emission Offset Regulation these will be best
traded within BC through BC’s Pacific Carbon Trust. No broker should be required if the project
has been properly developed.
Recommendation: Land trusts should make no forward arrangements with brokers until a
trust actually has inventory to trade that has been segregated into regulatory types. When
land trusts are ready to sell, there will be plenty of brokers competing for the right to handle
the credits.

However, there remains the question through which registry and associated standards a land
trust should develop and market their credits. Some trusts have looked at whether they should
develop their own standards and off-set registry, or through an aggregation of projects of the
various land trusts managed through the Land Trust Alliance of BC, to develop a regional
marketing initiative. This makes sense for pre-November 2007 projects, which if they qualify
under the Kyoto Protocol baseline and PDD guidelines, are creating internationally creditable
values—even though they cannot trade within the Emission Trading System in the EU because
of Canada’s current governments’ intransigence within the UN, they would comprise a valid
Canadian market for serious offset buyers.
Recommendation: Encourage land trusts to analyze their diverse property holdings and
categorize their inventory in the context of the array of options discussed in this report. This
will include sorting for projects best suited for different markets, which could be based on
eligibility or other regulatory attributes, ecosystem types, management treatment types,
sizes, sets that may only quality for early action, direct marketing in the voluntary market,
sizes which are too small to carry their transaction costs, sizes which might best consider
default values, etc. Initially it might be useful to start each conservation portfolio of project
types by sorting into divisions set out within BC’s Emission Offset Regulation for projects
which:
a) Were started before November 27th, 2007 and do not qualify as climate action
projects withing BC’s Emission Offset Regulation but which may be used for a local
trust voluntary conservation carbon offset through direct sales to existing or new
donors;
b) Were started after November 27th, 2007 and completed before the present so may
qualify within BC’s Emission Offset Regulation but will have to demonstrate a credible
dependency on carbon values to qualify as additional;
c) Were committed to after November 27th, 2007 but have not been fully funded or
completed and may be able to use the argument that they are financially dependent
on climate trading funding;

d) Are being contemplated and may become feasible, especially if these projects can
trade in some additional carbon or ecosystem service values, which is one test that
qualifies them as additional.

Indemnifying regulatory risk
Because of real security issues, no land trust should undertake to develop its own regulatory
mechanism, nor register its own credit regime. A number have, but there are several risks
involved and in British Columbia reinventing that wheel is unnecessary.
First of all BC indemnifies any validated credit, and despite the perceived deep pockets of some
conservation organizations, a government guarantee removes a major risk from the trust.
Because of the immense complexity associated with calculating GHG benefits, there is a risk
that a trust overlooked some bioethical standards (or a critical pool or calculates leakage
without consideration for best practices) relative to a more rigorous standard being overlaid by
the Government of Canada for example. A buyer who has offset emissions with credits
registered and guaranteed by a conservation trust, after Canada participates in more rigorous
international criteria and principles, might reasonably seek to have those credits replaced by
the trust, or have their money repaid, perhaps at current carbon values. This has more
reputational cost than real costs, as agreements can legally protect from this risk. But these
agreements cannot protect from the charge that substantive and credible GHG accounting was
not done.
The complexity of determining standards, participating in the public debate of which standards
are appropriate, and which solve the many political, ethical and scientific problems associated,
especially with forestry standards, makes the question of developing independent standards
moot. BC has its own regulations and is developing protocols and standards. The only question
facing trusts for projects after November 2007 is: are BC’s standards high enough for the land
trusts, or should they set a higher standard?

Vintage
Some projects seek to sell credits up to one hundred years in the future as offsets against
emissions today. This problem is referred to as the vintage of the credits. This term
encapsulates two problems, the GHG cost of the project pushing benefits into the future and
the critical action horizon for preventing catastrophic warming.
The first problem arises from projects that commence with some soil and vegetation
disturbance. These projects have the additional problem that it may take a few decades for the
new growth to offset the emissions of site prep. These projects are like windmills, whose
vintage problem is to produce renewable credits for a number of years before they overcome
the emission costs of their construction.
The second problem with matching a vintage sink 100 years in the future with an emission
today, is that it is increasingly clear that the critical time for action is now in the next forty

years. This leads to the concept of weighted values, and net present value discounts to reflect
vintage matching. This may be countered by the argument that avoided emissions now may be
more effective than potential emission reductions in the future but that both are absolutely
necessary. The counter argument is further made that we, the problem species on this planet,
will not be in the clear in two hundred years and that long a sequestration may be required to
reduce the carbon accumulated from two hundred years of fossil fuel development.

Designing future projects
The methodological questions and steps outlined in the sample ecosystem service and carbon
framework are simplified in the following Figures 6-8. Reflecting on the key steps for designing
future projects in these charts may give the reader some conceptual orientation and help
navigate the decision making process.

Figure 6: Decision making tool for which carbon activity to take with potential property

Potential property
Forestland
Grassland
Wetland

Yes
There is a risk of converting to
other land use type if project is
not executed?

No

Improved Forest
Management

Cropland
No

Marginal land
Settlements
Former right
of way

Yes

REDD (includes
conservation)

ARR and
Restoration

Figure 7: Decision making tool for improved forest management as a carbon activity

IFM: Protection

Improved Forest
Management

• Description:
• Protecting the area from carbon emitting
events. The emitting of GHG can be avoided.
Management is focused on reducing the risk
of carbon emitting events compared with
baseline scenario
• Requirements:
• Current risk of emitting events (historical data
• Accepted projected Risk reduction due to
proposed management
• Example
• Fire protection leading to decrease of Fire
occurrences. Result: increase of carbon
stock in project area.

Are you planning to
actively manage the area
(restoration, protection)?

Is the system
degraded?

No

No

IFM: Restoration

Yes

Restoration

Protection

Not eligible project

Possible to obtain Carbon
credits through Nature
conservation

• Description:
• Increase carbon stock in depleted project
area by implementing management which is
focused in restoring “natural” productivity
• Requirements:
• Historical data which indicates reduced
productivity due to overharvesting.
• Management which restores “natural”
productivity
• Example
• Areas overharvested and show reduced
productivity compared with comparable other
areas.

Figure 8: Decision making tool for REDD activity on property

Reduced Emission from
Deforestation and
Degradation (REDD)

REDD

Does the conversion take
place if project is not
implemented?
Yes

No

Possible to obtain Carbon
credits through REDD
Not eligible project

REDD

• Description:
• Preventing a conversion with
REDD project by gaining
control of area at risk. Baseline
is projected carbon stock if
conversion would have been
implemented.
• Requirements:
• Proof of proposed risk of
conversion or methodology
determining risk of conversion
• Rate of conversion in project
area region
• Example
• Project area close to growing
population. Risk of conversion
of current situation in Housing,
industry or golf course.

Recommendation: LTABC in partnership with individual land trusts, raise funding to
undertake a test program to quantity carbon benefits for select past and new projects using
the highest standards and market carbon offset criteria.

Chapter 7: Case Studies
No conservation project in BC has yet sold credits in an established voluntary or compliance
market because nature conservation has only recently been recognized as a legitimate carbon
offset mechanism (as in the California draft protocol for example; CCAR 2008). However, BC has
a long history of working towards offsetting various environmental impacts through activities
like reforestation through the Forest and Range Practices Act and BC Hydro Regional
Compensation programs like the Columbia Basin Trust.
Some of the case studies noted below already play the function of being pilot projects. These
have been undertaken in the province and member states of the Western Climate Initiative by
conservation land trusts, land management agencies, academic institutions and corporations to
value carbon and/or ecosystem services and indicate some aspects of the potential voluntary
and compliance markets. These pilot projects have used various frameworks and methods and
point to specific challenges. Comparative project pricing reveals considerable variability in
value. These case studies profile some of the challenges of developing project models.
For each of the following case studies, the following aspects are discussed:
Project: Name as registered with a registry
Buyer: If there is a buyer there is a buyer noted, but this can also be the proponent or party most
likely to benefit from the project who purchased the project because it met their goals.
Originator/Broker: The proponent that puts forward or “originates” the project for valuation and
verification can be the owner of the land or an agent acting on behalf of the owner. Brokers can
be originators as well or contracted independently to find markets for credits. Note: Nothing
noted about brokers should be constituted as a recommendation from the authors. It is clear that
there is going to be stiff competition to broker carbon, and at this early stage, with such a high
level of uncertainty, proponents can feel that on the one hand, they have a lot to lose through
ignorance, but they are also vulnerable to giving brokers advantages in exchange for insuring
some of this perceived risk. In response to the emerging demand most bank, major accounting
and financial firms are setting up a carbon trading desk and team. This rapid proliferation of
brokers suggests that the market will soon be quite competitive, and has discouraged some
savvy proponents from being the first to close deals.
Values: Most projects have some specific values embed in their goals; however, some projects
may seek to capture all of the ecosystems benefits, including its additional products, services
qualities and processes. This can include, timber, carbon, water quality and quantity, biodiversity,
erosion control, non-timber products, traditional cultural and medicinal values and recreation.
Carbon valuation method: Refers to the standard governing the methodology by which the
carbon value is established. Some proponents (including the author) use several valuation
methods in order to segregate out the highest potential values for each site type, modality or
value.
Standards: These are the standards set for compliance with a governing regulation and can be
voluntary standards which generally are designed to meet the UNFCCC requirements, and try to
anticipate the Copenhagen post 2012 rules.
Carbon activity: This is the land use means by which carbon is being stored, what are known as
the carbon modalities: REDD, IFM, ARR. For other ecosystem services, the offset type is far
more varied.

Cost to operationalize: This is the cost of bringing the offset value to market and on small
projects, at this stage, may exceed the value of the credits.
Money raised: Not all credits are sold, or traded, and not all can be monetized.
Permanence: Primarily refers to the nature and duration of legal and anticipated natural tenure
of the ecosystem reservoir. In BC it is generally addressed through conservation covenants that
are binding and flow with title over 100 years, a standard requirement of permanence for most
compliance markets. Physical risks to a carbon reservoir like fire, pests or disease has given rise
to a concern about the permanence of a biological carbon sink.
Additionality: How the project defines the baseline and qualifies its actions as being beneficial
for GHG reduction. Understanding detail is critical in the analysis of this attribute.
Summary: Describes the project and gives some historical context.
Issues: Challenges or questions raised about the project.

Lompico Headwaters Forest, Los Altos California
Seller: Sempervirens Fund http://www.sempervirens.org/lompicocarbonproject.htm
Buyer: Pacific Gas and Utility under Climate Smart Program
Broker: Sempervirens Fund
Values: Wildlife, biodiversity and carbon storage. Avoided emissions through conservation.
Carbon valuation method: California Forest Protocols
Carbon activity: REDD
Standards: CCAR, registered September 2007
Type of offset: Voluntary. Under the ClimateSmart Program PG&E cannot use the credits it
purchases from Sempervirens Fund to meet any mandatory emissions cap. These credits are
“over and above” any current or future emissions requirement. The carbon offsets it is
purchasing are simply one more way of reducing PG&E’s footprint.
Cost to operationalize: Privately funded as a pilot project. Information not available.
Cost effective: 14,000 carbon credits will be sold from the Lompico Forest Carbon Project to
PG&E as part of PG&E’s ClimateSmart Program. The credits are generated over a period of 14
years: 2007-2021. Over 28,000 mtCO2e in emissions reductions credits are anticipated to be
generated over the next 100 years
Permanence: Conservation easement
Additionality: This land was to be logged under existing regulatory framework.
Summary: Founded in 1900, Sempervirens Fund is California’s oldest land conservation
organization. The Lompico Forest Carbon Project will result in the first carbon credit sale under
CA’s Forest Protocols that does not involve logging. Most projects submitted for CCAR approval
to date involve sustainable logging where carbon credits are generated in return for a reduced
timber harvest. Lompico, in contrast, is a 100% preservation project, and sets an important
precedent for the development of future emissions reduction projects based on forest
protection. This is the first project Sempervirens Fund has seen that establishes an economic
value for redwood forestland other than timber harvest or development potential. The valuation
and origination of the project was done through private donations with the intention of selling
carbon credits to the local utility, Pacific Gas and Electric. The 202 acre forest was second
growth around 80 to 100 years old and was given permanence by the placing of a conservation
easement for strictly preservation with no logging.

Trees in Trust, New Brunswick
Seller: land trusts
Buyer: members of the public
Broker: Trees in Trust non profit (www.treesintrust.com)
Values: Ecosystem services, cultural values and carbon storage
Carbon valuation method: No valuation method used, assumption of carbon storage values
Carbon activity: Potentially REDD
Standards: none
Market: voluntary
Cost to operationalize: Very inexpensive to run, online registration
Money raised: Little investment as there is no valuation or registration process, low returns
Permanence: Forest ecosystem land acquired and covenanted
Additionality: Avoided deforestation, degradation and land conversion
Issues: Falls in line with other voluntary ecosystem acquisition by donors on the basis of trust.
Very inexpensive to implement but also foregone opportunity.
Summary: Trees in Trust,in conjunction with the Nature Trust in New Brunswick and other land
th
agencies, is an online program that sells affordable shares in small parcels (1/6 hectare) of
mature woodland as ways for individuals to help protect (biodiversity and intergenerational
services) nature and combat climate change. Buyers ‘purchase’ an existing protected parcel of
woodland of a partnering land trust or agency and the proceeds go to purchase more woodland
in the region. Trees in Trust are not part of any formal voluntary offset market and according to
Andrew Lush (Director), “that is part of the attraction. There is a certain amount of cynicism
towards government systems for carbon offsetting.” There is no valuation method. Lush, using
the literature and online tools available on mature woodland sequestration, roughly estimates
how much carbon a unit of conserved woodland prevents from getting into the atmosphere over
time. For example, they suggest that buying 3-4 acres of woodland offsets the average
individual’s car travel for a year. He points out, “it is not particularly scientific, people are making
a reasonable decision that their financial contributions help store carbon.” Currently the lowest
th
charitable donation allowed buys 1/6 of an acre in New Brunswick. The transactions are done
completely online and don’t require any staff time handling payments, producing maps or printing
certificates. Trees in Trust was launched in November 2007 and has raised approximately
$10,000 a year for trusts, with most of the sales at Christmas time. There is no reporting or
monitoring on the condition of the lands and these projects are unlikely to meet regulatory
guidelines, should they want to enter into the more formal markets.

Creekside Rainforest – Saltspring Island, BC
Seller: The Land Conservancy of BC & The Salt Spring Island Conservancy
Buyer: members of the public
Broker: none
Values: Ecosystem services, cultural values and carbon storage
Carbon valuation method: Private Woodland Planner, on-line tool
Carbon activity: potentially REDD
Standards: None
Type of offset: voluntary
Cost to operationalize: Very inexpensive, done by volunteers
Money raised: None on any formal markets. Voluntary donors simply donate money on the
basis that they recognize the carbon storage capacity as an important selling feature.
Permanence: Conservation covenant
Additionality: This land was to be logged and subdivided under existing planning regulations.
Issues: The small size of this property raises the issue of risk, such as a fire, which might impact
the carbon sink. There is no standard monitoring to see if carbon value and other ES values
remain, other than the baseline inventory required through the conservation covenant, but which
did not include carbon storage. This property might meet regulatory guidelines, but expenses of
accounting, verification and monitoring would be too large for the area involved.
Summary: This is a typical acquisition of a land trust except that the carbon potential was added
as a bonus “selling feature.” by the land trusts involved to raise money for the acquisition of
Creekside Rainforest on Saltspring Island. The carbon budget was calculated using the Private
Woodland Planner Model available online which uses basic forest attributes..Other values used
as selling points included culturally important features, biodiversity ecosystem services. There
was no participation in a more formal voluntary carbon offset market. Over one million dollars
were raised and it is impossible to determine what proportion of these donations were motivated
by a desire to offset carbon emissions. There is no formal carbon sink and sequestration
monitoring and report plan. Importantly though, these ‘back of envelope’ calculations are
important for reserving future options of proper carbon registration as they demonstrate
additionality.

Community Forests: Vedder Mountain Forest, Chilliwack,
Cascade Lower Canyon Community Forest, Hope, Sunshine
Coast Community Forest
Seller: Community forests lease holders/Government of BC
Buyer: Not sold, experimental projects
Broker: yet to be determined
Values: Ecosystem services, including timber sales and management (as legislated
requirements for community forest lands), cultural values and carbon storage
Carbon valuation method: Canadian Budget Model CBM-CFS2
Carbon Activity: REDD, IFM and ARR
Standards: None yet
Type of offset: Not determined
Cost to operationalize: Done by students for clients
Money raised: Carbon credits not sold
Permanence: Management plan might require being monitored under covenant
Additionality: Comparison of regular ‘business as usual’ logging plans
86

Issues: As an example the Sunshine Community Forest initiative is a complex project that
would likely involve all three modalities to offset emissions: REDD, IFM and ARR. The cost of
valuation and originating one of these projects without amalgamating them might exceed the
value of the carbon credits.
Summary: A series of small-scale projects have been undertaken by Gary Bull, Department of
Forestry and students at the University of British Columbia in conjunction with several
stakeholders including First Nations. These projects are, according to Bull, voluntary and ‘learnby-doing’ initiatives” and their details are in many cases proprietary. The projects typically looked
at community forests, near urban areas, that are experiencing issues of competing interests and
values, e.g., high biodiversity values, cultural and recreation. The goal of the analyses was to
evaluate management options for a wide range of values. Carbon storage is seen as both a
value and a means of potential revenue to manage the lands for values other than timber.
Three case studies are available publically: Vedder Mountain in Chilliwack, Cascade Lower
Canyon Community Forest near Hope and Sunshine Coast Community Forest.
Vedder Mountain in Chilliwack is a Crown forest of 3350 ha with species at risk and multiple
users from greater Vancouver. Lower Canyon Community Forest is 8290 hectares and is spotted
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owl habitat while the Sunshine Coast Community Forest consists of five areas totaling 11,807
hectares.
In each case, a variety of forest management scenarios are developed, ranging from a businessas-usual scenario to low intensity harvesting with large conserved areas. Each ecosystem
service of the study area is analyzed for different future scenarios. Services included in the
analyses include timber products, non-timber products, soil, water quality, wildlife, biodiversity,
recreational use, social/economic well-being and carbon. Students used the Carbon Budget
Model of the Canadian Forest Sector (CBM-CFS2) to determine above and below ground carbon
accounting over a period of time. In some cases, they used existing forest inventory data, making
it a desk exercise. In some instances they collected field data to determine the type and age of
forest. . The CBM model provides the carbon numbers in the form of metric tons of biomass (tC)
which are easily converted to Kyoto Protocol Carbon Dioxide Equivalents (CO2E)—the units that
87
are used to sell carbon credits in carbon markets. Technically, the community forests could
apply as forest carbon offset projects and sell their carbon credits potentially even under a
regulatory framework as long as their sink and sequestration values, requirements for
additionality, permanence and leakage could be verified. The projects cover relatively complex
and large areas for which the costs of project initiation, valuation, monitoring etc might be
affordable, especially if data already exist for similar ecosystems and conditions. Legislated
requirements (such as sustained timber harvest), whether under a voluntary or regulated market,
may limit options for adaptive management related to maintaining carbon sink values and
sequestration rates (potential for forced reversals?). The Sunshine Coast Community Forest is
one example of a multi-criterion (ecosystem service) analysis that involves valuation by relative
ranking for scenario comparison. The analysis also demonstrates how biodiversity values can be
highly simplified and presented by an ecosystem proxy, in this case how much Old Growth
remains according to the scenario chosen. Whether or not this is adequate remains to be seen.
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The Community Ecosystem Restoration Project
Seller: ERA Ecosystem Restoration Associates Inc. (Land is owned by District of Maple Ridge,
but ERA holds carbon rights to improvements on the forest for 100 years)
Buyer: Shell Canada, Zerofootprint, Air Canada customers, Catalyst Paper, Pemberton Music
Film Festival, Run for 1 Planet, others.
Broker: Zerofootprint, self brokered
Values: 100 year carbon credits are being sold to offset emissions today. Pending CCB
Standards Validation. Other ecosystem services, e.g., invasive species removal etc.
Carbon valuation method: CO2fix carbon modeling, with project standardized to ISO 14064-2
Carbon activity: ARR
Standards: ISO 14064 — 2 certified
Type of offset: voluntary market
Cost to operationalize: unknown
Money raised: According to Zerofootprint, who purchased the credits, Air Canada were charging
over $15/tonne. Their website, claims that the planting of over 25,000 indigenous trees on an
area of 83 hectares developed over 200,000 tonnes of credits.
Permanence: Restoration plantings are all on either a) riparian zones protected by Municipal,
Provincial and Federal statutes or in regional parks. This project’s permanence is backed up by
agreements with Maple Ridge to protect the project areas and its implementation. By planting
native species in appropriate sites, survival and permanence of plantings are encouraged. ERA
also holds back a 25% buffer of unsold credits to protect against disease/fire/underperformance.
The spatially distributed nature of the plantings also minimize risk of catastrophic failure.
Additionality: Baseline is the senescence of Red Alder forest to invasion by Himalayan
Blackberry and prevents re-growth of conifer forest. Due to the fragmented nature of habitats,
and low conifer seed stock, natural re-establishment of a conifer forest is extremely unlikely.
There are no municipal/provincial/federal statutes, nor precedent, that require the restoration of
this landscape, and P\project costs would be prohibitive in absence of carbon financing.
Issues: There has been some controversy about the project with some observers claiming it
commenced by cutting well established alders which would create an emission that would have
to be deducted from the claimed credits. All alder clearing and land preparation carbon fluxes are
included in the carbon modeling and calculation. Because the cleared trees will die and
decompose in the baseline case as well as the project case, the net carbon benefit remains
unchanged. The other criticism was that 220,000 tonnes on 83 hectares may occur at best in
250 to 300 years. At 350 Stems per hectare, this would equal out to 7.57 tonnes of CO2e per tree
(including soil stocks, underground biomass and woody litter) over 100 years. In response ERA,
the company which planted the trees, advised that it planted considerably more trees than

23,000—reasonable for 83 hectares. Another criticism was that the project proposed to use
credits from 100 years from now to offset today’s emissions.
Summary: Air Canada has partnered with Zerofootprint, a carbon offset company, to provide a
voluntary offset market for air travelers. Zerofootprint have selected three projects, one of which
is a 83 hectare forest restoration project in Maple Ridge developed and planted by ERA, also an
offset provider. The project is aimed at ecological restoration of degraded logged forestland in
urban areas with a range of native species followed by some ongoing management to free-togrow status. This involved the planting of indigenous Douglas Firs, Sitka Spruces, Western Red
Cedars, Western Hemlocks and Cottonwoods since 2006. By late 2008, ERA has had over
600,000 tonnes of CO2e verified ex-ante, by von Schilling Forest Management Ltd.

Pack Forest, University of Washington
Seller: potentially University of Washington
Buyer: auction
Broker: U of Washington Ecosystem Services Auction, some credits may be sold in May, 2009
Values: Ecosystem services, cultural and carbon storage
Carbon valuation method: ECOSEL model
Carbon activity: varied options
Standards: None yet
Type of offset: voluntary
Cost to operationalize: relatively inexpensive, computer model
Money raised: Experimental. Not sold yet.
Permanence: Conservation covenant/easement which has considerable solid jurisprudence in
the State of Washington.
Additionality: This land was to be logged more intensively under existing regulatory
mechanisms. The project was to both reduce timber harvest and reforest.
Issues: The initial auction was a trial, and did not involve cash transactions. While the results
suggested that funding would be forthcoming, a full live auction still has to be held.
Summary: Pack Forest is a 4,300 acre forest that belongs to the University of Washington and is
described as a self-sustaining forest with revenues coming from timber production. The
University administration is keen to explore non-timber revenue alternatives that would help
avoid the risk of conversion to real estate. Different management scenarios were analyzed using
ECOSEL soft ware to generate valuations for increasing degrees of carbon protection and
ecosystem services. Bidders will be invited to bid on the different scenarios and thereby
determine a market value for carbon and ecosystem services without the costly step of valuation
and brokers. Initial trials with this system provide some interesting conclusions. For example,
65% of the bids were for the scenario that favoured carbon sink protection and sequestration
with delivery of a high level of ecosystem services. The auction mechanism demonstrates that
what may appear to be difficult to value, ecological services, in the broadest sense have real
monetary value.

Darkwoods – Nature Conservancy of Canada
Seller: The Nature Conservancy of BC (NCC)
Buyer: Exploring various markets possible
Originator/Broker: Carbon Credit Corporation
Values: Wildlife habitat, biodiversity, other ecosystem services, cultural,
Carbon activity: REDD, IFM and ARR.
Carbon valuation method: First stage – timber values, second stage – methods suitable for
compliance markets.
Standards: CCAR, Chicago Carbon Exchange
Type of offset: Voluntary or compliance
Cost to operationalize: Still in development. Very expensive, expert involvement.
Money raised: Not determined yet
Permanence: Conservation covenant would be required to be registered.
Additionality: This land was to be logged and subdivided under existing planning regulations.
Issues: Benefits from large size which provides options to manage risk and reversals. Largely an
ES project with carbon values added to strengthen the case. Demonstrates the synergy of
biodiversity and CE offsets.
Summary: Darkwoods is a 55,000 hectare tract of land in the Southern Selkirk Mountains,
between Nelson and Creston, BC. It was purchased by the Nature Conservancy of Canada after
being put up for auction. There were no regulatory restrictions on the logging or conversion of
this land to other uses. It is significant ecologically especially as a large unfragmented mountain
ecosystem with crucial winter habitat for mountain caribou in the south Selkirk Mountains. Part of
the rationale for protection as well as a potential revenue stream for acquisition is the carbon sink
value and future sequestration. The carbon valuation was carried out by Dr. Bill Freedman of
Dalhousie University and director of NCC uisng the carbon sink value based on standing volume
of the timber from timber inventory. The analysis did not include a subsurface soil carbon
estimate that also would remain in the sink.
The initial calculation formed an important strategic step in later carbon valuation by experts with
the Carbon Credit Corporation. Pierre Iachetti of the NCC stresses the importance of
documenting the initial valuation of carbon and the motivation to purchase the land for carbon
sequestration as a critical first step in the process of getting carbon credits in the compliance
market. The issue of permanence was relatively easy to demonstrate through purchase and
conservation covenants but the additionality issue was secured through documentation of the
other bidders in the auction and the potential carbon loss through deforestation and conversion.
A proportion of the carbon credit are anticipated to be held back as part of the insurance against
loss through fire, insects etc (see CCAR 2008 approach).

Van Eyck Forest, California
Seller: Fred M. van Eck Forest Foundation
Buyer: Pacific Gas and Electric
Originator/Broker: Pacific Forest Trust
Values: Ecosystem services and carbon storage
Carbon activity: REDD, IFM and ARR
Carbon valuation method: California Forest Protocols
Standards: CCAR
Type of offset: compliance/regulatory market
Cost to operationalize: Very expensive, expert involvement
Money raised: No information
Permanence: Working forest conservation easement
Additionality: This land was to be logged more intensively under existing regulatory
mechanisms, offset results from change in management
Issues:
Summary: In 1993, Laurie Waybun and Constance Best founded the Pacific Forest Trust to
promote carbon sequestration in the forests of California. In 2007, the Pacific Forest Trust
provided the first project under the newly minted Forest Protocols, which established the means
and standards for admission into the compliance markets. The Van Eyck forest, a 2,200 acre
redwood forest had high biodiversity values, was an important wildlife habitat and had old growth
characteristics. The long term management plan and conservation easement, under which the
project was officially registered, is projected to permanently reduce half a million tons of CO2
emissions over a 100 year period. In a highly visible event in 2007, Governor Schwarzenegger
offset his carbon emissions for travel by purchasing credits from the Pacific Forest Trust. It is the
first emissions reduction forest project registered under the accounting standards adopted by the
California Air Resources Board (CARB). CARB was set up to assist California’s carbon reduction
targets. According to Wayburn, “We like to give them [landowners] six-figure checks on an
ongoing basis as additional carbon continues to be stored. Demand from buyers continues to
grow and money is increasingly available in these new carbon markets.” Permanence is
guaranteed through covenants and additionality is met by comparing business as usual logging
activities (baseline) to the lower intensity harvest management plan, which maintains the carbon
sink and increases sequestration.

Garcia River Conservation Project
Seller: The Conservation Foundation
Buyer: TCF’s traditional supporters under Climate Smart Program
Originator/Broker: The Conservation Foundation
Values: Ecosystem services and carbon storage
Carbon valuation method: CCAR Forest Protocol.
Standards: CARR standards.
Carbon activity: REDD, IFM and ARR—future credits are not being sold to offset current
emissions.
Cost to operationalize: This was the first project of its kind and took approximately four years of
intensive ‘learning by doing’ to validate. Costs are broken down below to provide a detailed
analysis.
Cost effective: The project has sold about 140,000 tonnes of 2007 credits but has only started
its marketing.
Permanence: Perpetual Conservation Easement (PCE) designed to be registered on a private
property in California.
Additionality: This land was to be logged more intensively under the previously registered
management plan. Now most of it is being conserved and some of it is being harvested under
the criteria and practices of California’s registered Sustainable Forest Management plan.
Issues: This was a pilot project for the Conservation Foundation and as such cost an immense
amount of dedicated key management time. However, now that they have developed an internal
methodological approach, the investment can be put towards other projects.
Summary: This ‘summary’ is longer than the others as the Garcia River Project is the most
important pilot project for improved forest management within the Western Climate Initiative
because it involves all three forest carbon modalities: REDD, IFM and ARR. It was developed
over the past five years and has gone through all phases to validation. The documents related to
this project can be found on the CARB website at
https://thereserve1.apx.com/mymodule/ProjectDoc/EditProjectDoc.asp?id1=102. These
documents provide a helpful template of each of the steps for registering a forest project within
CCAR and are likely to be similar in BC.
The Garcia River Forest (GRF) project was defined by The Conservation Foundation (TCF)
within the California Climate Action Registry (CCAR) as a conservation forest management
project to create additional carbon stocks in the forested area through modifications of harvest
and regeneration practices, relative to baseline practices, as defined in the CCAR Forest Project
Protocol. The GRF meets the CCAR project eligibility requirements set by using native species,
and by being secured by a perpetual conservation easement.
TCF elected to contract with SGS/SCS (Scientific Certification Systems registered verifiers) to
perform a verification audit of their Garcia River Forest conservation-based forest management

project for the year 2007. Carbon Credits for Year 2007: 126,169 tCO2e emission reductions
Plus CCAR adjustment added 17,174 tCO2e emission reductions= Total issued for year 2007 =
143,343 tonnes CO2e.
Permanent Inventory Plots: a stratified inventory was conducted by an expert consultant Terra
Verde Inc. involving relatively intense randomized representative sampling representing a 22,583
acres.
The baseline and project activity were modeled to a 100-year horizon to quantify GHG emission
reductions associated with the project. The existing carbon stocks were projected using the
Forest Projection System (FPS) growth model and the modeling data included harvesting
scenarios defined by the project description and baseline assumptions to be consistent with the
California Forest Practice Rules.
Steps in the CCAR validation process:
Step 1: initial review: Project Summary Worksheet (a standardized CCAR form)
uploaded documents into Climate Action Reserve Database which confirmed initial
conformance with the data requirements of the CCAR Forest Project Protocol. From this
review an Audit Plan was created to focus on the critical elements presenting potential
risk for errors in the reported data. These data risk elements included inventory data
collection and handling, assumptions underlying the project and baseline
characterizations, application of the growth model, and compliance with the California
Forest Practice Rules.
Step 2: A site visit by CCAR was used to review project records, review the correlation of
CCAR document submittals with the site and project characteristics, discuss
methodologies used to calculate carbon pools and growth models, visit random portions
of the ownership in order to acquire a familiarity with the property issues, assess the
appropriateness of the vegetative stratification, and conduct a field review of the
sampling methodology which was undertaken through check cruises of a random sample
of the project developer’s inventory plots.
Step 3: Based from the newly submitted data in response to requests generated during
the initial site visit, CCAR conducted a second visit and received a briefing on these
changes by the project developer.
Step 4: This was the final step in the verification process and involved a final review of
the submitted data, analysis of raw data collected during the check cruise, completion of
the certification activities log, and drafting of the certification opinion and final report.
These four steps sound logical and simple. In reality, the Garcia River project, because it was
TCF's pilot project, took years to develop and provided critical learning for both CCAR and TCF
as well as SSG. The business case modeling involved far more exploratory strategic option
exploration steps. However, in subsequent projects, all three parties expect this process to be as
simple as it is described here.

Crown land Initiatives in BC with Carbon/biodiversity Objectives
Three initiatives in British Columbia whereby government agencies are creating internal offset
markets under their own regulatory frameworks are described. It is clear that these precedents
will influence BC’s future role in global climate standards and markets. The regulatory
requirement to reforest applies on both BC’s crown forests and large private forest land, which
combined constitute a huge land area. The current requirement to reforest harvest areas and
other ecosystem obligations in the Forest & Range Practices Act form the business as usual

baseline, but their terms of reference could also have major influences on the evolution of offset
markets, valuation costs through economy of scale, markets, buyers confidence, standards etc.

Crown Land Post Harvest Reforestation Projects
Owner/Originator: Province of BC
Buyer: the harvester buys the right to harvest by offsetting harvest disturbance with
reforestation. It should be emphasized that this is not a carbon compliance purchase, but it is
nevertheless an offset purchase.
Broker: no broker, direct reforestation services are purchased by the forest sector tenure holder
from BC’s silviculture industry
Values: Restored mixed species, ecosystem appropriate, free growing forest stand
Carbon valuation method: there is no carbon valuation, but there are statistically sound audits
as defined by the Forest Practices Board, with a set of randomly selected licensees being
required to cooperate with full audits every year, and occasional province wide audits to confirm
the Forest & Range Practices Act regulations are fully met.
Carbon activity: Reforestation of harvested areas have no carbon benefits outside of creating
carbon neutrality for the harvest area.
Standards: Forest & Range Practices Act, Association of BC Professional Foresters, various
governmental silviculture guides and standards and research and practice precedents from
within BC and across Canada.
Market: The Forest & Range Practices Act legislation created a stable reforestation industry
serving a $200 million dollar restoration offset market.
Cost to operationalize: Cost per hectare to reach free growing ranges from $1500 to $6000 and
averages about $2000. Approximately 35% of the area regenerates naturally but still involves
monitoring and careful surveying costs and occasional fill planting. Before the economic
downturn 180,000 hectares were being harvested each year.
Cost effective: Annual forest sector revenues are over $14 billion, so spending approximately
$200 million for reforestation and approximately $200 million for other ecosystem services for the
right to harvest may reasonably be considered a good public investment.
Permanence: These areas are in the commercial forest and will be harvested at the end of the
next rotation and therefore are not permanent in that sense. Reforestation of harvest areas has
historically been called ‘basic silviculture’ in BC. This is regarded as forming the baseline on
which Improved Silviculture Activities that might qualify for carbon could be considered.
Additionality: ‘Basic silviculture’ obligations are not considered additional and by virtue of
having commenced before 1989, this is considered business as usual and forms the baseline.
Issues: In general, the stewardship accountability for commercial forest tenures of assuring post
harvest stands arrive at a free growing state enroute to the maturity reflected by the harvest
stand has been a fundamentally successful regulation. However, 22 years since the
establishment of the regulation it is time to review the interim accountability goal of free to grow
and consider moving the goal posts of accountability to full rotation concept intended within
sustainable development concept of timber supply. Of course provincial reforestation stocking
standards have been under pressure from the forest sector to regionalize issues which reflect
differences in conditions in order to reduce per hectare costs.

After 22 years it is time to determine whether or not these shifts have compromised the public
and provinces regional forest value goals. This has become difficult because, despite the land
use planning tables of the nineties, there is no current robust long term vision for the forests of
British Columbia that is commensurate with the depth of understanding of its ecosystem role.
These goals are missing at a regional level because First Nation rights and title which have been
made clearer by court decisions were not accommodated during the planning processes, and
because there is dramatic change in BC’s forests, particularly because of climate change. These
goals are missing at a provincial level because of threatened species and evolving public
understanding of the multiple ecosystem services, values and benefits discussed in this report.
These goals are missing nationally because there is no provincial federal vision for Canada’s
forests especially because of the of the critical importance of the global role of forests in
responding to climate change.
In April 2009 the province shifted its stocking standards to anticipate the effects of climate
change but the work of the newly minted Future Forest Ecosystem Initiative which is still
evolving. FFEI’s exploratory science and adaptation planning against regionalized scenario
analysis of climate change’s effects creates a perpetual management challenge that does not
end until, in some parts of the interior, ecosystem phase shifts from forest to grassland are
complete.
Summary: In 1987 BC passed the world’s first user pay reforestation regulation, which was
based on ecosystem restoration principles. Essentially, the right to harvest suddenly included a
regulation requiring the harvester to, at his own cost, restore a climax mix of appropriate tree
species on each site ecotype within the forest ecosystem disturbance area of harvesting -- no
matter whether the disturbance was a clear cut or a selection harvest.
In 2004, 15 years after the regulation was imposed, the Forest Practices Board reviewed the
province and found 97.5% of the stands had reached, or were on track to reach free to grow
before the deadline set for each ecosystem type. This level of success revealed that a provincial
offset program working to ecosystem appropriate standards can meet the goals set for it.
More carbon accounting analysis is required to examine more explicitly the baseline values of
the lifecycle in various ecosystems in order to support the initiation of projects on Crown
forestland within the Pacific Carbon Trust.

The Coast Conservation Initiative
Seller: Parties to the Mid Coast Accord, which include local and aboriginal communities,
aboriginal rights and title which are yet to be settled within the region, forest companies,
government of BC and conservation organizations.
Buyer: credits still have to be measured, validated and registered
Broker: Sustainability Trust BOD, advisors and executive are the brokers for the economic
activitiy that protects the coast from a resumption of harvesting
Values: this regional conservation initiative will protect a wide range of values that had the risk of
being degraded through historic harvesting practices. Improved Forest Management and REDD
will both create value. But the amounts of these ecosystems values are yet to be determined. For
c arbon the initial value may be picked up within the Pacific Climate Trust.
Carbon valuation method: one key test for the success of REDD is whether the local economic
and employment benefits can support the communities with the conservation region.
Standards: standards for the economic activity with a triple bottom line is that it does not impact
the US Lumber Tariff against unfair subsidies to Canadian forest sector businesses
Market: Temperate rainforest conservation foundations
Cost to operationalize: unknown -- too new, but includes six years of negotiations, and the
identification, registry and measurement of the carbon benefits will still have to be developed
Cost effective: unknown -- too new
Permanence: if registered on any title lands, through the perpetual conservation covenant
embedded within legislation and government policy, but it is vulnerable to subsequent
governments reconsidering the decision if there is pressure from the coastal communities that
there is inadequate economic activity generated from the Sustainability Trust
Additionality: Turning Point compiled a binder documenting all of the discussions related to
carbon credits which had taken place throughout the six years of negotiations. This establishes
that the initial investment of $120 million was made with the full intention to supplement the
funding of the alternative economic activities that support this REDD initiative from carbon credits
in order to adequately protect the regional conservation goals.
Issues: This trust fund promises to create a parallel economy within the region to replace the
approximately 6 million cubic metres of annual harvest and its associated economic spin offs
which were extirpated by the conservation decision. Whether or not the businesses that come
forward and may receive capital of funds for feasibility will be viable remains to be seen. No
project of this scale has been undertaken within either a developed or developing country, and
the methodological issues, the questions of the impact of such a large quantity of credits on the
fledgling market and the robustness of the new BC Emission offset Regulation being tested in its
early stages with a project of this scale all give rise to a high level of uncertainty that this project
is viable. Eligibility questions arise immediately, as the project may be deemed to be the product
of government policy, although there is ample evidence it is a result of ENGO and regional
proponents years of lobbying.
Summary: Announced on March 31, 2009, the last day of negotiations, this is the largest REDD
project in BC. In order to qualify the REDD activity it is necessary for the Coast Conservation
Trust to establish offsetting economic activity for the people on the coast who worked in the
forest harvesting and milling sector, but are now displaced by the conservation initiative. The
purpose of the $120 million Sustainability Trust is to offset the economic impact of a major

ecosystem conservation area mandated by the Province in BC’s mid coast region. In that sense
this initiative is the reverse of the one before it, the Columbia Basin Trust (see below), where the
footprint of the dams was established before some offsets were sought.

The Columbia Basin Trust
Seller: Columbia Basin Trust (CBT) Board of Directors
Buyer: BC Hydro
Broker: CBT executive
Values: Ecosystem services and cultural values for residents of the Columbia basin (drainage) in
Canada
Type of valuation method: comparative analysis based on public consultation and advisory
input
Standards: none
Market: Voluntary
Cost to operationalize: Relatively expensive as it is highly political and involves a lot of studies
and soft analysis
Cost effective: tenders are sometimes direct, and sometimes competitive
Permanence: Some conservation land acquired and covenanted, restoration work also on BC
Hydro land is covenanted for conservation
Additionality: Projects must be incremental to any that would otherwise occur.
Issues: The impact of the Columbia Treaty system of dams in the east Kootenay and upper
Columbia far exceeds any offset value that might ever arise from this program. The program
would have been better off to set some goals, and then propose projects that best reached those
goals with the limited funds available.
Summary: Like many jurisdictions in the developed world, BC set up several offset funds in the
nineties. One such trust fund, the Columbia Basin Trust (CBT), was set up by BC Hydro in 1996.
BC Hydro allocated $2 million a year in expenditures to 2010 and revenue from an endowment
fund of $45 million to fund ecosystem restoration projects in the Columbia drainage whose
extensive US/BC Columbia Treaty network of dams had created considerable ecological havoc.
Within the CBT trust there have been a number of small conservation initiatives, the latest of
88
these being CBT’s support of the Valhalla Mile . Over the life of its program the CBT has
assisted in the acquisition of a number of conservation offsets to mitigate its environmental
footprint.
This initiative however, is not results based. There is no metric demonstrating even a percentage
offset benefit. Instead, the CBT provides a limited amount of cash allocating the income earned
from the CBT’s investment program to whatever the current appointed CBT Board of Directors
feels best meets its mission which includes both formal advisors, the government of BC and its
stakeholders—all residents in the basin.
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The Pacific Climate Trust
Seller: (Proponents have not yet responded to this recent request for expressions of interest.)
Buyer: Pacific Climate Trust (PCT)
Broker: PCT executive
Values: 700,000 and 1,000,000 tonnes of carbon-dioxide equivalent offsets each year, largely

to meet the public sector commitment to become carbon neutral.
Type of valuation method: BC Emission Offset Regulation (soon to be released for public
comment a draft BC forest offset protocol
Standards: WCI, BCEOR, ISO
Market: Province of BC Market for Government carbon neutrality by 2015
Cost to operationalize: remains to be seen
Cost effective: invitation to solicit proposals through an expression of interest typically results in
relatively cost effective carbon offsets
Permanence: this will depend on the strength and practicability of BC’s still to be released
protocol
Additionality: Projects must be incremental to any that would otherwise occur.
Issues: Additionality
Offsets associated with three types of forest activities will be considered by the Pacific Carbon
Trust for the purposes of their RFI:
(1) Afforestation - The direct human-induced conversion of land that has not been forested
since
December 31st 1989 to forested land through planting, seeding and/or the human-induced
promotion of natural seed sources.
(2) Using select seed (forest management) – Reforesting with seedlings grown from seed (and
vegetative propagules) selected to produce trees with desirable traits such as faster growth,
better wood quality (wood density/carbon content) and insect and disease resistance, beyond
what is anticipated under the baseline scenario.
(3) Fertilizing (forest management) - The addition of nutrients to increase tree growth on sites
deficient in one or more soil nutrients, beyond what is anticipated under the baseline scenario.It
is somewhat surprising that these are the first additionality invitations from the Pacific Carbon
Trust. BC has a sophisticated body of analytic and research data for developing silviculturebased projects but these project invitations suggest that it is still in its infancy when accounting
for the potential benefits of IFM.
1. Reforestation: The invitation to do ARR (Afforestation/Reforestation/Restoration) on land
that has been without forests since 1989 is completely in compliance with IPCC
guidelines for meeting the additionality test, but the fact that the trust is only purchasing
10 years of the offsets, that is while the new seedlings are still relatively small, makes
this a difficult project type from which to get very much carbon.

2. Select seed: On Crown land under the Forest & Range Practices Act it is required to use
select seed if it is available, so that makes it difficult to understand how an additionality
test can be met.
3. Fertilization: fertilization trials in BC do provide benefits in the first ten years, however,
the permanence of these benefits may be brought into question. There are nutrient
deficit areas where the limiting factor to growth is positively identified. In that case, there
may be a supportable analysis that shows that shifting growth up to the next limiting
factor, whatever that is (e.g. moisture), creates a sustainable benefit. If that is not
identified, the offset may require legal agreements that the fertilization will be repeated
every ten years as many long term trials show that growth can trend back to that of
unfertilized stands as some other limiting factors to growth on the forest site prevail. It is
likely that good accounting of the energy required to manufacture, transport and
distribute the fertilizers will be deducted from the carbon absorbed from the atmosphere
as would be required of any methodology.
Summary: Despite these concerns, this request for Expressions of Interest is a good sign and
will result in BC’s first market based forest offset projects, helping develop the pathway to
conservation offsets of natural systems in BC.

Recommendation: Prepare a formal response to the Minister of Forests and Range concerning
the allowable offsets for the Pacific Carbon Trust, inviting a broader vision than the existing
proposed ‘silviculture-based one’ and giving consideration to enabling REDD projects and
mixed modality (REDD, IFM and ARR) projects.
Recommendation: The Darkwoods Forest Project of the Nature Conservancy of Canada is one
of the first large conservation carbon projects in BC. It is recommended that NCC share the
results of its valuation work on the Darkwoods Forest Project and its caron offset assessment
with LTABC members to help inform similar projects for conservation land trusts and other
protected areas in BC.
Recommendation: LTABC undertake a closer analysis of the examples of a potential
partnership with BC Hydro to align the goals of natural area conservation by land trusts and
land managers and BC Hydro’s new goal of zero cumulative environmental impact.

Chapter 8: Recommendations
The overall purpose of this report was to explore the opportunities and ways for land trusts to
be involved in the rapidly growing market for offsetting carbon dioxide emissions and losses of
ecosystem services. With the emergence of British Columbia’s new Emission Offset
Regulation for carbon offsets there is a huge opportunity to get involved in emerging ecosystem
service offset markets for new and existing natural area conservation projects. With the
infrastructure nearly in place to support the first forest carbon projects for REDD in BC, there
is now a credible case for providing a future funding mechanism for the work of conserving and
restoring natural areas by land trusts, conservancies and other land management agencies
including municipalities, First Nations, parks and other land planning agencies. Land trusts are
especially well-placed to consider participating in offset initiatives because they have long been
leaders in conservation of land and its many values. Clearly the financial support available
through offset investment can provide a major new source of revenue for the projects carried
out by land trusts.
There are five broad areas for strategic action:
•

participating in the global vision that nature conservation and restoration are a vital
way to confront climate change

•

influencing provincial standards

•

encouraging and collaborating in research and projects

•

preparing for pilot projects

•

inventorying projects with respect to voluntary and compliance markets

•

sharing information and collaborating widely among land trusts, with land agencies
with similar interests, and across jurisdictions.

A1. Contribute to global vision of ecosystem sinks with high
quality standards
BC has the ability to contribute to a global vision of how nature conservation and ecological
restoration can be a major force in climate change action plans and an emerging green
economy. With the level of professional expertise and the significant natural legacy of the
province, BC also has the opportunity to set global standards of excellence and initiate
programs towards achieving those ends. Land trusts, conservancies and other land
management agencies including municipalities, First Nations, parks and other land planning
agencies will benefit from these developments and will also find considerable opportunity for
mutually beneficial collaboration. Capitalizing on the wealth of BC’s incredible natural areas to

transform its economy requires that we all work together and share the learning of this rapidly
emerging sector in world markets.
1) Recommendation: Conservation organizations and agencies become educated in the
international, continental, national and regional developments in the language, concepts
and principles of climate change offsets; as well as becoming involved in developing sound
climate policy, standards and programs that integrate among all these levels of governance.
2) Recommendation: Conservation organizations and agencies should work towards initiatives
that have the highest credibility in meeting objectives to limit the impacts of climate change
that are accepted globally. The broader the applicability of a standard usually the higher the
value of the initiatives. The stronger international markets become the wider the ecosystem
scope for conservation initiatives.
3) Recommendation: Conservation organizations and agencies should align behind a common
request to the Government of Canada for a clear climate plan and strategic direction that
includes nature conservation as a key element of a climate action plan.
4) Recommendation: Conservation organizations and agencies should align behind a common
understanding of and vision for a global ecosystem sink through conservation and
restoration initiatives to minimize climate change.

A2. Influence Provincial Standards
Given the wide range of values yielded through applying different standards, it is obvious that
the details of BC’s regulations and standards will have considerable influence on the potential
value of carbon offsets and the emergence of other ecosystem value markets. Consequently
the following recommendations are included.
5) Recommendation: Prepare a formal response to the Minister of Forests and Range
concerning the allowable offsets for the Pacific Carbon Trust, inviting a broader vision than
the existing proposed ‘Silviculture-based one’ and giving consideration to enabling REDD
projects and mixed modality (REDD, IFM & ARR) projects.
6) Recommendation: Watch closely for BC Hydro’s new unpublished standards and consider
adopting them, as BC Hydro may become one of the first buyers of conservation offsets
based on a systematic valuation of each service benefit.

B. Research & Collaboration
Land trusts and other conservation organizations have a long history of permanently protecting
land for ecosystem services. BC requires demonstration prototypes to lead the sector. At this
time to qualify projects for compliance market standards requires significant investment in
expertise to obtain data, develop models and establish credible business offset projects. There
are many opportunities for collaboration, funding and research that are noted in the report.
7) Recommendation: LTABC in collaboration with other agencies, academic institutions and
interested parties, including those outside of BC, develop the expertise to evaluate its
capacity to offer conservation offset projects including Carbon and Ecosystem Services in BC.

8) Recommendation: LTABC secure funding and take the lead in bringing together prospective
partners to analyze project types, aggregate properties and benefits from sharing
transaction, research and valuation costs.
9) Recommendation: LTABC, in partnership with individual land trusts, raise funding to
undertake a test program to quantify carbon benefits for select past and new projects using
the highest standards and market carbon offset criteria.
10) Recommendation: LTABC undertake a closer analysis of the examples of a potential
partnership with BC Hydro to align the goals of natural area conservation by land trusts and
land managers and BC Hydro’s new goal of zero cumulative environmental impact.
11) Recommendation: The Darkwoods Forest Project of The Nature Conservancy of Canada is
one of the first large conservation carbon projects in British Columbia. It is recommended
that NCC share the results of its valuation work on the Darkwoods Forest Project and its
carbon offset assessment with LTABC members to help inform similar projects for
conservation land trusts and other protected areas in BC.
12) Recommendation: LTABC share the learning and distribute the findings and
recommendations of this report as widely as possible. Also engage in discussions of the
evolving offset market and protocols to become familiar with the concepts and language.
13) Recommendation: LTABC in collaboration with climate sector professionals, an academic or
other business/science partners, secure funding for research to develop a coordinated
and collaborative project to evaluate and test key methodologies for:
i) evaluating ecosystems services and carbon benefits, across all the projects being
developed within BC's conservation trusts
ii) supporting an evaluation of the best and most reliable integrated carbon/ecosystem
service offset strategies/projects to simplify decision making for investors.
iii) quantifying carbon and ecosystem service values in representative properties.
iv) exploring opportunities and challenges of different geographic scales of projects—
from comprehensive projects on large areas with complex carbon activities to the
simplified smaller, high-quality REDD projects (such as protecting remnant old-growth
forest areas).

C. Develop Pilot Projects
The experience of other jurisdictions, such as California, is that the most effective way of
developing standards and methodologies which are operational, feasible and meet the highest
expectations of the conservation community, is to learn by doing. Implementing projects using
different standards or protocols reveals considerable variation in the volume and tradable
portion of the offset credits. The next set of recommendations address the need to ensure
optimum value yield from the implementation of pilot projects.

14. Recommendation: Secure dedicated professionals that have the capacity to compare
offset values for projects if they were traded in different regulatory jurisdictions and
markets.
15. Recommendation: Support consensus building among land trusts, land managers and all
levels of government to assure they will capture the highest potential conservation credits
within the province’s regulatory frameworks for the best long-term future.
16. Recommendation: Carry out a comprehensive compilation of literature which contains
verifiable data for each ecosystem type which develop ranges of carbon offset values
derived from a) research reports, b) models, c) direct measurement in the field and d)
default standards for key areas in BC and collate these with further field measurements to
confirm the ranges this produces.
17. Recommendation: Reach out to foundations and government bodies for support to
develop criteria and indicators for markets that recognize ecosystem conservation and
ecological restoration. Build on the experimental tools of the technical report by using
them to develop provisional cumulative net ecosystem productivity calculations.
18. Recommendation: Identify the buyers and develop precedents for negotiating market
transactions with these parties
19.

Recommendation: Watch closely for BC Hydro’s new unpublished standards and
consider adopting them, as BC Hydro may become one of the first buyers of
conservation offsets based on a systematic valuation of ecosystem services benefit.

D. Conservation Projects and the Offset Markets
The integration of business mechanisms with the conservation of ecological services provides
an opportunity to raise support for conservation initiatives as never before. The number of
opportunities will grow rapidly especially for carbon offsets as the impacts of climate change
intensify. Projects with the option of qualifying for the voluntary market or the compliance
market will have pros and cons requiring a fairly sophisticated analysis to determine the route
to the highest monetary support and the lowest project risk. Currently, the analysis and project
development for the voluntary market is much less onerous than for the compliance market;
however, compliance market standards result in offsets with higher potential purchase prices
and will likely appear more attractive to investors because of the government indemnity of risk.
Currently the market is complex and underdeveloped so that brokers can be very helpful in
understanding these emerging market elements. However a contract engagement may both be
premature and perhaps overlook the internal market each conservation trust has built for
marketing its own projects to its traditional philanthropic community.
20.

Recommendation: Encourage conservation trusts to analyze their diverse property
holdings and categorize their inventory in the context of the array of options discussed in
the longer technical report. These will include sorting for projects best suited for different
markets, which could be based on eligibility or other regulatory attributes, ecosystem types,
management treatment types, sizes, sets that may only qualify for early action, direct
marketing in the voluntary market, sizes which are too small to carry their transaction costs,

sizes which might best consider default values, etc. Initially it may be useful to start each
conservation portfolio of project types by sorting into divisions set out within BC’s Emission
Offset Regulation for projects which:
a. were started before November 27th, 2007 and do not qualify as climate action projects
within BC’s Emission Offset Regulation, but which may be used for a local trust voluntary
conservation carbon offset through direct sales to existing or new donors;
b. were started after November 27th, 2007 and completed before the present so may qualify
within BC’s Emission Offset Regulation but will have to demonstrate a credible dependency
on carbon values to qualify as additional;
c. were committed to after November 27th, 2007 but have not been fully funded or completed
and may be able to use the argument that they are financially dependent on climate trading
funding;
d. are being contemplated and may become feasible, especially if these projects can trade in
some additional carbon or ecosystem service values, which is one test that qualifies them as
additional.
These latter two sets of projects may have the capability of being designed to attract the
highest volume and value of credits and will help select for future conservation
opportunities which have the highest offset value within the current BC compliance market.
The set of projects within each of BC Emission Offset Regulation are also wisely divided
further, particularly while a number of credible standards may still apply, such as the
Voluntary Carbon Standard and again according to how each fit the different standards.
21. Recommendation: Land trusts should make no formal arrangements with brokers until land
trust directors and other land managers actually have developed an inventory to trade that
has been segregated into its regulatory types. When land trust credits are ready to sell,
there will be plenty of brokers competing for the right to handle the credits.
22. Recommendation: Provide the research, pilot studies and promote the credibility and
permanence of legally conserved private and public land projects as reliable, high quality
offset originators.
23. Recommendation: Consider branding “Living Carbon”, as a climate action product. This term
more closely embodies the multiple benefits characteristic of perpetual covenants of living
ecosystems.

E. Share Information and Collaborate
Capitalizing on the wealth of BC’s incredible natural areas to transform its economy requires
that land trusts work together to secure the broadest possible benefits. REDD has been
supported in the Waxman Bill before congress in the US and in CCAR in California and it is
certain to become a part of BC’s Emission Offset Regulation. More than any other modality it
offers an opportunity for doing projects of scale like the mid coast accord. Almost all climate
offset projects lend themselves to a mosaic of treatments on various areas on each of which
different offset strategies can be undertaken. There are considerable economies of scale from

assembling large projects to motivating trusts, conservancies and other land management
agencies to look for creative collaboration with municipalities, First Nations, federal and
provincial regulatory agencies like parks and private land owners.
23. Final Recommendation: share information and collaborate.
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Appendix 2: Abbreviations and Acronyms
AESP
AF&PA
ANSI
AFULO
ARR
AWG-LCA
BEC
C
CARB
CBM-CFS2
CCAR
CDM
CSA
CFS
CH4
CO2
ES
FCSC
FACE
FIA
FPP
FPS
GDP
GHG
GRP
HFC
ICCS
IPCC
ISO
JI
MEA
N2O
NGO
LTABC
PFC
PCT

Accumulated ecological service potential
American Forest & Paper Association ,
American National Standards Institute
Agriculture, Forestry and Other Land Use
Afforestation/Reforestation/Restoration
Ad Hoc Working group on Long-term Cooperative action
Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification system
carbon
California Air Resources Board

Carbon Budget Model Canadian Forest Service 2
California Climate Action Registry
Clean Development Mechanism
Canadian Standards Association
Canadian Forest Service
methane
carbon dioxide
Ecosystem service value
Forest Carbon Standards Committee
Forest Absorbing Carbon Emissions
Forest Inventory Assessment
[http://fia.fs.fed.us/program-features/rpa/]
Forest Project Protocol
Forest Protection System
Gross Domestic Product
greenhouse gas
General Reporting Protocol
hydrofluorocarbon
International Panel of Climate Change Scientists
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
International Organization for Standardization

Joint Implementation
Millennium ecosystem assessment
nitrous oxide
Non-governmental organisation
Land Trust Alliance of British Columbia
perfluorocarbon
Pacific Carbon Trust

PDD
REDD
Reserve
RPF
SF6
SCC
UNFCCC
UNEP-WCMC
USFS
WRI
WCI

Project design documents
Reduced Emissions from Deforestation & (forest) Degradation
Climate Action Reserve
Registered Professional Forester,
sulfur hexafluoride
Standards Council of Canada
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change

United Nations Environment Programme World Conservation
Monitoring Centre
United States Forest Service
World Resource Institute
Western Climate Initiative

Appendix 3: Glossary
For the purposes of this paper, the following terms89 are defined as indicated.
A
Absolute emissions target: “a fixed number of tons of CO2 equivalent, to be achieved at some
point in the future (usually expressed as a change relative to a base year that has a known
quantity)” (WRI, Target: Intensity1)
Activity-shifting leakage: The displacement of activities from inside the project’s physical
boundaries to locations outside of the project’s boundaries as a direct result of the project
activity. (CCAR)
Adaptation: Changing behavior to adjust to the predicted changes in the natural environment
due to climate change. “Adjustment in natural or human systems in response to actual or
expected climatic stimuli or their effects, which moderates harm or exploits beneficial
opportunities” (IPCC2)
Additionality:
Emissions reductions achieved through a given project over and above those that would
otherwise have occurred in the absence of the project under a business-as-usual scenario.
Additionality is a criterion for approval of project-based activities under the Clean Development
Mechanism of the Kyoto Protocol as well as for offset projects allowed for credit under
emissions trading programs. (CARB3)
Forest project practices that exceed the baseline characterization, including any applicable
mandatory land use laws and regulations (CCAR).
Afforestation:
Planting trees where none existed before. “The process of establishing and growing forests on
bare or cultivated land, which has not been forested in recent history” (World Bank). Article 3.3
of the Kyoto Protocol limits afforestation to activities since 1990. (CARB)
The establishment and subsequent maintenance of native tree cover on lands that were
previously forested but have had less than 10% tree canopy cover for a minimum time of ten
years, or have been subject to a significant disturbance within the last ten years that is not the
result of intentional or grossly negligent acts of the landowner. (CCAR)
Avioded conversion: A project consisting of specific conservation actions to prevent the sitespecific clearing and conversion of native forests to a non-forest use, such as agriculture or other
commercial development. (CCAR)
Allocation: “The process by which emissions allowances are initially distributed under an
emissions cap and trade system. Authorizations to emit can initially be distributed in a number
of ways. See “auctioning,” “benchmarking,” “grandfathering,” and “updating.”” (CARB)
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This paper adopts the definitions outlined below, which are subject to revision as the international
political, regulatory and methodological framework evolves.

Allometric equation: An equation that utilizes the genotypical relationship among tree
components to estimate characteristics of one tree component from another. Allometric
equations allow the below ground root volume to be estimated using the above ground bole
volume. (CCAR)
Allowance: “A government issued authorization to emit a certain amount. In greenhouse gas
markets, an allowance is commonly denominated as one ton of CO2e per year. See also
“permit” and “credits (a.k.a. carbon credits).” The total number of allowances allocated to all
entities in a cap and trade system is determined by the size of the overall cap on emissions.”
(CARB)
Annex I Countries/Parties: “Group of countries included in Annex I (as amended in 1998) to the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), including all the
developed countries in the Organization of Economic Co-operation and Development, and
economies in transition. By default, the other countries are referred to as Non-Annex I
countries. Under Articles 4.2 (a) and 4.2 (b) of the Convention, Annex I countries commit
themselves specifically to the aim of returning individually or jointly to their 1990 levels of
greenhouse gas emissions.” (CARB)
Anthropogenic emissions: Human-caused emissions of greenhouse gas emissions. “Emissions
of greenhouse gases, greenhouse gas precursors, and aerosols associated with human
activities. These include burning of fossil fuels (coal, oil and natural gas) for energy,
deforestation, and land-use changes that result in net increase in emissions” (IPCC).
Auctioning: “A method for distributing emission allowances in a cap and trade system whereby
allowances are sold to the highest bidder. This method of allocation may be combined with
other forms of allowance allocation.” (CARB)
B
Banking: “The carry-over of unused allowances or offset credits from one compliance period to
the next”. (CARB)
Baseline is the sum of carbon stock changes that would occur within the boundary of the
project area in the absence of the proposed REDD or ARR or IFM project activity. (BioCF)
Baseline scenario:
(BCreg): “ In relation to a project, means one or more hypotheses that
Are made in pat on the assumption that the project is not carried out
Are abut activities that will have a effect on greenhouse gas emissions or removals, and
Enable the estimation of baseline emissions and baseline removals.”
(GHG Protocol) “A hypothetical scenario for what GHG emissions, removals or storage would
have been in the absence of the GHG project or project activity.” It is often used to measure
GHG emission reductions or removals from an offset project, which are determined as the
difference between actual emissions and the baseline scenario.
(BioCF) the expected change in land use and land cover (LU/LC) within the boundary of the
project area in the absence of any project activity designed to reduce emissions from
deforestation, forest degradation, or enhance carbon stocks.

Baseline emissions: In relation to a project, means am estimate of greenhouse gas emissions
from all selected sources and reservoirs, assuming the project is not carried out.(BC offset)
Base year emissions: GHG emissions in a specified (usually historical) year, against which future
emissions are measured. Emission targets are often defined relative to base year emissions, e.g.
10% below 1990 emission levels.
Benchmarking: “An allowance allocation method in which allowances are distributed by setting
a level of permitted emissions per unit of input or output.” (CARB)
Biological emissions: For the purposes of the forest protocol, biological emissions are GHG
emissions that are released directly from forest biomass, both live and dead, including forest
soils. In the first three years of reporting the only biological emission type that is required to be
reported for forest entities and projects is CO2 , as identified in the Quantification Section of the
protocol. Biological emissions are deemed to occur when the reported tonnage of carbon
stocks decline at the project or entity level in comparison to the reported tonnage of the
previous year.
Biomass: The total mass of living organisms in a given area or volume; recently dead
plantmaterial is often included as dead biomass.
Bole: A trunk or main stem of a tree. For the purposes of the Protocol, any tree bole with a
minimum diameter of three inches should be included in the inventory to estimate carbon
stocks.
Broad Category is the term used in this methodology to identify three main categories of
LU/LC-change: deforestation, forest degradation and forest regeneration
C
Category of LU/LC-Change (or simply “category”) is the change from one LU/LC class to another
that occurs during a given period of time.
Category is the term used in IPCC reports to refer to specific sources of emissions or removals
of greenhouse gases. Under the AFOLU sector, “categories” are land-use / land-cover (LU/LC)
transitions. RED methodologies deal with the following categories:
(a)
Forest Land to Forest Land (degradation and regeneration of forest land remaining
forest land)
(b)
Forest Land to Crop Land (deforestation followed by agriculture)
(c)
Forest Land to Grass Land (deforestation followed by pasture)
(d)
Forest Land to Settlements (deforestation followed by settlements)
(e)
Forest Land to Wetlands (deforestation followed by wetlands)
(f)
Forest Land to Other Land (deforestation followed by other land)
Activities that convert non forest land back to forest (Crop Land to Forest Land, Grass Land to
Forest Land, etc.) are considered afforestation and reforestation.
Cap and trade system : “A system designed to limit and reduce emissions. Cap and trade
regulation creates a single market mechanism as opposed to a command and control approach
that prescribes reductions on a source-by-source basis. Cap and trade regulation sets an overall
limit on emissions and allows entities subject to the system to comply by undertaking emission
reduction projects at their covered facilities and/or by purchasing emission allowances (or

credits) from other entities that have generated emission reductions in excess of their
compliance obligations.” (CARB)
Carbon: . In the case of forests, a carbon pool is the forest biomass, which can be subdivided
into smaller pools. These pools may include aboveground or below-ground biomass or roots,
litter, soil, bole, branches and leaves, among others.(CCAR)
Carbon pool: A reservoir that has the ability to accumulate and store carbon or release (CCAR)
Carbon stocks: The carbon contained in identified forest biomass categories (i.e., carbon pools),
such as above and below ground biomass, at a specific point in time.Certification: The process
used to ensure that a given participant’s greenhouse gas emissions or emissions reductions has
met the minimum quality standard and complied with the Registry’s procedures and protocols
for calculating and reporting GHG emissions and emission reductions. (CCAR)
Carbon Density is the amount of carbon (as CO2e) per hectare (ha-1) estimated to be present in
the accounted carbon pools of a LU/LC Class.(BioCF)
Carbon Dioxide (CO2): A naturally occurring gas (0.03% of atmosphere) that is also a by-product
of burning fossil fuels and biomass, land-use changes, and other industrial processes. It is the
principal anthropogenic greenhouse gas. It is the reference gas against which other greenhouse
gases are measured and therefore has a Global Warming Potential of 1. (IPCC)
Carbon Dioxide Equivalent (CO2e): the mass of carbon dioxide that would produce the same
global warming impact as a given mass of another greenhouse gas, as determined using the 100
year time horizon global warming potential (BCreg)
“The universal unit of measurement to indicate the global warming potential (GWP) of each of
the six greenhouse gases, expressed in terms of the GWP of one unit of carbon dioxide.” (GHG
Protocol) Expressing all GHGs in terms of tonnes of CO2e allows the different gases to be
aggregated.(BioCF)
Carbon Intensity: “The relative amount of carbon emitted per unit of energy or fuels
consumed” (IPCC). A Low Carbon Fuel Standard would set limits on the carbon intensity of
fuels, measured in grams per gigajoule.
Carbon Neutral: An organization is carbon neutral if it has (1) calculated the total emissions for
which it is responsible, (2) pursued actions to minimize those emissions, and (3) applied
emissions offsets to net those emissions to zero.
Carbon sequestration: The process of increasing the carbon stored in a reservoir other than the
atmosphere. “Biological approaches to sequestration include direct removal of carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere through land-use change, afforestation, reforestation, and practices that
enhance soil carbon in agriculture. This removal is considered temporary as the carbon dioxide
returns to the atmosphere when plants die or are burned. Physical approaches include
separation and disposal of carbon dioxide from flue gases or from processing fossil fuels to
produce hydrogen- and carbon dioxide-rich fractions and long-term storage in underground in
depleted oil and gas reservoirs, coal seams, and saline aquifers.” (IPCC)
Carbon Stock is the carbon density of an area times the number of hectares in the area.
Clean Development Mechanism (CDM): “One of the three market mechanisms established by
the Kyoto Protocol to provide flexibility for compliance. The CDM is designed to promote
sustainable development in developing countries and assist Annex I Parties in meeting their

greenhouse gas emission reduction commitments. It enables industrialized countries to invest
in emission reduction projects in developing countries and to share credits for the GHG
reductions achieved.” (CARB)
Climate: “The long-term statistical average of weather-related aspects of a region including
typical weather patterns, the frequency and intensity of storms, cold spells, and heat waves.
Climate is not the same as weather. A description of the climate of a certain place would
include the averages and extremes of such things as temperature, rainfall, humidity,
evapotranspiration and other variables that can be determined from past weather records
during a specified interval of time.” (CARB)
Climate Change: “Refers to changes in long-term trends in the average climate, such as changes
in average temperatures.”(CARB)
Command and Control: “A system of regulation that prescribes emission limits and compliance
methods on a facility-by-facility or source-by-source basis and that has been the traditional
approach to reducing air pollution.” (CARB)
Conservation: Specific actions that prevent the conversion of native forest to a non-forest use,
i.e., residential or commercial development or agriculture. (CCAR)
Conservation-based forest management: The natural forest management of native forest
where commercial and/or noncommercial harvest and regeneration are practiced. (CCAR)
Conservative: In relation to a greenhouse gas reduction, means a greenhouse gas reduction
that is likely to have been overestimated. (BCreg)
Controlled source, sink or reservoirs: (BCreg) In relation to a proponent, means a greenhouse
gas emissions source, sink and reservoir that is controlled, directly or indirectly, by proponent
by legal, financial or any other means.
Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs): “Gaseous, synthetic substances composed of chlorine, fluorine
and carbon. CFCs have been used as refrigerants, aerosol propellants, and cleaning solvents,
and in the manufacture of plastic foam. As well as causing ozone depletion in the stratosphere,
CFCs are greenhouse gases. Their use is being phased out under the Montreal Protocol. Some of
their replacements are "ozone-friendly" but are, nonetheless, potent greenhouse gases.”
(CARB)
Credits (a.k.a. carbon credits): “Credits can be distributed by the government for reductions
achieved by offset projects or by achieving environmental performance beyond a regulatory
standard.” (CARB)

D
Deforestation is the direct, human-induced and long-term (or permanent) conversion
of forest land to non-forest land It occurs when at least one of the parameter values
used to define “forest land” is reduced from above the threshold for defining “forest”
to below this threshold for a period of time that is longer than the period of time used
to define “temporarily un-stocked”. For example, if a country defines a forest as having
a crown cover greater than 30% and “temporarily un-stocked” as a maximum period of
3 years, then deforestation would not be recorded until the crown cover is reduced

below 30% for at least three consecutive years90. Country should develop and report
criteria by which temporary removal or loss of tree cover can be distinguished from
deforestation.(BioCF)
Direct emissions: Greenhouse gas emissions from sources that are owned or controlled by the
reporting entity (CCAR)

Deforestation is the direct, human-induced and long-term (or permanent) conversion
of forest land to non-forest land91. It occurs when at least one of the parameter values
used to define “forest land” is reduced from above the threshold for defining “forest”
to below this threshold for a period of time that is longer than the period of time used
to define “temporarily un-stocked”92 (BioCF).
E
Entity: The basic unit of participation in the Registry, which includes a corporation or other
legally constituted body, and city or county, and each state government agency. Entity nonbiological baseline: Datum against which a forest entity can measure its nonbiological GHG
emissions.(CCAR)
Eligible Land. To avoid double counting of emission reductions, land areas previously registered
should be transparently reported and excluded from the project area.(BioCF)
Emission Factor is the difference between the carbon density of the two LU/LC classes descr
Emissions: “The release of substances (e.g., greenhouse gases) into the atmosphere. Emissions
occur both through natural processes and as a result of human activities.” (CARB)
Equity Share: Fractional percentage or share of an ownership interest.(CCAR)
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Deforestation can be the result of an abrupt event (deforestation = forest  non-forest), in which
case the change in land-cover and land-use occurs immediately and simultaneously; or of a process
of progressive degradation (deforestation = forest  degraded forest  non-forest), in which case
the change in land-cover occurs when one of the parameters used for defining “forest land” falls
below its minimum threshold, but the change in land-use may have already occurred or will occur
later (e.g. use of the land for the production of crops or grazing animals). Land-use is thus not a
reliable indicator for identifying a forest class or for defining a category of change. .
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Forest area and carbon stock losses due to natural disturbances (landslides, consequences of
volcanic eruptions, and see level rise, among other) are not considered “deforestation”.

92

According to IPCC (GPG LUUCF, 2003, Chapter 4.2.6.2.) “The identification of units of land subject to
deforestation activities requires the delineation of units of land that:
(a)

Meet or exceed the size of the country’s minimum forest area (i.e., 0.05 to 1 ha); and

(b)

Have met the definition of forest on 31 December 1989; and

(c)

Have ceased to meet the definition of forest at some time after 1 January 1990 as the result of
direct human-induced deforestation.”

Emissions Cap: “A mandated constraint in a scheduled timeframe that puts a "ceiling" on the
total amount of anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions that can be released into the
atmosphere.” (CARB)
Emission Factor: “A factor allowing GHG emissions to be estimated from a unit of available
activity data (e.g. tonnes of fuel consumed, tonnes of product produced) and absolute GHG
emissions” (GHG Protocol)
Emission Offset/ reduction :
(BCreg) Baseline emissions minus project emissions.
Offsets are voluntary project-based emission reductions or removals that are used to meet
voluntary or regulatory emission reduction obligations. Offset programs usually establish a
number of specific eligibility criteria, and often require that offsets be real, quantifiable,
verifiable or verified, surplus or additional, permanent and unique. “Offsets are calculated
relative to a baseline that represents a hypothetical scenario for what emissions would have
been in the absence of the mitigation project that generates the offsets.” (GHG Protocol)
Emission Reductions (ERs): “The measurable reduction of release of greenhouse gases into the
atmosphere from a specified activity or over a specified area, and a specified period of time”
(World Bank)
Emissions trading: “The process or policy that allows the buying and selling of credits or
allowances created under an emissions cap.” (CARB)
European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS): “The world’s largest greenhouse gas
emissions trading system is the European Union’s Emissions Trading Scheme, which limits CO2
emissions from 12,000 facilities in the 25 EU member states. Launched in 2005, the ETS covers
electricity and major industrial sectors (including oil, iron and steel, cement, and pulp and
paper) that together produce nearly half the EU’s CO2 emissions. ETS rules are set at the
regional level but decisions on emission allowance allocation are left to member states. An
initial phase runs through 2007; a second will coincide with the Kyoto Protocol compliance
period (2008-2012). Excess emissions incur a penalty (100 Euros/ton in phase II) and must be
made up in the next phase. EU policymakers have said the ETS will continue beyond 2012 with
or without new international climate agreements.” (CARB).
Forest :
(CCAR) Lands that support, or can support, at least 10 percent tree canopy cover and that allow
for management of one or more forest resources, including timber, fish and wildlife,
biodiversity, water quality, recreation, aesthetics and other public benefits. (CCAR)
Land with woody vegetation consistent with the thresholds used to define “forest land” where
the RED project activity will be implemented. Areas covered with planted forests as well as with
any other anthropogenic vegetation type that meet the definition of “forest” since the earliest
date of the historical reference period used to assess deforestation can be considered “forest
land”. Hence, “forests” can be natural, semi-natural, or anthropogenic and they may include
primary or old-growth forests (intact or logged), secondary forests, planted forests, agroforestry and silvo-pastoral systems.
(BioCF) Land with woody vegetation consistent with the thresholds used to define “forest land”
in the country where the RED project activity will be implemented. Where the country has

adopted a forest definition for the Kyoto Protocol, the minimum thresholds of the vegetation
indicators (minimum area, tree crown cover and height) used for defining “forests”, as
communicated by the DNA consistent with decision 11/CP.7 and 19/CP.9, should be used.
Otherwise, the definition used to define “Forest Land” in national GHG inventory should be
used.
Land defined as “forest land” can include areas that do not, but at maturity in situ could
potentially reach, the thresholds used to define “forest land”. To distinguish between “nonforest” (and hence “deforested”) and “temporarily un-stocked” areas in managed forests, the
definition of “forest” should include the maximum period of time that the woody vegetation
can remain below the thresholds used to define “forest land”. This maximum period can be
specific for each category of land-use / land-cover change (LU/LC-change). For instance, it could
be zero years for conversion from “forest land to crop land”, but up to 5 or more years for
transitions between forest classes (e.g. age classes)93.
Areas covered with planted forests as well as with any other anthropogenic vegetation type
that meet the definition of “forest” since the earliest date of the historical reference period
used to assess deforestation can be considered “forest land”. Hence, “forests” can be natural,
semi-natural, or anthropogenic and they may include primary or old-growth forests (intact or
logged), secondary forests, planted forests, agro-forestry and silvo-pastoral systems.
Forest degradation is “forest land remaining forest land” but gradually losing carbon stocks as a
consequence of direct-human intervention (e.g. logging, fuel-wood collection, fire, grazing,
etc.)94. Units of forest land subject to degradation are allocated to different forest classes over
time, with each successive class having a lower carbon density than the previous one. The
difference in average carbon density between two contiguous forest classes should be at least
10%. The difference refers to the upper and lower levels of the confidence intervals of the two
contiguous forest classes n the degradation sequence
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Project proponents should report on how they distinguish between deforestation and areas that
remain forests but where tree cover has been removed temporarily, notably areas that have been
harvested or have been subject to other human or natural disturbance but for which it is expected
that forest will be replanted or regenerate naturally. See IPCC GPG LULUCF, 2003, Chapter. 4.2.6.2.1
for further guidance on this issue.
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According to IPCC GPG LLUCF “forest degradation” is “a direct, human-induced, long-term (persisting
for X years or more) or at least Y% of forest carbon stock [and forest values] since time T and not
qualifying as deforestation”. Note that X, Y% and T are not quantified. See IPCC 2003 (Report on
Definitions and Methodological Options to Inventory Emissions from Direct Human-induced
Degradation of Forests and Devegetation of Other Vegetation Types, Chapter 2.2) for a discussion on
the definition of “forest degradation”, in particular Table 2.1 for alternative definitions of direct
human-induced forest degradation.

Forest management. Areas subject to sustainable forest management (with logging activities)
represent a particular class of “degraded forest”. An undisturbed natural forest that will be
subject to sustainable forest management will lose part of its carbon, but the loss will partially
recover over time. In the long-term, a sustainable harvesting and re-growth cycle will maintain
a constant average carbon density in the forest. Since this average carbon density is lower than
in the original forest, sustainably managed forests can be considered a degraded forest class.
Depending on the magnitude and timeframe of the carbon stock changes, managed forests
could be classified into one single “managed forest” class (with a carbon density equivalent to
the average of the entire management cycle) or to different sub-classes representing different
average carbon densities (Figure A1-2).(BioCF)
Forest Regeneration is “forest land remaining forest land” but gradually enhancing its carbon
stock as a consequence of direct-human intervention. Units of forest land subject to
regeneration are allocated to different forest classes over time, with each successive forest
class having a higher carbon density than the previous one. The difference in average carbon
density between two contiguous forest classes should be at least 10%. The difference refers to
the upper and lower levels of the confidence intervals of the two forest classes.(BioCF)
Forest entity: An entity, as defined in this section, including a private individual that owns at
least 100 acres of trees Forest entity baseline qualitative characterization: A 100-year
projection of the forest entity’s management practices.(CCAR)
Forest management: The commercial or noncommercial harvest and regeneration of
forest.(CCAR)
Forest project: A planned set of activities to remove, reduce or prevent carbon dioxide
emissions in the atmosphere by conserving and/or increasing on-site forest carbon stocks.
Forest project baseline qualitative characterization: A long-term projection of the forest
management practices (or absence thereof) that would have occurred within a project’s
boundaries in the absence of the project. Such baseline projections shall be based on the policy
guidance, provided by project type, in the Forest Project Protocol and shall serve as the basis
for quantifying the project’s baseline. Forest project greenhouse gas reduction: Removals or
reductions of CO2 and prevented CO2 emissions resulting from Registry-approved forest
projects. GHG reductions are calculated as gains in carbon stocks over time relative to the
project baseline.Greenhouse Gases: (GHG) For the purposes of the Registry, GHGs are the six
gases identified in the Kyoto Protocol: Carbon Dioxide (CO2), Nitrous Oxide(N20),
Methane(CH4), Hydroflourocarbons (HFCs), Perflourocarbons (PFCs), and Sulphur
Hexafluoride(SF6).GHG reductions: see forest project GHG reductions (CCAR)
Frontier Deforestation is the conversion of forest land to non-forest land occurring when the
agricultural frontier expands as a result of improved access to forest into areas with relatively
little human activity.(BioCF)
G
Global Warming: The trend of rising Earth's average surface temperature caused
predominantly by increased concentrations of GHGs in the atmosphere. Strictly speaking, global
warming refers only to warming trends. However, the term "global warming" has become a

popular term encompassing all aspects of climate change, including, for example, the potential
changes in precipitation that will be brought about by an increase in global temperatures. The
term is used interchangeably with the term, "climate change." (CARB)
Global Warming Potential (GWP): “Greenhouse gases differ in their effect on the Earth’s
radiation balance depending on their concentration, residence time in the atmosphere, and
physical properties with respect to absorbing and emitting radiant energy. By convention, the
effect of carbon dioxide is assigned a value of one (1) (i.e., the GWP of carbon dioxide =1) and
the GWPs of other gases are expressed relative to carbon dioxide. For example, in the U.S.
national inventory, the GWP of nitrous oxide is 310 and that of methane 21, indicating that a
tonne of nitrous oxide has 310 times the effect on warming as a ton of carbon dioxide. Slightly
different GWP values for greenhouse gases have been estimated in other reports. Some
industrially produced gases such as sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and
hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) have extremely high GWPs. Emissions of these gases have a much
greater effect on global warming than an equal emission (by mass) of the naturally occurring
gases. Most of these gases have GWPs of 1,300 - 23,900 times that of CO2. The US and other
Parties to the UNFCCC report national greenhouse gas inventories using GWPs from the IPCC's
Second Assessment Report (SAR). SAR GWPs are also used for the Kyoto Protocol and the EU
ETS. GWPs indicated in this document also refer to the IPCC’s Second Assessment Report.”
(CARB)
Grandfathering: “A method by which emission allowances are freely distributed to entities
covered under an emissions trading program based on historic emissions.” (CARB)
Greenhouse Effect: “The heat-trapping effect of atmospheric greenhouse gases (e.g., water
vapor, carbon dioxide, methane, etc.) that keeps the Earth's temperature about 60°F warmer
than it would be otherwise. These gases absorb infra-red radiation emitted by the Earth and
retard the loss of energy from the Earth system into space. The natural greenhouse effect has
been a property of Earth’s atmosphere for millions of years and is responsible for maintaining
the Earth’s surface at a temperature that makes it habitable for human beings. The Earth is
currently experiencing an enhanced greenhouse effect due to an increase in atmospheric
concentrations of greenhouse gases emitted by human activities.” (CARB)
Greenhouse gases (GHGs): “Greenhouse gases include a wide variety of gases that trap heat
near the Earth’s surface, slowing its escape into space. Greenhouse gases include carbon
dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide and water vapor and other gases. While greenhouse gases
occur naturally in the atmosphere, human activities also result in additional greenhouse gas
emissions. Humans have also manufactured some gaseous compounds not found in nature that
also slow the release of radiant energy into space.” (CARB)
Greenhouse gas reduction: a) a reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, or b) an enhancement
of greenhouse gas removals. (BCreg)
Gross CO2 emissions: The total greenhouse gas emissions (measured in CO2e) in a given period
and specific area or region that does not include sinks of greenhouse gas emissions in that area
or region.
H

Historical Reference Period is a time period preceding the starting date of the proposed RED
project activity. It is analyzed to determine the magnitude of deforestation and forest
degradation in the reference region and to identify agents and drivers of DD and the chain of
events leading to land-use / land-cover change. In order to be useful for understanding recent
and likely future DD trends, the starting date of the historical reference period should be
selected between 10 and 15 years in the past, and the end date as close as possible to present
(BioCF).
Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs): “One of the six primary GHGs. Synthetic industrial gases, primarily
used in refrigeration and other applications as commercial substitutes for chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs). There are no natural sources of HFCs. The atmospheric lifetime of HFCs is decades to
centuries, and they have "global warming potentials" thousands of times that of CO2,
depending on the gas. HFCs are among the six greenhouse gases to be curbed under the Kyoto
Protocol.” (CARB)
I
Intensity-Based Target: “Intensity targets are expressed as emissions per unit of output (e.g.,
GDP, physical production). An intensity target seeks to achieve a particular emissions rate, or
level of performance, rather than a specific level of emissions” (WRI, Target: Intensity)
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC): “Recognizing the problem of potential
global climate change, the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP) established the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) in 1988. It is open to all members of the UN and WMO. The role of the IPCC is to assess
on a comprehensive, objective, open and transparent basis the scientific, technical and socioeconomic information relevant to understanding the scientific basis of risk of human-induced
climate change, its potential impacts and options for adaptation and mitigation. The IPCC does
not carry out research nor does it monitor climate related data or other relevant parameters. It
bases its assessment mainly on peer reviewed and published scientific/technical literature.”
(CARB)
Inventory: “A greenhouse gas inventory is an accounting of the amount of greenhouse gases
emitted to or removed from the atmosphere over a specific period of time (e.g., one year). A
greenhouse gas inventory also provides information on the activities that cause emissions and
removals, as well as background on the methods used to make the calculations. Policy makers
use greenhouse gas inventories to track emission trends, develop strategies and policies and
assess progress. Scientists use greenhouse gas inventories as inputs to atmospheric and
economic models” (CARB)
Improved Forest management (IFM):
The management of either private or public lands for commercial or noncommercial harvest
and regeneration of native trees when employing natural forest management practices. Natural
forest management practices are forest management practices that promote and maintain
native forests comprised of multiple ages and mixed native species at multiple scales from the
harvest unit (less than 40 acres) up to the watershed spatial scale (third or fourth order
watershed level) approximately 10,000 acres in size (CCAR)

IPCC Guidelines: The IPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories provide
internationally accepted methodologies for estimating national inventories of anthropogenic
emissions by sources and removals by sinks of greenhouse gases. The IPCC Guidelines were
prepared in response to an invitation by the Parties to the UNFCCC, for fulfilling their
commitments under the UNFCCC on reporting on inventories of anthropogenic emissions by
sources and removals by sinks of greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol.”
(CARB)
J
Joint Implementation (JI): “A mechanism under the Kyoto Protocol through which a developed
country can receive "emissions reduction units" (ERUs) when it helps to finance projects that
reduce net greenhouse gas emissions in another developed country (in practice, the recipient
state is likely to be a country with an "economy in transition"). An Annex I Party must meet
specific eligibility requirements to participate in joint implementation.” (CARB)
K
Kyoto Mechanisms: “Three procedures established under the Kyoto Protocol to increase the
flexibility and reduce the costs of reducing greenhouse-gas emissions; they are the Clean
Development Mechanism (CDM), emissions trading, and joint implementation (JI).” (CARB)
Kyoto Protocol: “An international agreement signed at the Third Conference of the Parties to
the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change in Kyoto, Japan (December 1997). The
Protocol sets binding emission targets for industrialized countries that would reduce their
collective emissions by 5.2 percent, on average, below 1990 levels by 2012.” (CARB)
L
Leakage:
“Leakage occurs when activities that reduce greenhouse gas emissions (or increase carbon in
plants and soils) in one place and time result in increases of emissions (or loss of soil or plant
carbon) elsewhere or at later times. For example, a steel firm in a country covered by the Kyoto
Protocol makes reductions by closing one facility and replacing its output with production from
a steel plant operating in another country that does not have a GHG constraint. Similarly, a
forest can be protected in one location and cause harvesting of forests elsewhere.” (CARB)
Leakage is the decrease in carbon stocks and the increase in GHG emissions attributable to the
implementation of the RED or AR project activity that occurs outside the boundary of the
project area .(BioCF)
Leakage belt is the geographical area surrounding or adjacent to the project area in which
displacement of pre-project activities from inside to outside de project area are likely to occur.
(BioCF)
LU/LC Class (or simply “class”) is a unique combination of land use and land cover having a
specific carbon density. (BioCF)
LU/LC Polygon is a discrete area falling into a single LU/LC class.(BioCF)

M
Market Leakage: The creation of greenhouse gas emissions outside of a project’s boundaries
through substitution or replacement due to the project activity impacting an established
market for goods.(BioCf)
Methane (CH4): “One of the six greenhouse gases to be curbed under the Kyoto Protocol.
Atmospheric CH4 is produced in nature, but human related sources such as landfills, livestock
feedlots, natural gas and petroleum systems, coal mines, rice fields, and wastewater treatment
plants also generate substantial CH4 emissions. CH4 has a relatively short atmospheric lifetime
of approximately 10 years, but its 100-year GWP is currently estimated to be approximately 21
times that of CO2.” (CARB)
Metric Ton (tonne): Standard “measurement for the quantity of GHG emissions, equivalent to
about 2,204.6 pounds or 1.1 short tons”. (CCAR)
Mitigation: In the context of climate change, a human intervention to reduce the sources or
enhance the sinks of greenhouse gases. Examples include: using fossil fuels more efficiently for
industrial processes or electricity generation, switching from oil to natural gas as a heating fuel,
improving the insulation of buildings, and expanding forests and other "sinks" to remove
greater amounts of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. (UNFCC5)
Monitoring period is the period of time (in years) between two monitoring and verification
events. Typically it is a fraction of the crediting period. The minimum duration is one year and
the maximum is the duration of the crediting period (BioCF).
Mosaic Deforestation is the conversion of forest land to non-forest land occurring in a patchy
pattern where human population and associated agricultural activities and infrastructure
(roads, towns, etc) are spread out across the landscape and most areas of forest within such a
configured region or country are practically already accessible.(BioCF)
N
Net CO2e emissions: Difference between sources and sinks of greenhouse gas emissions
(measured in CO2e) in a given period and specific area or region.
Nitrous Oxide (N2O): “One of the six greenhouse gases to be curbed under the Kyoto Protocol.
N2O is produced by natural processes, but substantial emissions are also produced by such
human activities as farming and fossil fuel combustion. The atmospheric lifetime of N2O is
approximately 100 years, and its 100-year GWP is currently estimated to be 310 times that of
CO2.” (CARB)
O
Ownership: in relation to a greenhouse gas reduction, includes an established right to claim
legal or commercial benefits arising from the achievement of the reduction.(BCreg)
Offset: “Projects undertaken outside the coverage of a mandatory emissions reduction system
for which the ownership of verifiable GHG emission reductions can be transferred and used by
a regulated source to meet its emissions reduction obligation. If offsets are allowed in a cap and
trade program, credits would be granted to an uncapped source for the emissions reductions a

project (or plant or soil carbon sink) achieves. A capped source could then acquire these credits
as a method of compliance under a cap.” (CARB)
P
Perfluorocarbons (PFCs): “PFCs are among the six greenhouse gases to be curbed under the
Kyoto Protocol. PFCs are synthetic industrial gases generated as a by-product of aluminum
smelting and uranium enrichment. They also are used in the manufacture of semiconductors.
There are no natural sources of PFCs. PFCs have atmospheric lifetimes of thousands to tens of
thousands of years and 100-year GWPs thousands of times that of CO2, depending on the
specific PFC.” (CARB)
Point of Regulation: “The point of program enforcement, or where specific emitting entities
covered under a cap and trade program are required to surrender enough allowances to match
their actual emissions within a compliance period.” (CARB)
Planned Deforestation is the legally authorized conversion of forest land to non-forest land
occurring in a discrete area of land. Deforestation within an area can be planned (designated
and sanctioned) or unplanned (unsanctioned). Planned deforestation can include a wide variety
of activities such as national resettlement programs from non-forested to forested regions; a
component of a national land plan to reduce the forest estate and convert it to other industrialscale production of goods; or plans to convert well-managed community-owned forests to
other non-forest uses. Other forms of planned deforestation could also include decisions by
individual land owners, whose land is legally zoned for agriculture, to convert their say
selectively logged forest to crop production. These planned deforestation activities would be a
component of some land planning or management document and could be readily
verified.(BioCF)
Project: means a course of action undertaken to achieve a greenhouse gas reduction (BCreg)
Project Activity: the series of planned steps and activities by which the proponent intends to
reduce deforestation and forest degradation and/or enhance forest regeneration.(BCreg)
Project Area is the area or areas of land on which the proponent will undertake the project
activities. No lands on which the project activity will not be undertaken can be included in the
project area(BCreg).
Project emissions: means an estimate of greenhouse gas emissions from all selected sources and
reservoirs;(BCreg)
Project developer: An entity that undertakes a project activity, as identified in the Forest
Project Protocol. A project developer may be an independent third party or the forest entity.
Project reduction: means the total of the emissions reduction and the removals enhancement,
less any discounts applied in accordance with a risk-mitigation and contingency plan referred to
in section 3 (2) (r) (BCreg)
Project removals: means an estimate of removals by all selected sinks and reservoirs; (BCreg)
Project report: means a report prepared in accordance with section 5or 7 whichever applies to
the project;(BCreg)
Project start date: means the date on which the project begins active operation;(BCreg)
Project Scenario is the expected change in land use and land cover within the boundary of the
project area resulting from the undertaking of the project activity.

Project Term or project period:
The period during which a proponent carries out a project (BCreg)
The period of time over which the proponents plan to undertake the project activity on
the project area. The project term will be chosen by the proponents, typically as a multiple of the
crediting period.(BioCF)
R
Radiative forcing: “the difference between the incoming radiation energy and the outgoing
radiation energy in a given climate system. A positive forcing (more incoming energy) tends to
warm the system, while a negative forcing (more outgoing energy) tends to cool it” (wikipediaIPCC’s definition was not English)
Removals enhancement: Baseline removals minus projects removals (BCreg)
Removals: the reduction of atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases through a) the
removal of greenhouse gases from the atmosphere and b) the storage or sequestration of
carbon or greenhouse gases in a reservoir (BCreg).
Reforestation:
Planting of forests on lands that have recently previously contained forests but that have been
converted to some other use. Article 3.3 of the Kyoto Protocol limits reforestation to planting
forests on lands that have not been forested since 1990.(BioCF)
The establishment and subsequent maintenance of native tree cover on lands that were
previously forested, but have had less than 10% tree canopy cover for a minimum time of ten
years. This activity is also a type of project that can be registered in the Registry.(CCAR)
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI): “The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) is
establishing the first mandatory U.S. cap and trade program for carbon dioxide, and currently
includes ten Northeastern and mid-Atlantic states. The governors of Connecticut, Delaware,
Maine, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, and Vermont established RGGI in December
2005. Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Maryland joined in early 2007. Additional states can
join the program with the agreement of the participating states. RGGI sets a cap on carbon
dioxide emissions from power plants and allows sources to trade emission allowances. The
program will cap emissions at current levels in 2009 and then reduce emissions 10% by 2019.
Each state that intends to participate in RGGI must adopt a model rule through legislation or
regulation and determine how to distribute emissions allowances. Member states agree to set
aside at least 25% of their emission allowances for public benefit.” (CARB)
Registries, registry systems: “Electronic databases that track and record emissions and
emission allowance holdings, retirements, cancellations and transfers.” (CARB)
Reservoir: “A component of the climate system, other than the atmosphere, which has the
capacity to store, accumulate, or release” carbon or a greenhouse gas. “Oceans, soils, and
forests are examples of reservoirs of carbon.” (IPCC)
Reference Region is the spatial delimitation of the analytic domain from which information
about deforestation and degradation agents, drivers and LU/LC-change is obtained, projected

into the future and monitored. The reference region includes the project area 95 and is defined
by the project proponent using transparent criteria. It must contain LU/LC classes and
deforestation agents and drivers similar to those found in the project area under the baseline
and project scenarios.
S
Standing dead biomass: Standing dead tree or section thereof, regardless of species, with
minimum diameter of three inches.(CCAR)
Sequestration: The process of increasing the carbon content of a carbon reservoir other than
the atmosphere. Biological approaches to sequestration include direct removal of CO2 from the
atmosphere through land-use changes3 and changes in forest management. (CCAR)
Sink: “Any process, activity or mechanism that removes a greenhouse gas” from the
atmosphere” to a reservoir (IPCC)
Source: “Any process, activity, or mechanism that releases a greenhouse gas” emission. (IPCC)
Stock: “The absolute quantity of substance of concern, held within a reservoir at a specified
time, is called the stock. The term also means an artificial or natural storage place for water,
such as a lake, pond, or aquifer, from which the water may be withdrawn for such purposes as
water supply or irrigation” (IPCC)
Sulfur Hexafluoride (SF6): One of the six greenhouse gases to be curbed under the Kyoto
Protocol. SF6 is a synthetic industrial gas largely used in heavy industry to insulate high-voltage
equipment and to assist in the manufacturing of cable-cooling systems. There are no natural
sources of SF6. SF6 has an atmospheric lifetime of 3,200 years. Its 100-year GWP is currently
estimated to be 22,200 times that of CO2.” (CARB)
Stand Model is the term used in approved A/R methodologies to describe the unique
combination of the natural features of a forest stand, such as its species composition and
growth, and the management applied to it during its life cycle (BioCF).
T
Tree: A woody perennial plant, typically large and with a well-defined stem or stemscarrying a
more or less definite crown with the capacity to attain a minimum diameter at breast height of
3 inches and a minimum height of 15 feet at maturity with no branches within 4.5 feet of the
ground. (CCAR)
U
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC): The Convention was
adopted on 9 May 1992 in New York and signed at the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro by
more than 150 countries and the European Community. Its objective is the “stabilization of
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The methodology thus adopts a so called “Stratified Regional Baseline” (SRB) approach, which has
been recommended in recent literature (Sataye and Andrasko, 2007; Brown et al., 2007)

greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous
anthropogenic interference with the climate system.” It contains commitments for all Parties.
Under the Convention, Parties included in Annex 1 aimed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
The Convention entered into force in March 1994. (IPCC)
V
Validation body and verification body: (a) a team that includes (i) a person who is authorized
to act as an auditor of a company under section 205 of the Business Corporations Act, and (ii) at
least one qualified professional, or (b) a body accredited, in accordance with ISO 14065, by a
member of the International Accreditation Forum to use ISO 14064-3;
Validation period: the period beginning on the project start date and ending on the date the
validation expires. (2) In this regulation, an expression formed by juxtaposing ISO and a number
refers to a standard made by the ISO, as amended from time to time, and named in part by that
number.

Verification: “The act of checking or testing, by an independent and certified party, to ensure
that an emission reduction project actually achieves emission reductions commensurate with
the credits it receives.” (CARB)
W
Western Climate Initiative (WCI): A collaboration launched in February 2007 to meet regional
challenges raised by climate change. WCI is identifying, evaluating and implementing collective
and cooperative ways to reduce greenhouse gases in the region. Membership in the WCI
presently consists of six U.S. states (Arizona, California, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah and
Washington State) and two Canadian provinces (BC and Manitoba). The partners set an overall
regional goal in August 2007 for reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and by August 2008 they
will complete the design of a market-based mechanism to help achieve that reduction goal.6
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Herzog, Timothy, Kevin A Baumert and Jonathan Pershing “Target: Intensity. An Analysis of Greenhouse
Gas Intensity Targets.” World Resources Institute.
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Market Advisory Committee to the California Air Resources Board. “Recommendations for Designing a
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World Business Council for Sustainable Development and World Resources Institute. GHG Protocol:
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Appendix 4: BC Emission Offset Regulation
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

ORDER OF THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL

905, Approved and Ordered DEC- 8 2006

Order in Council No.

Lieutenant Governor
Executive Council Chambers, Victoria

On the recommendation of the undersigned, the Lieutenant Governor, by
and with the advice and consent of the Executive Council, orders that the
attached Emission Offsets Regulation is made.
Minister of Environment Presiding Member Of the Executive Council
(This part is for administrative purposes only and is not part of the Order.)

Authority under which Order is made:
Act and section:-

Greenhouse Gas Reduction Targets Act, S.B.C. 2007, c. 42, s. 12

Other (specify):-
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Definitions and interpretation
1

(1) In this regulation:
"Act" means the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Targets Act;
"baseline emissions", in relation to a project, means an estimate of greenhouse gas
emissions from all selected sources and reservoirs, assuming the project is not
carried out;
"baseline removals", in relation to a project, means an estimate of removals by all
selected sinks and reservoirs, assuming the project is not carried out;
"baseline scenario", in relation to a project, means one or more hypotheses that
(a) are made, in part, on the assumption that the project is not carried out,
(b) are about activities that will have an effect on greenhouse gas emissions or
removals, and
(c) enable the estimation of baseline emissions and baseline removals;
"carbon dioxide equivalent" has the same meaning as in the Carbon Neutral
Government Regulation;
"conservative", in relation to a greenhouse gas reduction, means a greenhouse gas
reduction that is unlikely to have been overestimated;
"controlled source, sink or reservoir", in relation to a proponent, means a
greenhouse gas emissions source, sink or reservoir that is controlled, directly or
indirectly, by the proponent by legal, financial or any other means;
"director" has the same meaning as in the Carbon Neutral Government Regulation;
"emissions reduction" means baseline emissions minus project emissions;
"greenhouse gas reduction" means
(a) a reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, or
(b) an enhancement of greenhouse gas removals;
"ISO" means the International Organization for Standardization;
ownership", in relation to a greenhouse gas reduction, includes an established right
to claim legal or commercial benefits arising from the achievement of the
reduction;

"project" means a course of action undertaken to achieve a greenhouse gas
reduction;
"project emissions" means an estimate of greenhouse gas emissions from all
selected sources and reservoirs;
"project period" means the period during which a proponent carries out a project;
"project plan", in relation to a project, means a plan prepared in accordance with
section 3 or 7, whichever applies to the project;
"project reduction" means the total of the emissions reduction and the removals
enhancement, less any discounts applied in accordance with a risk-mitigation
and contingency plan referred to in section 3 (2) (r);
"project removals" means an estimate of removals by all selected sinks and
reservoirs;
"project report" means a report prepared in accordance with section 5
whichever applies to the project;

or 7,

"project start date" means the date on which the project begins active operation;
"proponent" means a person who proposes either to carry out or to engage another
person to carry out a project to generate emission offsets for the purposes of the
Act, and includes a person who has carried out a project;
"qualified professional", in relation to a duty or function under this regulation,
means an individual who
(a) is registered in Canada with a professional organization, is acting under that
organization's code of ethics, and is subject to disciplinary action by that
organization, and
(b) through suitable education, experience, accreditation and knowledge, may
reasonably be relied on to provide advice within his or her area of expertise,
which area of expertise is applicable to the duty or function;
"removals enhancement" means baseline removals minus project removals;
"removals" means the reduction of atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases
through
(a) the removal of greenhouse gases from the atmosphere, and
(b) the storage or sequestration of carbon or greenhouse gases in a reservoir;
"reversal" means loss to the atmosphere of an amount of carbon or greenhouse
gasses stored or sequestered in reservoirs;
"selected", in relation to a source, sink or reservoir, means a source, sink or reservoir
to be considered in the calculation or estimation of a project reduction;
"validation body" and "verification body" mean
(a) a team that includes
(i) a person who is authorized to act as an auditor of a company under
section 205 of the Business Corporations Act, and
(ii) at least one qualified professional, or
(b) a body accredited, in accordance with ISO 14065, by a member of the International Accreditation Forum to use ISO 14064-3;
"validation period" means the period beginning on the project start date and ending
on the date the validation expires.

(2) In this regulation, an expression formed by juxtaposing ISO and a number refers
to a standard made by the ISO, as amended from time to time, and named in part
by that number.
How measurements of greenhouse gas reductions and removals are to be expressed
2

For the purposes of the Act, reductions and removals must be expressed in tonnes of
each specific greenhouse gas measured in carbon dioxide equivalent.

Project plans
3

(1) A proponent must
(a) prepare a project plan, and
(b) submit the project plan to a validation body for review under section 4.
(2) Subject to section 7, a project plan must contain all of the following:
(a) the title of the project and a statement of the project's purposes and
objectives;
(b) the name and address of the proponent and of any other person responsible
for carrying out the project;
(c) a description of the roles and responsibilities of persons responsible for
carrying out the project;
(d) contact information for persons who can provide information regarding any
government programs providing financial or other assistance for the
carrying out of the project;
(e) a technical description of the project and an explanation of how carrying out
the project will achieve a greenhouse gas reduction;
(f) project identification information, including geographical information
about the location where the project will be carried out and any other
information allowing for the unique identification of the project;
(g) a chronological plan for the project, including the anticipated or actual
project start date;
(h) Identification of protocols the proponent intends to comply with to quantify
the project reduction and a justification for selecting the protocols and, if
applicable, adjusting the protocols;
(i) a description of the project's baseline scenario, including
(i) a description of potential baseline scenarios considered when
selecting the project's baseline scenario,
(ii) a description of the assumptions on which the baseline scenario is
based and a justification of the reasonableness of those assumptions,
and
(iii) a statement of the period of time for which the baseline scenario
applies;

G)

an assertion by the proponent that the baseline scenario will result in a
conservative estimate of the greenhouse gas reduction to be achieved by the
project, considering
(i) existing or proposed regulatory requirements relevant to any aspect
of the baseline scenario,
(ii) provincial or federal incentives relevant to any aspect of the baseline
scenario, including tax incentives or grants that may be available,
(iii) the financial implications of carrying out a course of action referred

to in the baseline scenario, and
(iv) any other factor relevant to justify the claim that the baseline scenario
is reasonably likely to occur if the project is not carried out;
(k) an assertion by the proponent that there are financial, technological or other
obstacles to carrying out the project that are overcome or partially overcome
by the incentive of having a greenhouse gas reduction recognized as an
emission offset under the Act, and a justification for the assertion;
(1) an assertion by the proponent that the project start date is no earlier than
November 29, 2007;
(m) identification of the project's selected sources, sinks and reservoirs and an
explanation of why those sources, sinks and reservoirs were selected;
(n) for each selected source, sink or reservoir,
(i) a description of the methods to be used
(A) to make estimates or measurements for the purposes of
calculating emissions reduction and removals enhancement,
(B) to undertake any relevant data collection and monitoring,
including a description of quality assurance and quality control
provisions to be complied with,
(ii) a description of the frequencies by which measurement and
monitoring will be undertaken, and
(iii) a justification of the methods described in subparagraph (i) and the
frequencies described in subparagraph (ii);
(o) an assertion by the proponent that
(i) the proponent's selected sources, sinks and reservoirs, and
(ii) the methods referred to in paragraph (n) (i),
will ensure that the total of the emission reduction and the removals
enhancement is an accurate and a conservative estimation of the greenhouse
gas reduction, with respect to which the proponent has ownership, that is to
be achieved during the validation period from controlled sources, sinks or
reservoirs in British Columbia, taking into account increases in emissions
or reductions in removals, as compared to the baseline scenario, from
sources, sinks or reservoirs other than controlled sources, sinks or
reservoirs;
(p) the estimated project reduction for each year of the project during the
validation period, a description of the formulae used in the estimation and
the calculations used in making the estimation;
(q) an assertion by the proponent that the proponent, with respect to
the
greenhouse gas reduction to be achieved by carrying out the project, has a
superior claim of ownership of the reduction to that of any other person;
(r) if the project involves
(i) the capture and storage or capture and sequestration of a greenhouse
gas emissions from a source,
(ii) removals by controlled sinks, or
(iii) avoided emissions from controlled reservoirs,
a risk-mitigation and contingency plan for the purpose of ensuring that the

atmospheric effect of a greenhouse gas reduction achieved by the project
will endure for a period
(iv) comparable to the period that the atmospheric effect of a greenhouse
gas reduction achieved by carrying out projects not of a type referred
to in subparagraph (i), (ii) or (iii) will endure, or
(v) of at least 100 years;
(s) if paragraph (r) applies to the project, an assertion by the proponent that the
plan referred to in paragraph (r) is reasonably likely to achieve the purpose
referred to in that paragraph;
(t) the results of an assessment of the uncertainty associated with the
estimation of the greenhouse gas reduction to be achieved by carrying out
the project, and, if no guideline issued under section 7 (4) for the purposes
of this paragraph applies to the project, a description of the procedures used
to conduct the assessment;
(u) a description of any analysis undertaken to determine the environmental
impact of carrying out the project;
(v) a description of any consultations undertaken respecting the project and a
summary of the results of the consultations;
(w) an assertion by the proponent that the project plan meets the requirements
of this regulation.
(3) A risk-mitigation and contingency plan referred to in subsection (2) (r)
(a) must be for the project period and for a reasonable period of time after that,
and
(b) may include any of the following:
(i) a plan for the maintenance and long-term protection of controlled
sinks and reservoirs and for keeping records related to that
maintenance and protection;
(ii) a description of legal means taken for the long-term protection of
selected sinks and reservoirs;
(iii) to identify any reversal, a plan for monitoring selected sinks and
reservoirs and for keeping records relating to the carrying out of the
monitoring;
(iv) a description of any contractual or other arrangements for securities,
contingency funds, or set-asides to address the risk of a reversal;
(v) a description of any discounts to be applied in the calculation of
project reductions;
(vi) a description of any arrangements made to replace emission offsets
in the event of a reversal.
Validation of project plan
4

(1) Subject to subsections (2) to (4), a validation body may validate a submitted
project plan if the validation body is satisfied that the project plan, including the
assertions in the project plan, is fair and reasonable.
(2) A validation body may not make a validation under subsection
(1) if the
validation body considers that the project plan is subject to material errors,
omissions or misrepresentations.

(3) For the purposes of subsection (2), a project plan is subject to material errors,
omissions or misrepresentations if
(a) the aggregate or individual effect of an error, omission or misrepresentation
related to the project plan make it probable that the judgment of a
reasonable person judging an assertion required to be in the project plan
would have been changed or influenced by the error, omission or
misrepresentation, or
(b) the errors, omissions or misrepresentations are material as determined in
accordance with a guideline, if any, issued by the director under
section 7 (4).
(4) A validation body may only validate a project plan in a manner consistent with
ISO 14064-3.
(5) If a validation body makes a validation under subsection (1), a member of the
validation body must sign a statement of assurance that includes all of the
following:
(a) name, address and other contact information for the validation body;
(b) date of the statement of assurance;
(c) a statement that the validation is made in a manner consistent with
ISO 14064-3 and in accordance with this regulation;
(d) a description of the work the validation body performed to make the
validation, including a description of
(i) the techniques and processes used to test the greenhouse gas
information and associated assertions, and
(ii) any additional information, not in the project plan, directly or
indirectly relied on by the validation body in the course of making the
validation;
(e) a statement that the project plan, including the assertions in the project plan,
is fair and reasonable;
(f) an assertion that the person signing the statement of assurance is or
represents a validation body under this regulation.
(6) If a validation body makes a validation under subsection (1), a member of the
validation body must sign a cover letter, to be attached to the statement of
assurance referred to in subsection (5), that includes a description of all of the
following:
(a) the education, experience, accreditation, professional designation and
knowledge of the individuals carrying out the validation, including areas of
competency relevant to the project;
(b) any relevant accreditation that the validation body holds;
(c) the procedures or policies complied with by the validation body and the
individuals referred to in paragraph (a) to ensure their independence and the
lack of any conflicts of interest;
(d) a description of the quality assurance and quality control, record keeping
and data management procedures used by the validation body.
(7) Subject to subsection (8), a validation made under subsection (1) expires 10 years
after the date of the statement of assurance referred to in subsection (5).

(8) The director may order that the validation period for a project or any class of
projects expires on a date or after a period of time specified in the order.
(9) An order made under subsection (8) does not apply to a project for which a
project plan was validated under subsection (1) before the order was made.
(10) A signed statement of assurance for a project, including the attached cover letter
referred to in subsection (6), is to be considered a part of the project's project plan
for the purposes of sections 5 (2) (b) and 9.
Project reports
5

(1) A proponent must
(a) prepare a project report,
(b) submit the project report and a copy of the project's validated project plan
to a verification body for review.
(2) Subject to section 7, a project report must contain all of the following:
(a) an assertion of the project start date;
(b) an assertion by the proponent that the project's project plan was validated
in accordance with this regulation;
(c) an assertion by the proponent that the period covered by the report is within
the validation period and within the period referred to in

section 3 (2) (i) (iii);
(d) an assertion by the proponent that the project was carried out as described
in the project plan, except as described in the project report;
(e) an assertion of the project reduction, emissions reduction and removals
enhancement;
(f) calculations supporting the assertions referred to in paragraph (e), including
calculations for each selected source, sink or reservoir;
(g) an assertion by the proponent that the proponent, with respect to
the
greenhouse gas reduction to be recognized as emission offsets for the
purposes of the Act, has a superior claim of ownership of that reduction to
that of any other person;
(h) evidence to support the assertion referred to in paragraph (g);
(i) an assertion that the project report complies with this regulation.
Verification of project reports
6

(1) Subject to subsections (2) to (4), a verification body may verify a submitted
project report if the verification body is satisfied that
(a) the assertions in the project report are materially correct and are a fair and
reasonable representation of the project's greenhouse gas reduction, and
(b) there have been no material changes to how the project was carried out
compared to the description of the project in the validated project plan,
taking into account any guidelines issued by the director under section 7 (4)
for the purposes of this subsection.
(2) A verification body may not make a verification under subsection (1) if the verification body considers the project report is subject to material errors, omissions or

misrepresentations.
(3) For the purposes of subsection (2), a project report is subject to material errors,
omissions or misrepresentations if
(a) the individual or aggregate effect of an error, omission or misrepresentation
related to the project report make it probable that the judgment of a
reasonable person judging an assertion required to be in the project report
would have been changed or influenced by the error, omission or
misrepresentation,
(b) the individual or aggregate effect of an error, omission or misrepresentation
related to the project report could have resulted in an overestimation of
project reductions by more than 5%, or
(c) the errors, omissions or misrepresentations are material as determined in
accordance with a guideline, if any, issued by the director under
section 7 (4).
(4) A verification body may only make a verification under subsection (1) in a
manner consistent with ISO 14064-3.
(5) If a verification body makes a verification under subsection (1), a member of the
verification body must sign a statement of assurance that includes all of the
following:
(a) name, address and other contact information for the verification body;
(b) date of the statement of assurance;
(c) a statement that the verification is made in a manner consistent with
ISO 14064-3 and in accordance with this regulation;
(d) identification of the project's asserted project reduction for the period
covered by the project report against which the verification testing was
conducted;
(e) a description of the work the verification body performed to make the
verification, including a description of
(i) the techniques and processes used to test the greenhouse gas
information and associated project reduction assertion, and
(ii) any additional information, not in the project report, directly of
indirectly relied on by the verification body in the course of making
the verification;
(f) a statement that the assertions in the project report are materially correct and
are a fair representation of the project's greenhouse gas reduction;
(g) an assertion that the person signing the statement of assurance is or
represents a verification body under this regulation.
(6) If a verification body makes a verification under subsection (1), a member of the
verification body must sign a cover letter, to be attached to the statement of
assurance referred to in subsection (5), that includes a description of all of the
following:
(a) the education, experience, accreditation, professional designation and
knowledge of the individuals carrying out the verification, including areas
of competency relevant to the project;
(b) any relevant accreditation that the verification body holds;

(c) the procedures or policies complied with by the verification body and the
individuals referred to in paragraph (a) to ensure their independence and the
lack of any conflicts of interest;
(d) a description of the quality assurance and quality control, record keeping
and data management procedures used by the verification body.
(7) A signed statement of assurance for a project, including the attached cover letter
referred to in subsection (6), is to be considered part of the project's project report
for the purposes of section 9.
Protocols and guidelines
7

(1) The director may establish or designate a protocol for any aspect of the carrying
out of a project in a class of projects, including, without limitation, a protocol in
relation to any of the following:
(a) the selection of sources, sinks or reservoirs;
(b) greenhouse gas reduction from sources, sinks or reservoirs other than
controlled sources, sinks or reservoirs;
(c) baseline scenarios;
(d) quantification of greenhouse gas reductions;
(e) data management;
(f) monitoring greenhouse gas sources, sinks and reservoirs;
(g) evidence of ownership.
(2) In designating a protocol for the purposes of subsection (1), the director may
(a) designate the protocol as it is amended from time to time, and
(b) make any amendments to the protocol that the director considers necessary,
(3) Subject to subsections
(5) to (7), if the director establishes or designates a
protocol under subsection (1) for a class of projects, a proponent of a project
within that class must
(a) comply with the protocol despite anything in section 3 or 5, and
(b) comply with section 3 and 5 to the extent that it is not inconsistent with the
protocol.
(4) The director may issue a guideline for the purposes of section 3 (2) (t), 4 (3) (b)
or 6 (1) (b) or (3) (c), and a person to whom section 3 (2) (t) applies or who is
exercising a power referred to in section 4 (3) (b) or 6 (1) (b) or (3) (c) must
comply with the applicable guideline.
(5) The director must provide public notice, in any form the director considers appropriate, of a protocol established or designated under subsection (1) or a guideline
issued under subsection (4), and the protocol or the guideline comes into effect 3
months after the date the notice was first given.
(6) A protocol established or designated under subsection (1) or a guideline issued
under subsection (4) does not apply to a project for which a project plan was
validated before the protocol or guideline comes into effect.
(7) If the director has provided public notice under subsection (5) with respect to a
protocol, but the protocol is not yet in force,
(a) a proponent may comply with the protocol as though it is in force, and
(b) subsection (3) applies with respect to the proponent's project as though the

protocol is in force.
Recognition of emission offsets

8

A greenhouse gas reduction is recognized as an equivalent amount of emission offsets
for the purposes of the Act if
(a) the greenhouse gas reduction is equal to the project reduction in a project
report verified in accordance with this regulation,
(b) the proponent of the project has transferred any title the proponent has in
the greenhouse gas reduction to the Pacific Carbon Trust, and
(c) the greenhouse gas reduction has not previously been recognized as an
emission offset under the Act or another emission-offset recognition
scheme or for the purposes of another voluntary or mandatory greenhouse
gas reduction program.

Records
9

(1) A proponent must retain, in both paper and electronic form, its project plan and
project report for not less than ten years after the date of either its validation or
verification, whichever is applicable.
(2) A proponent, on the request of the director, must provide to the director a copy
of the proponent's
(a) project plan,
(b) project report, or
(c) records referred to in section 3 (3) (b) (i) or (iii) within 60 days of the date of the request.

Qualified professionals
10

The director may request evidence of a person's qualifications to act as a qualified
professional for the purposes of this regulation and may determine that the person is
not qualified to perform the functions of a qualified professional if the director is not
satisfied that the person possesses the necessary qualifications,

Amendment
11

Effective on July 1, 2010,
(a) section 1 (1) is amended by repealing the definitions of "qualified professional"
and "validation body" and "verification body" and substituting the following:
"validation body" and "verification body" mean a body accredited, in accordance
with ISO 14065, by a member of the International Accreditation Forum to use
ISO 14064-3;, and
(b) section 10 is repealed.

Transition

12

If a public sector organization has an agreement in place with the Pacific Carbon Trust
for application on behalf of the public sector organization of a greenhouse gas
reduction to be verified in accordance with section 6 by December 31, 2012, the
proposed greenhouse gas reduction is recognized as an emission offset for the
purposes of offsetting the public sector organization's PSO greenhouse gas emissions for
the 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011 calendar years to the extent that

(a) the Pacific Carbon Trust has in place contracts with one or more proponents
to deliver emission offsets from identified projects, and
(b) the identified projects have validated project plans.
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Appendix 5: California Climate Action Registry Forest Project
Protocol
Can be found through the following link
http://www.climateregistry.org/resources/docs/protocols/project/forest/forestrevisions/draft-forest-project-protocol-december-2008.pdf
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Appendix 6: ISO 14064-3
The BC Emission Offset Regulation uses the ISO 14064-3 (Clause 4, Validation of Project Plan) as
the standard to govern project development. This is not a complex standard and will encourage
project proponents and developers. ISO 14064-1 is the basis for quantifying the greenhouse gas
inventory, ISO 14064-2 for developing their project for verification, and ISO 14064-3 for
validation. These three ISO standards are inter-related96 and can be purchased from the ISO
Standards store either digitally or in paper (Figure x).
Figure x: Interrelationships of standards from ISO 14064-1 Document

96

Either a PDF or Paper copy of each of the ISO 14064-1,2 &3 standards, the 14065 standard for verifiers
and, if the project involves payment for other ecosystem services, the 14062 and 14063 standards for
environmental reporting, can all be purchased at the ISO catalogue website
http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail?csnumber=34676 . The cost of the ISO 14064-1, 2, and 3
documents can be purchased for about 346 CHF (Swiss Francs).
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Source: ‘Building a better MD&A: Climate Change Disclosures’. Chartered Accountants of
Canada.

Use of the ISO standard is no guarantee of the veracity of the data, rather the rigour of the
analysis or the validity of the methodology being used to quantify the GHG removals or offsets
depends on the proponent and is not dictated by the ISO standard.
As this project takes place within Canada, reporting must also be done in accordance with
Canadian accounting and reporting standards. the Canadian Institute of Chartered
Accountants97 have set out guidelines for climate change reporting which all emission offsets

97

Climate Change Disclosures, Building a better MD&A, 2006, Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants

Discussion Brief MD&A Disclosure About the Financial Impact of Climate Change and Other Environmental Issues.
October 2005, Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants
Management’s Discussion & Analysis: Guidance on Preparation and Disclosure, 2004, Canadian Institute of Chartered
Accountants
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must also follow. These guidelines were first written to ensure financial reporting and
disclosures did not ignore the realities of global warming and potential impacts of current or
emerging legislation. They are also understood to apply by BC's Climate Centre and are not
onerous.
These guiding principles are well illustrated in the below diagram in "Climate Change
Disclosures".
a) relationship between transactions costs, project scale and viability (db)
8. simplification, project types, replication and aggregators (db)
9. (atmosphere and mechanism for the program) (?)
10. early action and emerging standards (db)
11. Private or NGO, provincial, national and international standards. (db)
12. principles & recommendations – what’s the business basis
13. Conservation, Restoration, reforestation,
14. show all costs to illustrate what works (db)
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Appendix 7: Comparing CCAR and VCS standards
In this appendix we will compare the California Climate Action Registry protocol (CCAR ) and
Voluntary Carbon Standard (VCS).
Some of the acronymns in this section are unique to the VCS and not used elsewhere in the
document. They are defined at the end of this appendix.
Both the protocol and standard provide tools and set rules under which possible projects can
generate carbon credits. At the moment the VCS standard allows the CCAR protocol as a
methodology. This means that credits that comply with the CCAR protocol can be registered
under VCS and thus sold as Voluntary Carbon Units, but not the other way around.
VCS probably recognises the CCAR protocol as a methodology because the simplified methods
proposed in the CCAR protocol are very conservative. Project developers choice involves a
simplified CCAR protocol or a more complex VCS standard with possibly more credits. The less
complex process may bring in fewer carbon credits but involve less cost. The VCS more rigorous
rules and demands may deliver more Carbon credits but on small projects, net less profit. Both
the CCAR and the VCS standards permit the three main pathways to creating carbon credits-ARR, IFM, REDD and are interesting to compare.
The basic steps for both the VSC standard and the CCAR protocol are similar. These comparisons
are in tables C-V-1 to table C-V-6. Please note that the tables do not review all the
rules/constraints/demand of both standard or protocol. We have selected some of the main
differences to help elect an option.
Table C-V-1 shows the differences in eligible activities, their definition, and the main constraints.
Table C-V-2 shows the differences in required and optional carbon pools. Table C-V-3 shows the
differences in the additionality rules and tests. Table C-V-4 shows the differences in the baseline
determinations. Table C-V-5 shows the differences in the leakage assessment between CCAR
protocol and VCS standard
Table C-V-6 shows the differences in the Risk assessment determination. (Please note that
because the risk assessment within the CCAR protocol is an extensive methodology it was not
summarized in a table.)

Eligible activities
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Both CCAR and VCS recognize the three forestry and land use methods to sequester carbon,
ARR, IFM, REDD. In this respect a major distinction from CCAR is the open character of the
VCS standard, where project developers are asked to develop their own methodologies within the
boundaries of the VCS standard. Within the CCAR protocol, the User is asked to follow the
predetermined steps of the CCAR methodology.

eligible Activities

Table C-V-1: the differences in eligible activities, their definition, and main constraints
between the CCAR protocol and the VCS standard
Protocols

CCAR (California Climate
Action Registry)

VCS (Voluntary Carbon Standard)

Document

Revised Forest Project
Protocol Dec 2008

Voluntary carbon standard 2007.1 2008

Length of
project

100 years

Validator determines length of project

Afforestation,
Reforestation
(ARR)

Reforestation projects must
demonstrate that under
baseline circumstances, the
project area would remain out
of forest cover for at least the
next 10 years.

Establishing, increasing or restoring
vegetative cover through the planting, sowing
or human-assisted natural regeneration of
woody vegetation to increase carbon stocks in
woody biomass and, in certain cases, soils.

Improved
forest
management
(IFM)

Area size from 40 acres to
approx 10000. On which
management converts in
Natural forest management.
Promoting and maintain native
forests. Different approach in
private and public

Four approaches:
1. Conversion from conventional logging to
Reduced Impact Logging (RIL);
2. Conversion of logged forests to protected
forests (LtPF) including:
a. protecting currently logged or degraded
forests from further logging; and,
b. protecting unlogged forests that would be
logged in the absence of carbon finance;
3. Extending the rotation age of even rotation
aged managed forests (ERA); and,
4. Conversion of low-productive forests to highproductive forests (LtHP).

REDD/Risk of
Conversion

A project consisting of specific
conservation actions to
prevent the site-specific
clearing and conversion of
native forests to a non-forest
use, such as agriculture or
other commercial
development.
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Three approaches.
1 Avoided planned deforestation
2. Unplanned frontier deforestation
3. Unplanned mosaic deforestation
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Pools
The required pools in the calculation of the baseline as well as the ex ante project carbon stocks
are more extensive in the CCAR then in the VCS. The VCS gives the project developer more
freedom to choose and requires an explaination why he/she choose certain pools or did not. This
might be an advantage to projects were the measurement of carbon content in some pools are
difficult and therefore prohibitively expensive.
Table C-V-2: the differences in required & optional carbon pools between the CCAR protocol
and the VCS standard.
CCAR (California Climate
Action Registry)
Revised Forest Project
Protocol Dec 2008

Voluntary carbon standard 2007.1
2008

ARR

Above ground living, below
ground living biomass, Shrubs
and herbs, dead standing
Biomass

Above ground trees, Below ground
living biomass,

IFM

Above ground living and below
ground living biomass Dead
standing Biomass and Wood
products

Above ground trees, dead wood and
Wood products

REDD/Risk of
Conversion

Above ground living and below
ground living biomass Dead
standing Biomass and Wood
products

Above ground trees and Wood
products (If avoided conversion in
perennial crop also above ground non
tree.

ARR

Lying dead wood, Litter, Soil
(no wood products)

Above ground non tree, Litter, Dead
wood, Soil.

IFM

Shrubs and Herbaceous
understory, Lying dead wood,
Litter, Soil.

Below ground living Biomass, Soil

Shrubs and Herbaceous
understory, Lying dead wood,
Litter, Soil.

Above ground non tree, below ground,
Litter, Dead wood, soil. (converting in
pasture and perennial crop; no soil)

Protocols

Pools Optional

Pools Required

Document

REDD/Risk of
Conversion
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Additionality
Additionality is a very important requirement and often difficult to prove. In general both the
CCAR and the VCS have the same basic requirements, each project needs demonstrate its
dependence of the carbon credits generated by the project itself and be truly non ‘Business as
usual’. Within the VCS the test is given to show additionality while within the CCAR the project
developer has to independently develop sufficient proof of additionality.
Table C-V-3: the differences in the additionality rules and tests between the CCAR protocol
and the VCS standard.
Protocols

Definition

Document

Additionality

CCAR (California Climate
Action Registry)
Revised Forest Project
Protocol Dec 2008
Forest project practices that
exceed the baseline
characterization, including any
applicable mandatory land use
laws and regulations.

No tests are given.

Testing for
additionality

VCS (Voluntary Carbon Standard)
Voluntary carbon standard 2007.1
2008

Same as CCAR not provided explicitly

1.The project test:
Each project has to prove it can
overcome a barrier by generating
carbon credits. This can be:
Investment barrier,
Technological barrier,
Institutional barrier

Creditable GHG reductions
must be above and beyond
any reductions that would
have occurred under “business
as usual,” where the climate
change mitigation benefits of
an activity are presumably not
considered.
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2. Performance test (no projects
have been approved yet)
The emissions generated per unit
output by the project shall be below
the level that has been approved by
the VCS Program for the product,
service, sector or industry, as the level
defined to ensure that the project is not
business-as-usual
3. Technology test (No projects
have been approved yet)
These project types are defined as
those in which all projects would also
be deemed additional using
Additionality test 1 and will be
determined on a case by case basis.
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Baseline
There are no large general differences in this key methodological aspect.
The most notable differences can be found in the REDD projects baseline determination where
the CCAR methodology tool is “simple “ compared to the three options given by VCS. Within
VCS a methodology has to be chosen that fits one of the three REDD categories however have
several options may qualify more projects.
In the C-V-5 comparison also, some of the emerging standard models used in developing the
PDD and business cases are also noted.

Project Baseline

Table C-V-4: A comparison between the baseline determination between the CCAR protocol
and the VCS standard.
Protocols

CCAR (California Climate
Action Registry)

VCS (Voluntary Carbon Standard)

Document

Revised Forest Project
Protocol Dec 2008

Voluntary carbon standard 2007.1
2008

ARR

IFM

Current inventory is used in
model to predict future
vegetations and thus amount
of carbon
Determines using current
inventories, practice, legal
requirements and known
parameter from similar forest
area under similar
management.
Immediate threat. (Risk =0)
baseline: threat is executed.
Including rate. Providing proof
of proposed conversion

REDD/Risk of
Conversion

Risk of conversion. Amount of
possible emitted GHG * % risk
conversion determined by
given protocol.
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General Baseline rules

Documented history to show for
normal practice. Baseline
management meets legal and
environmental standards.
APD (avoided planned deforestation):
proof of the projects additionallity, Rate
of conversion based on common
practice. Wood products Include
baseline!
AUFDD (avoided unplanned frontier
deforestation and degradation): Proof
of development in the geographic area
including proof of development of
possible Infrastructure.
AUMDD (avoided unplanned mosaic
deforestation and degradation): Proof
with historical rate of development that
project area will be converted. Projects
need to re-assess project baseline
every 10 years.
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Models Used

Empirical Based Models,
Examples:
CACTOS<CRYPTOS, FVS,
SPS, FPS, FREIGHTS. Other
models need to be peer
reviewed and undergo
sensitivity analysis

The most conservative baseline
scenario according to ISO rules

Confidence
Level
Required

90% If sampling error is
greater then 5% on either side
that amount will be deducted
from the carbon stock.

95% lower confidence interval for the
pool and 95% higher confidence
interval for leakage discount.
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Leakage assessment
Within the CCAR the Leakage assessment follows an easily understood methodology tool but
one that is very conservative, and has high discount for leakage. The VCS standard does not have
an approved methodology yet and asks the project developer to write their own. This is usually a
fairly difficult task. The VCS has a market leakage discount method but CCAR’s default
calculation is very conservative.
Table C-V-5: A comparison of the leakage assessment criteria between the CCAR protocol and
the VCS standard
Protocols

CCAR (California Climate
Action Registry)

Document

Revised Forest Project
Protocol Dec 2008

ARR

L
e
a
k
a
g
e

IFM

REDD

VCS (Voluntary Carbon Standard)
%

Active viable cropland
Grazing area canopy 30-40%
Grazing area canopy 40-50%
Grazing area canopy 50-60%
Grazing area canopy 60-70%
Grazing area canopy >70%
Other
With Improved Forest
management. Converting in
protected Non harvest 2% of
current co2 and discount
each Year! All other leakage
possibilities will have to be
monitored during projected
and deducted from carbon
gain
Through risk analysis
reduction rate determined. All
other leakage possibilities will
have to be monitored during
projected and deducted from
carbon gain

Voluntary carbon standard 2007.1
2008

24%
10%
20%
30%
40%

Leakage assessment needs to be
conducted and needs double approval

50%
0%

2%/
year

60/
50/
40%
or
0%

Like above or use of default market
leakage: If timber harvest shift to:
1. Within country similar carbon
dense forest -40%,
2. Within country less carbon
dense -20%
3. Within country more carbon
dense -70%,
4. Outside country 0%
Like Above: Avoided planned
deforestation (APD): Monitoring the
former owner of the area and deduct
from net carbon benefits
AUFDD (avoided unplanned frontier
deforestation and degradation) and
AUMDD (avoided unplanned mosaic
deforestation and degradation),
implement activities to minimize
leakage, monitor and account leakage
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Risk assessment.
Perhaps the biggest difference between the CCAR and the VCS standard is in the risk assessment
criteria. The CCAR is very conservative and results in a high discount for future risks. Another
major difference arises from the fact that only the VCS releases the discounted credits over time
as risk naturally declines over the project period.
Table C-V-6: Comparison of the Risk assessments between the CCAR protocol and the VCS
standard
Protocols
Document

CCAR (California Climate Action
Registry)
Revised Forest Project Protocol
Dec 2008
See protocol for risk assessment

ARR
IFM

See protocol for risk assessment

REDD

See protocol for risk assessment
See Buffer example

VCS (Voluntary Carbon Standard)
Voluntary carbon standard 2007.1
2008
High = 40-60%
Medium =20-40%
Low=10-20%
High = 40-60%
Medium =15-40%
Low=10-15%
APD-H=20-30,M=10-20,L=10
AUFDD-H=25-35,M=10-25,L=10
AUMDD-H=30-40,M=10-30,L=10

(Please note that the risk assessment within the CCAR protocol is an extensive methodology and
so was not put in the table)

Clearly the choice of standard will have a considerable impact on the project values, and choices
have to be made reflecting on all of the differences between regulatory options in order to assure
that the highest value is captured.

Recommendations: Comparative accounting of projects using different standards or protocols
reveals considerable variability in the value recognized. At this point potential for forgone
opportunity or lost value is high, consequently it is recommended that each conservation trust
•

secure some dedicated professional capacity which can compare values in different
regulatory jurisdictions and markets,

•

continuing to support consensus building among trusts to work common cause with
the provincial government to capture the highest potential conservation credits within
the provinces regulatory developments for the best long term future,
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•

an analysis of each trust’s portfolios to carve out inventory best suited for different
markets, including perhaps a portion of portfolio that may only qualify for early action
direct marketing by the trust.

Appendix 8: A North American Standard Forest Methodology
In 2008, in anticipation of a common North American trading platform, the Canadian and US
Forest Service and the Canadian Institute of Foresters, the Society of American Foresters and
the American Association of Forests have formed a Forest Carbon Standards Committee (FCSC)
is to develop and maintain consensus standards for the measurement, reporting, and
verification of forest carbon emission reduction projects (e.g., offsets) under current and
emerging greenhouse gas emission reduction programs in Canada and the United States. Draft
standards are expected in 2009. The FCSC will offer policy makers forest carbon offset
standards98 that have high environmental integrity, are scientifically sound, and offer
transaction efficiency in light of known forest science and practice, in the hope that consistent
approaches across the two countries can be achieved.
These standards will be developed under procedures adopted by the American Forest & Paper
Association (AF&PA), an American National Standards Institute (ANSI) accredited standards
development organization, with efforts to be consistent with procedures of the Canadian
Standards Association (CSA), an accredited standards development organization of the
Standards Council of Canada (SCC). In addition to AF&PA, other sponsoring organizations
include the Society of American Foresters, the Forest Products Association of Canada, and the
Canadian Institute of Forestry. These organizations invited a diverse set of participants to join
the FCSC, representing a balance of organizational interests and scientific knowledge. The FCSC
currently has 45 participants (including one of the authors, Brinkman). Interest categories have
been defined as follows:
•
•
•

Producers – individuals or organizations that produce, measure, monitor, and sell forest
carbon offsets.
Users – individuals or organizations that verify, approve, register, broker, or purchase forest
carbon offsets, or establish public policy or rules that may refer to the standard.
General interest – individuals or organizations that monitor the environmental integrity
and/or public interest impact of the forest carbon offsets produced under the guidance of
the standard.

98

While these standards will focus on forest projects developed for qualification as offsets under future
cap and trade programs, the principles and methods involved may be adapted or modified to encourage
other types of forest-based carbon emission reduction programs.
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The Committee will produce a set of standards that will cover various types of forestry projects,
which were provisionally identified as:
• Afforestation
• Reforestation
• Forest Management
• Forest Protection
• Urban Forestry
Four Technical Task Committees will assemble comparisons of existing protocol and standards
approaches and consider innovative approachesin the following areas:
1. Baselines, additionality: establishment of base case (base year, baseline, BAU, etc.),
additionality (amount of change vis-à-vis base case that is allowed for crediting). Evaluate
the different approaches in terms of:
o (a) ability to ensure real and additional GHG emission reductions;
o (b) dependence on real, measured amounts relative to the project;
o (c) relevance to project owner’s management control and action;
o (d) ability of independent third-party verifiers to verify accuracy of reported
amounts;
o (e) possibility of unintended environmental and economic consequences; and
o (f) transaction efficiency.
2. Permanence, Leakage: Identify methods to address risk of reversals (loss of previously
reported carbon sequestration amounts) and leakage (carbon-emitting activities elsewhere
caused by project action). Evaluate options in terms of:
o (a) ability to ensure real and permanent GHG emission reductions;
o (b) effectiveness and efficiency in addressing and mitigating risk;
o (c) relevance to project owner’s management control and action;
o (d) ability of independent third-party verifiers to verify accuracy of reported
amounts;
o (e) possibility of unintended environmental and economic consequences; and
(f) transaction efficiency.
3. Quantification (Measuring, Monitoring, Verification): Address measurement, reporting and
verification of sequestration amounts. Include details on reporting requirements (frequency
of reporting and verification, public disclosure, etc.) and on carbon pools and emissions
included (required and optional). Evaluate the different approaches in terms of:
o (a) good accounting principles (transparency, completeness, consistency, accuracy,
repeatability, uncertainty);
o (b) feasibility (available scientific methods, cost, transaction efficiency); and
(c) ability of independent third-party verifiers to verify accuracy of reported amounts.
4. Sustainability, Co-Benefits, and Environmental Impacts: Address how to demonstrate
sustainability and encourage co-benefits within forest carbon sequestration projects
designed for market trading. Evaluate different approaches in terms of:
o (a) likely impact on the environment, economy, and society;
o (b) consistency with known forestry science and practice;
o (c) relevance to project owner’s management control and action; and
o (d) relevance to the compliance credibility of the reported carbon amounts and the
demands of offset purchasers
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5. Integration Task Committee
Completed Technical Task Committee draft recommendations will be reviewed by an Integration
Task Committee established by the Chairman, with anticipated interaction between the
Integration Task Committee and Technical Task Committees. The Integration Task Committee
will present the final report in September 2009.
One of the authors is on the Sustainability committee, and other members of his firm are on the
Quantification committee.
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Appendix 9: A Provisional Framework for Evaluating Project
Carbon and Ecosystem Service Values
In this appendix, we propose a provisional practical framework and method by which land trusts
and other land managing agencies (in British Columbia) can establish the value of their project,
monitor it and report on its progress. Valuation frameworks and protocols are still under
development and basic data are lacking for the carbon and ecosystem service valuation of many
ecosystems particularly in BC. As outlined in Chapter 5 valuations can be obtained in various
ways such as reference to case studies99 combining default values (IPCC FAR biome values) and
site specific research.
The method proposed here has the advantages that it can be implemented immediately and
does not require that monetary values be established for ecological services, though such values
can be used and included, when available and appropriate. Although our method is based on an
index, the values behind the index involve, or can involve real repeatable standard
measurements appropriate to the ecosystem service of interest. Thus they can be verified and
reported credibly. Furthermore the index can be treated as a numerical value and projected
and accumulated into the future thus providing opportunities for the comparison of choices and
demonstration of additionality and accounting for leakage and risk. These are key components
of offset projects.
We hope that as the data base builds from using the method, it can become more and more
specific and easy to use.
The framework and its parts are based upon principles and assumptions outlined in Chapter 3
and 5 (Carbon) and 4 (Ecosystem Services). Consistent offset analyses, evaluated into the
future, allow the investor to compare options to their objectives and facilitate the tracking
necessary to establish whether or not a project is meeting its targets and that the investment is
paying off.
The framework is limited to valuation without the business extension to a market. It is limited to
measurement and relative valuation of the components of an offset project, not how much the
investment community will pay at a given time and under a given set of circumstances. That
largely “monetary” value will vary according to some of the factors described in steps 8-10 in
Chapter 4
Some key principles:

99

Nelson et al. 2009, Morrison et al., no date
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1. The objective value of a project depends on the sum of accumulated benefits
over an interval of time. See Wilson and Hebda (2008 Figure 2) for this concept
as applied to carbon and conservation). In other words the longer the services
are delivered the more valuable the project is. With time, the different
outcomes of choices or scenarios readily become apparent.
2. Not all services have monetary equivalents, nevertheless there are accepted
and standard quantitative ways of measuring many of them.
3. Project values, goals and locations are unique. Thus explicit choices have to
be made concerning which ecosystem services are combined in a project and
what their relative importance is.
4. A valuation framework needs to be flexible because jurisdictional
requirements and interests of potential supporters and investors vary widely.
5. Measurement methods for different services vary widely, yet can be
internally consistent.
6. All services require a mechanism to account for risks (discounting).100

The following are key steps in the analysis (see Chapter 4 for more detail)
Steps:
1. Identify project boundaries and objectives.
2. Define the project objectives in terms of ecosystem service goals like water supply,
biodiversity, timber products, carbon sequestration, carbon sink etc.
2. Assign the relative contribution (assigning the proportion) of each service to the project value.
For example: Is the Carbon value as important as all the other ecosystem services? Is water
quality and supply more important than biodiversity? If so is it twice as important or three times
or what? The services have to be realistic (=deliverable) at a meaningful level.101
3. Chose the specific method of establishing value for each service by consulting experts or
literature.
4. Establish the starting point value for each ES.

100

See CCAR 2008. Mason et al. 2006?)

101

see discussion in World Resources Institute report by Ranganthan et al. 2008
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5. Establish a total starting point valuation by summing the value for each service according to
your weighting (=project goals and objectives).
6. Forecast accumulation or decrease in value of each ES into the future using models or trends
(establish trajectories) and develop scenario testing. 102
7. Calculate the accumulated value of the project at different times in the future compared to
not doing the project (=baseline). In other words sum the annual values over the interval of the
duration of the project.
8. Describe the project in terms of accumulated benefits of both carbon and ecosystem services.
9. Monitor, carry out accounting and report project values to meet any regulatory needs, to
report to the investors and to make adaptive changes.
Helpful reports on how to approach elements of this process include Ranganthan et al. (2008
WRI report), Nelson et al. 2009 for the Willamette River watershed in Oregon, Morisson et al. nd
for Sunshine Coast Community Forest.
This valuation tool is "quasi-mathematical", allowing the use of monetary values when they are
available and appropriate and allocating qualitative ranking numbers (based on measured
values) to begin an exploratory scoping exercise (see Morrison et al. nd for one type of ranking
method). The approach seeks to
•
•
•

be highly flexible and allow for incorporating a risk or discount factor
permit the inclusion of as wide a range of elements as judged important to a specific
project or agency.
allow for changes in standards and methods for determining values.

Components of the valuation
The provisional valuation tool consists of two major components consistent with the breakdown
of the analysis in the body of the report: Chapters 3 and 5 carbon ( greenhouse gas value) and
Chapter 4 other ecosystem services.
Carbon sequestration or emission (CE) value is defined here to include all GHGs expressed in CO2
equivalent (CO2e) and represents the current rate of removal or emission avoidance of
atmospheric CO2 calculated on the basis of the value of a ton of CO2 at the time of valuation or
according to the circumstances of valuation. Expressed as the potential accumulated
emissions/sequestration over time it is called Accumulated Emissions AE. Using the methods
and equations in Chapter 5 it can be expressed in tonnes per hectare.

102

(see Nelson et al. 2009 for a regional example)
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The Ecosystem Service value (ES), like the carbon emissions value, represents the current
amount of delivered ecological services or benefits. For a project, it is called the accumulated
ecological services (AES) or benefits over time. Using the methods reviewed in Chapter 4, each
service can either be calculated in monetary terms or expressed based on an index. Similar
concepts are used by the Business and Biodiversity Offsets Program (UNEP/CBD/COP/9/Inf/29)
for other ecosystem services. The use of indexes for establishing relative value when comparing
scenarios is well demonstrated in a couple of regional analyses such as Morrison et al. (nd) and
Nelson et al. (2009).
The framework that follows separates carbon services from other ecosystem services because
the protocols and methods for carbon valuation are relatively well developed and linked to
specific offset markets whereas the much broader and more complex ecosystem service offset
market is less standardized.
Furthermore this tool leads to a valuation based largely on the first seven steps in Chapter 4. It
does not incorporate the complexities of the business framework and context present in the last
three steps. Those complexities and protocols influence the monetary value but do not
influence the actual quantity and objective character of the ecosystem services themselves. In
other words, one can carry out a valuation of water supply, biodiversity and other services
without having to calculate what they are worth in the context of the business and social
atmosphere of the day. The volume yield of water and number of rare species can be
determined without monetary valuation.

Establishing Current value
Please note that symbolic notations are used because of the space that would be taken up if we
used phrases.
The current value of a project is designated as PV (Project Value) at the time (t1 or year0) (=start
time). PVt1 includes the project’s Carbon Emission or sequestration value (CEt1) plus the
project’s Ecosystem Service value (ESt1) or
PVyear0 = CEyear0 + ESyear0
which is the starting point value of the project. This is not the baseline value or business-asusual value as defined and described in Chapter 3. That baseline value is a projection of future
value and conditions should the project not be undertaken. In this case the value being defined
reflects the conditions at the inception of the project. It is a measured or modeled value but is
not a forecast value or projected value.
The future value of the project is designated the Accumulated Project Value (APV) which is the
key factor for carrying out comparisons for investment, and which changes with time as
ecosystem service benefits and carbon emission benefits accumulate or decline.
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It is expressed as:
APVyear x = ACE yearx+ AESyearx
“Year x” indicates how many years the project has been underway. APV accumulates year after
year up to the time horizon at which the value is being determined. It can consist of the sum of
the ecosystem benefits, avoided emissions and or sequestered carbon.
Where there is a monetary value such as in carbon (CO2 e) you do not have to convert this
component of the APV to an index value (see following) unless the carbon value was in direct
conflict/competition with another ES value which cannot be expressed in monetary terms. Coast
conifer forest in various states of disturbance with optimal sink value of up to 1000 tonnes per
hectare (See Wilson and Hebda 2008) may have, for example community based forestry jobs as
a conflicting value. In that case monetary yield from carbon offsets may need to be compared to
the monetary yield from timber harvest.
Table 1. Hypothetical relationship of logging jobs and carbon offset value based on
assumed relative ranking, but without assigned monetary valuation. The index value is
based on an estimated measurement of carbon stocks in relationship to jobs created by
logging at different intensities. The real monetary value of each varies with the market
value of timber, the cost of removing it, the traded value of a tonne of CO2 offsets and
other factors.
Stored carbon in
metric tones /hectare
800-1000 undisturbed
Old Growth
600-800

Index value

Compound index value

5

Jobs created with
logging
0

4

1

5

400-600

3

2

5

200-400

2

3

5

0-200 converted forest

1

4

5

5

Using the method described in the following paragraphs ACE and AES have equal weight, a
choice perhaps similar to that consistent with land trust objectives. However when bringing a
project on stream for investment, a political or consultative process may have to be engaged to
recalibrate the project goals to meet market interests or regulatory requirements. Some land
trust supporters may find on the other hand that biodiversity and carbon returns are in conflict
and the weighting may shift in favour of ecosystem services. In BC coastal forest ecosystems,
with good design it is possible for biodiversity services and carbon service to be strongly
positively correlated. In such a case, old growth forest conservation both maintains carbon
sinks and a range of biodiversity values. The use of an indexing tool as proposed permits some
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examination of the links between monetary and non-monetary benefits through changing the
weights assigned to each of components of the valuation.
Community forest projects can also combine carbon and biodiversity along with other
ecosystem service values such as timber harvest. An indexed valuation can combine more
values in future scenarios and provide the venue for debating relative offset benefits.

Carbon emission value and accumulated emissions
CE and ACE reflect the annual CO2 (GHG) mitigation and accumulated future mitigation potential
of the project. Calculating these values can be as simple or complex as desired or practical (see
Chapter 5). It makes sense to keep the ex ante (projected) values no more complex than
necessary to secure eligibility and validation for both voluntary and compliance markets. Once
actual offsets are being translated into tradable credits, it is necessary to have specific highly
defensible accurate data and analyses. The methodology for that level of specificity has to be
designed into the Project Design Document at the beginning of the project.
As described in Chapter 5, there are three options involving progressively more effort (and cost)
to establish carbon content and sequestration rates: an accepted or proxy value for you
ecosystem, calibrated model or models, or field measurements and models for the basic
compartments or pools of an ecosystem (whether under strong human influence or not) and the
fluxes of carbon or CO2 between the components and in or out of the atmosphere or
hydrosphere (see Figure in Part 2 carbon). As mentioned already Grieg and Bull's (2009)
summary review lists and explains several widely used and accepted methods for doing carbon
accounting.
CE can be calculated using simple carbon (C) pool and flux models which are based on annual (or
other suitable time interval) changes in the carbon content of a project area (ecosystem or
ecosystems).
Csoil +Cliving biomass +Cdead biomass
after one year CEyear1 = (Csoil +Cliving biomass +Cdead biomass)year1 – (Csoil +Cliving
biomass +Cdead biomass)year0
The difference between the two years can be established by simple measurements of each
component at a fixed time each year or determined by the adjusting the values of each pool
according to the flux to or form the pool (annual rate of loss or gain) based on models or flux
measurements.

on the negative side (losses as CO2):
C living biomass to atmosphere,
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which includes the above ground losses through respiration
Csoil to atmosphere
which includes below ground losses to respiration (decomposition)
Cgroundwater
which includes dissolved organic matter leached from the system through ground water.
Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) can enter the ground water and marine systems and go into
permanent storage there—this constant flow has been given the name conservation carbon
because Dissolved Organic carbon is a carbon capture and storage function of healthy
ecosystems that continue in perpetuity.
and on the positive side:
Cphotosynthesis
the amount of CO2 turned to biomass through photosynthesis
The climate-related CE benefits can all be measured from classical forest mensuration
techniques and in the cases where they are difficult to measure estimated from default values
or have values developed for them from models based on similar sites. Measurement protocols
would follow recommended standards from Chapter 3, 5.
As noted earlier, two ways of determining what the net atmospheric GHG effect are:
1. by measuring the amount of CO2e in the pools every five to ten years and
assuming any decline in the total has been lost to the atmosphere as emissions,
or;
2. by modeling and monitoring the flux of carbon from the atmosphere and into
the atmosphere.
The measurement of the carbon stock (=sink value) of the project would provide the starting
point value CEyear1.
Carbon flux measurements have been suggested for use by regions and countries to monitor
compliance where there is some uncertainty as to the reliability of the project proponents.
However, flux measurements are a secondary check, and are not at this time expected to be
used for direct monitoring, because of the high degree of variability depending on weather
conditions. The US committed $1.5 billion in 2007 to build a global satellite monitoring system
to monitor land use change flux (which can be linked to carbon emissions). However, the
implementation of the system still faces some problems.
Empirical equations for carbon are typically expanded to include component terms, in the case
of Cbiomass such as leaves and stems and roots.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Simple Carbon Emission (CE) Equations:
1) Using the carbon pool method
CE over a interval = Carbon sink at start - Carbon sink at time of measurement
Or CE = C@t1 - C@t2
Or subdividing into pools
CE= Carbon biomass@t1 + Carbon soil@t1 + Carbon dead@t1 - (Carbon
biomass@t2 + Carbon soil@t2 + Carbon dead@t2)
2) Using the flux method
When developing a project proposal, obviously, measurements cannot be made into the future,
so they have to be projected or forecast. These projections are sometimes referred to as exante. Projections forecasting the rate of change in the pools have to reflect fluxes between GHG
pools and in particular to and from the atmosphere. The understanding of these fluxes is
changing with emerging science and within these dynamics there are ways to manage a project
to improve both ecosystem health and climate value.
In the simplest terms the net flux of carbon, CE, (loss or gain) per year is (in this case the first
year)
CEyear1 = Cyear1 photosynthesis - Cyear1 respiration or decomposition
The potential emission or sequestration of C would then be the sum of absorption less emissions
over the number of years from the start of the project, for example in year five
ACE@year5 = CEyear1+CEyear+CEyear3+CEyear4 + CEyear5
Real examples of these kinds of calculations often find that an equation applicable to only one
area of project may be very complex, longer than fits on a computer screen, as each of the
components are added or subtracted for each of the subsets and pools. The key concept is
these carbon equations Accumulated Carbon Emissions (ACE) or Carbon Sequestration (the
negative of CEP). At the time of starting point calculation there will be a carbon value (the sink
value) to the site with a net carbon flux (either positive or negative) relative to the atmosphere.
The ACE will be the anticipated or modeled value of carbon lost to or removed from the
atmosphere after an interval of time calculated in CO2 equivalents. Flux dynamics are not all
simple additions and subtractions. Within soil, for example, microbial activity can respond more
dynamically to small changes, and more complex physics equations are required to capture this
complexity.
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Leakage
Modeling the leakage requires some understanding of market dynamics and the factors that can
influence activities outside of the project boundaries as a result of the project. Conceptually a
leakage component may have the flux equation below.
CEt1 = Ct1 photosynthesis - (CEt1 soil respiration + CEt1 living biomass + Carbon dead t1
+ Ct1 leakage)
Leakage calculations are always negative. They cannot ever be positive as the project climate
benefits are constrained to fluxes within its boundaries where the project proponent is assumed
to have control. Rarely are there deemed to be ‘positive’ leakage benefits from a project, but
when you recognize the complexity of the butterfly effect in chaos theory, and then imagine
arriving at an adequate level of certainty in determining the deemed benefits outside of the
project boundary, taking into account all other factors and effects, there really cannot be
positive leakage.
ACE could be changed from the rate determined at the time of project inception by various
management activities or interventions such as in-planting of young trees, fertilization,
reduction of disturbance activity such as grazing in an interior or forest. The ACE of a site could
also be negatively impacted by factors such as fire and pest out breaks not factored into the
equation.
In the first case, the accumulating benefits resulting from the management change have to be
built into the trajectory curves used to establish ACE.
In the second case as discounting mechanism (discussed later in this appendix has to be
included.

Ecosystem Services Valuation Equation
Ecosystem service values and accumulated values (= changes) (AES) are calculated conceptually
in a manner similar to those for carbon (see Business and Biodiversity Offsets program which
even uses similar language: UNEP/CBD/COP/9/Inf/29). The method involves calculating the
original monetary or starting point (at project inception) value of ecosystem services or
converting the value (by some standard measure) into an index and then summing the key
indexed values into a composite index). Then one can determine the rate at which the values (or
index) grows or shrinks (based on rate curves for each key ecosystem service).

A full empirical equation would include all of the services or "values" where real dollar values
can be calculated and are appropriate (water supply and perhaps quality for example). For
many services (biodiversity values) only a qualitative assessment (based on the best available
science) can be made. Under such circumstances one option is using an index of components.
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Weighting ecosystem service components, (presumably according to your goals) allows you to
rank them in comparison to each other and assign relative values. This is a useful exercise and
will eventually give some guidance to decision making. In this process, for example, water
quantity services could be ranked twice as important as timber values in a community forest.
Weighting helps in cross-project and scenario comparison. The forest management plan for the
Sunshine Coast Community Forest (Morrison et al. nd) uses a multi-value analysis where
weighting is expressed through a set of different strategic objectives for different scenarios and
involving different parcels of land in the analysis.

An Example Ecosystem Services Index
This example Ecosystem Service Index (ESI) allows ecosystem values to be established,
compared and aggregated. The example index for each service is based on a scale of 1-5 (see
example of Carbon value in Appendix 8 Table-1), that reflects the condition of the service from
best to worst: 5 being the best possible condition (maximum volume of water for example,
maximum legal timber harvest), 1 being the worst condition (little or no water, no timber
harvest). Each ecosystem service has its own internally consistent method for measurement so
that it is accountable in a standard manner for example the simplified biodiversity value
classification in Appendix Table 2).
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Table 2. A simple index scale for biodiversity services.
Index Value
5

Species condition
All keystone and rare species
present, few or no invasives

Process condition
All processes present

4

All keystone species, 50% rare
species; minor invasives

All processes, but some at 80%

3

Some keystone species missing ,
most rare species absent, invasive
species common but not
transforming ecosystem structure

Several essential processes not
functional (e.g., trophic web,
hydrology)

2

Many keystone species absent, no
rare species, many invasives altering
structure

Most processes not functioning,
highly degraded

1

Converted to non-native ecosystem
or human construction

Most basic ecological processes
absent

A simplified equation for the value of a typical conservation offset project including climate
change adaptation values might be:
ESt1 = ESbiodiversityyear0 + ESwater qualityyear0 + ESClimate change adaptationyear0
+ ES ethical values(aesthetic)year0 +ES intergenerationalyear0
Where year0 is the starting point time horizon, or the project startdate.
A community forest might have an equation that includes EStimber and ESnon-timber forest
products and might combine natural service values into a single ESbiodiversity term.
In the case of a conservation project for an old growth forest stand, the component indexes
might be all 5's and the ESyear0 (first equation) would 5+5+5+5+5= 25 if all were equally
weighted.
For a 60 year old stand conservation project, because it is species poor, has relatively uniform
structure, but provides a reliable clean water supply the index values at project start (=year0)
might be 3+5+4+3+4= 19.
It is worth repeating that for each category, the index value is independently established based
on criteria suitable and accepted for the attribute (see CCAR 2008). Thus it is accountable and
credible. Even if the ecosystem service has no strictly quantitative measure as of yet, such as
"resilience" a five category scale for resilience based on a verbal description of assessable
attributes (yes or no answers for example) can be constructed and used in the index.
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Following the approach for establishing a baseline trajectory for carbon value, Ecosystem
Service component trajectories can be developed for future times and conditions, and projected
into the future. These can then be turned into index values and summed year by year (just as
emission or sequestration of CO2 is) for the total value at a future time horizon.
The accumulated ecosystem benefits or Accumulated Ecosystem Services is then forecast, by
summing the annual benefits provided (ESyear1+ESyear2+ESyear3+ESyear4 and so forth). This
growing sum of values is the projected return on the investment in the project. On this basis the
potential Ecosystem Service value in the fifth year is
AESyear5 = ESyear1+ESyear2+ESyear3+ESyear4+ESyear5
As mentioned already measurability of each component is important for tracking, monitoring
and to satisfy investors. Even though each component is not measured in the same way, such as
in dollars, the same components are measured the same way and there for the valuation of
scenarios of comparison of projects is objects as long as the same weighting for each
component is used.

Accounting for risk
Each of the components of an Ecosystem Services equation can be discounted either individually
or collectively through a discount factor. The possibility of a fire for example might have to be
discounted in both the Accumulated Carbon Emissions and Accumulated Ecosystem Services.
The California protocol (CCAR 2008) lists many risk factors that apply to both carbon offsets and
ecosystem offsets. Risk might be accounted for by simply a proportional reduction of value such
as a factor or 0.9 where there is one in ten chance that forest stand might be consumed by fire
103
include a discounting for selected forest values. Hebda et al. 2000 used a modified repeat
random burn model to asses the area of bog ecosystem needed so that considering the presentday rate of burn, a sustainable area of climax bog ecosystem would remain after 100 years.

Combining ACE and AES
At the outset the intent is to provide opportunities for investment in both carbon off-set and
ecosystem service values to the contributor or investor in a project. To do this ACE and AES
could be examined separately and an informed decision made. The two potentials could be
combined as equals or at varying proportions according to major intended role of a site or
changing concerns. For example climate change adaptation services (if considered as an
Ecosystem Service) may become much more important than sequestration and sink values (ACE)
in the future for adaptation purposes. This might occur when populations of a rare native
species begin going extinct and protecting a surviving population in a conservation area
(biological refugium) becomes critical.

103

Mason et al. 2006
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Tables provide a simple way to compare ecosystem valuations, particularly when looking at
choices of use for a land parcel or comparing one project to another. For a coastal old growth
forest patch the value at time of inception can be represented by the equation:
Project Value (PV) = 5CE(emission) + EStimber+ 1ESnon-timber Forest products + 2ES
biodiversity+ 1ESclimate change adaptation + ES intergeneration.
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Table 3: Comparative project value at time of initiation for old growth coast forest
according to use (=year 1).
Scenario

Carbon

Timber

NTFP

Biodiversity

Preservation
Scenario
Community
Forest
(Conservation
with NTFP
and selective
logging
scenario)

5x5=25

0

0

4x5=20

2

Conversion
scenario

5x2

5

lower
biomass
because
of timber
removal

Intergeneration

2x5=10

Climate
Change
adaptation
5

5

Total
index
value
45

Offset
index
value,1
45

2
sustainable
harvest

2x5=10

4

5

43

39

5

1

1

1

20

13

some
carbon
remains
in soil to
be
emitted
over next
decade

1. only carbon and non-economy ES included
Table 4 Project value after 30 years for Old growth coast forest after choices made in
Table 3.
Scenario
Preservation
Scenario

Year 10
45x10=450

Year 20
45x20=900

Year 30
900+55x10=1450
adaptation value has
increased as climate
change impacts have
intensified

Community
Forest (conserve)
Conversion

43x10=430

860

860+ 0x10=1260

20x10=200

200+ 13x10= 330 No
economic benefit,
more carbon lost

330+130=460

For an offset project the key attribute is the difference between choices (the equivalent of
additionality) and how those differences accumulate into the future (see table below for the
potential offset values of the project:
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Table 5 Differences in accumulated offset values of a project comparing preservation to
conservation to conversion of coastal old growth for three different time horizons. Based
on simple linear trends and differences without discounting.
Choice made

Original offset value
difference

45-13=32

Ten years
(Accumulated
project@year10 offset
value)
320

Twenty years
(Accumulated
project@year10 offset
value)
640

Preserve vs Convert
Preserve vs Conserve

43-39=6

60

120

Conserve vs Convert

39-13=26

260

520

Appendix 8 Table 5 demonstrates how offset value accumulates over time compared to a
project where the ecosystem is converted. Even choices that include commercial benefits,
where the ecosystem is conserved (community forest), can offer major addition offsets
compared to a conversion or serious degradation of an ecosystem.
Carbon emissions and biodiversity trajectories can be used to show that for reforestation and
improved management projects the index value increases in the decades following project
initiation in comparison to not doing the project. The offsets (investment yield) being sold in
such cases do not accrue until sometime in the future. The valuation tool can be used to
demonstrate this through increases in the index values in the right hand columns compared to
the valuation at project start in Appendix 8 table 3.
Index units can be turned to monetary value if such a valuation is available. For example if
carbon is being sequestered or not emitted then the value can be calculated using the going rate
for avoided tonne of emission.
As noted previously the real value is influenced by many other business and social factors. These
can be applied once the valuation of components using standard measurement protocols is used
whether or not those are scaled to an index value.
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Appendix 10: Beginner’s Introduction to Offsetting
The verb offsetting is used to describe the act of mitigating a damaging activity like carbon
emissions or destruction of habitat. Conservation offsets include any protection of a natural
area and its carbon for carbon emissions elsewhere or other ecosystem damage. BC has had a
form of conservation offsets for years with the Columbia Trust’s policy of buying habitat to
offset the damage of the Columbia dams. Recently, in California, land conservation of a redwood
forest has been used to offset carbon emissions by an energy company.
The fundamental principle of carbon accounting for conservation purposes is that units of living
carbon can be stored or released in ecosystems and these units can be measured and valued in
exactly the same manner that units of ancient carbon are stored or released in fossil fuels,
measured and valued. Living carbon is stored in various pools of ecosystems, e.g., trees, other
plants, canopies and the soil. To generate a carbon credit, a deliberate action is taken that
reduces the release of that carbon into the atmosphere. This carbon activity (which is often
called a modality in climate change vocabulary) might mean anything from complete
conservation of the land to improveing forest management where soil is less disturbed and
fewer trees are removed than business-as-usual clear cutting. The objective of all carbon
activities, whether through scrubbing smoke stacks, reducing gas consumption or protecting
forests, is to reduce the overall emissions of carbon in the atmosphere. Inclusion of certain
activities in a regulatory framework is made on its efficacy to bring down emissions by changing
behaviour, so that there is an incentive for people take a carbon stewardship action versus a
business-as-usual scenario. As a result, carbon credits are subjected to various tests. Does this
activity lead to a net reduction in emissions in the global commons of the atmosphere? So is
this activity different from business-as-usual activities (baseline) and generate carbon credits in
addition (additionality) to what would have happened if that action hadn’t taken place? Will this
activity lead to a “leakage” of carbon being emitted elsewhere? For example, carbon emissions
releasedin the course of the activity or other forests being logged. Will this carbon be stored in
that ecosystem permanently (permanence) for the next 100 years?
Credits/offsets for emissions can be bought and traded on different types of markets. There is a
growing interest from both voluntary and compliance markets in projects that avoid
deforestation and natural area degradation. Regardless of whether the voluntary or compliance
market is chosen, projects must have credible, accountable, affordable and trackable methods
that meet widely accepted standards so that projects can be assessed, ranked, and their
progress evaluated.
The means by which carbon compliance markets or registries (like the California Climate Action
Registry (CARR) or the Pacific Carbon Trust (PCT)) assess land for offsets is on a project by
project basis. Projects can be one large property or an amalgamation of properties. Projects are
referred to as Forest Projects but are also known by the acronym PDD for Project Design
Development. Forest Projects are one means, (alongside other technological projects for
avoiding emissions, e.g., energy projects), by which the originators (whoever originates the
project, which could be land managers from any sector) apply to the markets or carbon
registries for carbon credits.
Each registry has a set of tools or protocols to assist the originators in calculating, reporting and
verifying the emission inventories. For example in the international scene the default
tool/protocol through the United Nation’s Framework Convention for Climate Change (NFCCC)
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for conserving natural areas is called Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Degradation
(REDD). In California, REDD standards are adapted specifically for California under what is called
Forest Project Protocols. These protocols require a series of measurements to be taken that
quantify the carbon emissions avoided by proceeding with a decision to protect or restore the
natural area. The tools/protocols are set into a framework of legislation allowing the buying and
selling of carbon for that particular activity, e.g., conserving natural forests. The tools/protocols
also set the standards, which determine the methods of valuing, verifying and validating the
amount of carbon stored. Each registry has their own methods for these procedures, which
typically meet or exceed the default values or international standards set by the UNFCCC.
Once a project is initiated, there is a whole list of criteria to be met, including passing tests of
permanence, leakage and additionality. One of the most onerous standards is demonstrating
permanence. How will the avoided emissions be permanently stored for the next 100 years? The
current standard in California for ensuring permanence for conserving natural areas is the
placing of a legally-binding conservation covenant (known as easement in the US) that provides
legal assurance of permanent avoidance of emissions. Once the carbon has been valued,
verified and validated, they become carbon credits. These carbon credits are what are sold in
either voluntary or compliance markets to offset a company/individual’s emissions. Carbon
credits in the compliance markets have registered serial numbers similar to money so there is an
ability to resell the same credits.
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